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WOMEN'S FORUMS

Dear Broadsheet 
I am writing to express my 
thanks for your individual and 
collective support at the recent 
Auckland Women’s Forum. 
The fact that so many women 
from such a diverse range of 
backgrounds, groups and polit
ical beliefs came forward to act 
as facilitators; to provide all
day care of children and did all 
the other things that went into 
coping with nearly 3,000 
women was very much ap
preciated, as was the support I 
felt from those women as indi
viduals.

The experience in organising 
the forum and being there on 
the day (particularly at ATI) 
was not easy to say the least, 
but it is a tribute to all of us that 
we gained so much strength 
from each other.

The forces of the Right had, 
I guess, to be seen to be be
lieved and now we have all seen 
them we also know without a 
doubt that those forces contain 
extreme views and racist and 
homophobic elements, as well 
as having little regard for the 
rest of us who make up woman
kind. I was appalled and 
shamed by their treatment of 
the Tangata Whenua and at the 
continual insensitivity and ig
norance displayed towards all 
women who did not share their 
views or lifestyle.

Although I am still sifting 
through my thoughts to reach a 
cohesive analysis the lessons I 
have learned from the forum 
were many and I will not be 
rushing to repeat the perfor
mance. Nevertheless, the fear 
that has clearly been generated 
in the Right to have them op
posing even the most basic of 
women’s rights and individual 
freedoms like access to jobs, 
equal pay and opportunities, 
quality childcare, education of 
children in the full range of life 
options, recognition of ethnic 
and cultural differences and 
the ability to choose our own 
lifestyle says to me a lot of posi
tive things about the develop

ment of New Zealand women 
in the last ten years and about 
the growth of feminism. The 
Right are not only fearful they 
are under threat.

Donna Awatere’s Maori 
Sovereignty, Audre Lorde’s 
Sister Outsider and Andrea 
Dworkin’s Right-Wing
Women should provide excel
lent and compulsive reading as 
an aftermath to the forums.

Sandi Beatie
Labour Women’s Council, 
Auckland

Dear Broadsheet,
I would like to take the oppor
tunity of using your columns to 
thank all the women who were 
so supportive of me at and 
since the Women’s Forum of 17 
November. I appreciated very 
much the warmth I felt coming 
to me from the body of the hall, 
across the anger of the right- 
wing women. I also ap
preciated the letters I received 
in the week following. Thank 
you all.

E nga Wahine ma, tena tatou 
katoa.
Arohanui,

Maryan Street,
Forum Chairperson,
Auckland.
Ed: A comment from Maryan 
Street is published in the article 
on Women’s Forums beginning 
on page 12 of this issue.

JEWISH FEMINISTS

Dear Broadsheet,
The 15 Jewish Feminists on Ra
cism (Broadsheet 124) would 
be more convincing if they in
dulged less in self pity and 
more in genuine concern for 
oppressed people. They should 
clarify how they relate to 
Zionist racism, since I have not 
heard them utter one word in 
support of Palestinian human 
rights.

It is gratifying that a group of 
Israeli feminists has a broader 
perspective and can see beyond 
themselves to protest Israel’s 
mistreatment of their Palesti
nian sisters in prisons such as

Neve Tertza, Ramie.
Claims by the 15 Jewish 

feminists that they are oppres
sed sound obscene when com
pared with real oppression.

Oppression is:
1. having your land taken from 
you;
2. being tortured for wanting to 
retain your identity;
3. being imprisoned for one 
year for displaying the flag of 
your people;
4. being denied water which is 
supplied in abundance to those 
who have stolen your lands;
5. being put under house arrest 
for your political beliefs.

Palestinians suffer such op
pression daily. Do the 15 
Jewish feminists in their silence 
disclaim responsibility totally?

Jenny Taylor
Auckland

ON BEYOND ANZUS 
AND ANGER

Participants at the “Beyond 
ANZUS” Conference (Sep
tember Broadsheet) probably 
heard as much about female 
anger as they did about the 
ANZUS Treaty. This anger 
was directed at the conference 
structure which was perceived 
to be male-inspired, domi
nated and oriented. Returning 
from lunch on the second day 
we found a line of women 
separating the stage from the 
hall. Feelings of rage, frustra
tion and alienation were ex
pressed and listened to sym
pathetically. But it soon be
came clear that more was being 
demanded here than a chance 
to air views. A radical re-struc- 
turing of the conference was 
being demanded and was in 
fact imposed the next day — 
imposed by a small minority 
without any prior consultation 
as to the wishes of the majority. 
In any other context this same 
process I have outlined would 
have been condemned as a 
coup or takeover, for takeover 
the feminists did.

The third morning presented 
conference participants with a 
fait-accompli — the conference 
was now a hui. The platform 
and microphones were aban
doned, chairs placed in several 
huge concentric circles. In 
smaller and more intimate sur
roundings this might have suc
ceeded, but given the cavern

ous proportions of Wellington 
Town Hall, it brought further 
problems of its own. The ter
rible acoustics meant that 
microphones were eventually 
re-introduced by some, but 
not all speakers. The circle 
format meant that people 
where I was sitting only ever 
got to see speakers’ backs.

The hui, we were informed, 
meant that everyone had a 
right to speak, and to be lis
tened to without interruption, 
but in fact, on several occasions 
when the opinions expressed 
did not coincide with those of 
the feminists, I observed these 
whispering and talking 
amongst themselves and even 
getting up and leaving. As the 
morning wound on it became 
increasingly a giant therapy 
session with the “Sisters” rein
forcing one another, and sev
eral brave men confessing their 
hangups. At this point I de
cided to forget about ANZUS 
and why I’d actually come 
there. But really I was very 
angry — angry that the confer
ence had been stolen from 
under our noses and angrier 
still that not enough of us, my
self included had the convic
tion to stand up and say “No”.

My conclusions could 
perhaps be summarised thus:-
1. That I had been naive to pre
sume that people would unite 
and submerge their individual 
differences in the face of a com
mon danger which threatens to 
annihilate us all. Some people 
will always carry on pushing 
their own barrows.
2. We can destroy the social 
structure which has produced 
the bomb and the Arms Race, 
but will what we replace it with 
be any better?
3. Surely what this sick world 
needs is not women crying out 
for power, but men and women 
both nurturing the so-called 
female qualities — love, com
passion, tolerance, forgive
ness. Women in power can be 
every bit as ruthless in the 
maintenance of the status quo 
as men viz Margaret Thatcher 
or Indira Ghandi, wives and 
mothers both. We must strive 
together as humankind to de
velop a different set of values if 
this poor battered world is to 
survive.
4. It is imperative we learn 
from the mistakes of the past.
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Only two short decades ago re
volution was in the air — we 
were going to change the world 
through “good vibrations”,

peace and love. When flower- 
power failed many turned to 
anarchy and terrorism as a sol
ution. But if we wish to

achieve peace we are going to 
have to work at it peaceably.
5. This means non-violent ac
tions based on clear thoughts, 
in touch with our emotions but 
not letting them run out of con
trol. Anarchy usually means 
violent action based on the pre
mise that the end justifies the 
means — the same premise 
that dictators of both extreme 
right and left use to justify 
systematic repression of the 
people.

Of course, holding hands, 
embracing, sharing and singing 
songs of peace are important, 
but in themselves they are in
sufficient to bring about right 
change. In addition to our in
ward change we need to know 
our facts so we can effectively 
demolish any pro-nuclear argu
ment in a logical, reasoned 
way.

Luise Brandt, of NFIP, says 
in September Broadsheet: 
“Everyone was reacting with 
emotion, instinct, even passion 
— it was wonderful” and again, 
“It is a lack, it is a death to dis
sociate our feelings from our 
brains”. It is also chaos to dis
sociate our brains from our 
feelings. Resentment, anger, 
frustration, guilt, sorrow are in 
all of us and need to be worked 
out, but surely not in the con
fines of a tightly scheduled con
ference? I am all in favour of 
group work and psycotherapy, 
but only if that’s what 
everyone’s agreed to meet for.

Wonderful? My experience 
was more like watching a scab 
ripped off a wound. Then we 
all sat round and looked at the 
mess while various people de
scribed what they saw, without 
any attempt being made to ac
tually dress and heal it.

I want to say that personally 
I am no stranger to male vio
lence — starting from a rotten 
relationship with my father, I 
have been attacked, beaten 
and molested plus all the vari
ous hurts and betrayals one 
goes through in relationships. 
But I like men, every bit as 
much as I like women. To
gether we form humankind. 
Singing “A woman needs a 
man — like a barbed wire 
fence” is destructive and divi
sive.

The highjacking of the 
Beyond ANZUS Conference 
was, for me, an immoral act. If 
the feminists don’t like tradi
tional structures let them or
ganise their own alternative — 
but not steal the planning and 
participants from someone 
else’s hard work.

And beware — power is 
heady stuff. The French Re
volution was founded on the 
highest ideals. Liberty, Fratern
ity (read Sisterhood), Equal
ity, but the abiding image of 
that time we retain is of the 
“Tricoteuses” sitting knitting 
at the foot of the guillotine as 
the heads rolled. To confront 
the immense dangers of world 
destruction at the present time 
by saying there’s no point in 
getting rid of the Bomb until 
we’ve changed the attitudes 
that caused it (and I did actu
ally hear that said) is analagous 
to demanding that a lung 
cancer victim give up smoking 
as a prerequisite for the opera
tion that will save his life. Op
eration first — then you’re 
bought the time in which he can 
change. And let us also beware 
of taking ourselves too seri
ously. We must never lose the 
ability to laugh, and to laugh at 
ourselves, even if our cause is a 
matter of life and death. 
Laughter is one of the things 
that makes us truly human and 
will help to keep us sane in a 
mad world.

Jacqueline Barrington
Napier

PACIFISTS

Dear Broadsheet,
Regarding Kate Collyns’ letter 
asking “what has ever been 
said about” the women behind 
“the pacifists and conscien
tious objectors of the last war” 
(Broadsheet 124, November 
1984), I am presently engaged 
in researching both the men 
and women who have engaged 
in anti-war/peace activities in 
New Zealand. I would be 
grateful if Kate (and anyone 
else with information on past 
or current anti-war/peace 
people, groups etc) would con
tact me at the Department of 
Sociology, University of Auck
land.

Shirley Lewis
University of Auckland

See “Forum Fever” 
on pages 12 — 18.
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WOMEN AND WAR

Dear Broadsheet,
In association with the Publish

A MESSAGE ABOUT MONEY

Following your immediate 
and generous financial sup
port we were asked by some 
of you why we needed the 
support, especially as we had 
put out an appeal about this 
time last year.

We have investigated our 
situation quite closely over 
the past few months, trying to 
determine where our "down
ward spiral” began, and what 
we can do to reverse it, since 
all of us are committed to 
Broadsheet.. There is no 
single cause, we’ve disco
vered, just a compendium of 
causes that built up to a dif
ficult debt problem com
pounded by the govern
ment’s decision to devalue 
the dollar.

We've separated our 
causes into two areas: Money 
and Staff. Any suggestions 
that readers may have for the 
stabilising of our finances will 
be very welcome. At the mo
ment being part of the Broad
sheet collective means being 
committed to regular fund
raising events, on top of our 
normal work.
MONEY: We have four dis
tinct avenues of income — 
the sale of the magazine, ad
vertising, bookshop revenue, 
and donations and sustaining 
subscriptions. The bookshop 
was opened to subsidise 
Broadsheet, which it did 
magnificently for several 
years. The main reason for its 
success (apart from our en
thusiasm!) was that we were 
the main place in Auckland 
that women could get 
feminist books. That is no 
longer the case. Over the past 
two years, other bookstores 
have started to stock the 
books that we carry. It had to 
happen and it's a good thing 
in lots of ways, because it 
shows that more and more 
women want to read the sort 
of book that traditionally 
only "radical left women” 
read.

We didn’freally notice it at 
,first, because we’re all so

ing Division of the Govern
ment Printing Office, I am pre
paring a book about women’s 
experiences during the two

busy — in fact, often too busy 
to give visiting women the 
warm welcome we’d like to 
give, and you expect. That 
doesn’t help. Money was 
tighter, fewer books were or
dered, the stocks ran down, 
the women who came saw we 
didn’t have the books they 
wanted, even fewer books 
were ordered... and so it 
went. Also, books have be
come more expensive, and 
women were struggling, 
often, to buy the ones they 
wanted. And then the gov
ernment devalued, and our 
overseas debt of $6,000 
soared. As far as selling the 
magazine goes, we’ve said 
several times that if Broad
sheet was available only on 
subscription, we’d be much 
better off, because we lose 
money on every magazine 
that is sold over the counter. 
But our commitment to that 
woman who one day may 
walk into her local newsa
gent, fed up to the back teeth 
with the life she’s been sub
jected to and not knowing 
why, and see Broadsheet... 
our commitment to her is un
wavering.

As far as advertising goes, 
it takes a huge amount of 
time and energy actually to 
solicit advertising, time we 
often haven't had. Sympathe
tic businesses and groups are 
rarely in a position to spend 
advertising money with us; 
we are choosy about the kind 
of advertising we would run. 
We would not, like Ms, run 
ads for diet pills, make-up, al
cohol and South African 
diamonds. Trish Taylor, who 
has recently joined Broad
sheet. is going to concentrate 
on promotion and advertis
ing, so we hope to see more 
income from this source.

Still with money, our costs, 
(like everyone’s) have risen. 
Production costs are up 
(paper and ink have both 
risen); our rent was increased 
when the rent freeze was 
lifted; a heavy workload 
meant taking on more staff;

World Wars, told in their own- 
words. As editor, I will select, 
collate and introduce the mate
rial. I am writing to ask if you

our tax bill is $1,000 per 
month.

We are not eligible, as a 
company, for many grants 
and have so far been refused 
by all we have applied for. 
Our subscribers have less 
money, and they now often 
share subs, and the resub
scription- time seems to be 
elongating. There are also far 
fewer feminist functions at 
which Broadsheet's mobile 
bookstall can get out into the 
marketplace. All in all 
Broadsheet needs a weekly 
income of $3,000 at least to 
meet its bills (staff salaries, 
rent, typesetting, printing, 
etc). For nearly a year, our 
weekly income has been fluc
tuating between $1,800 — 
$2,500 a week.

And on the money side is 
one non-money thing which 
we feel has a strong bearing 
on it. Which is that Broad
sheet is seen to be secure — 
because we’ve been around 
for 13 years, we’re seen as 
permanent, something that 
will always be around. No 
one questions the fact of 
Broadsheet's existence, yet 
globally very few feminist 
magazines have lasted more 
than five years and the 
number which have lasted 
more than ten can be counted 
on the fingers of one hand. 
Broadsheet is one of them.

STAFF: We need more staff; 
five of us are paid, one full
time and four part-time.
(Spare Rib has six full-time 
staff and four part-timers.) 
We are all very stressed, we 
have too much work to do, 
and too little time for perso
nal work, our families and 
other interests. And our 
stress comes a lot from the 
fact that Broadsheet is much 
more than just a bookshop or 
a magazine; it is a resource 
centre (with the only feminist 
index in the southern hemis
phere, and there is only one 
other anywhere in the world, 
as far as we know!); we’re an 
information service — many 
times a day the phone rings

can help us with this important 
contribution to women’s his
tory. We will be grateful for 
any relevant material — let-

for information on all sorts of 
things, and letters often ask 
for information. We also are 
a referral service, a library, a 
visitors' centre and a refer
ence point for overseas 
magazines. All of this takes 
time.

Our part-time workers 
have to have other jobs to 
help support themselves — 
holding down two jobs is 
stressfilled. Stress means we 
don't always do things as well 
as we’d like to. And because 
we haven't enough money to 
take full advantage of the 
technology that other offices 
now find common labour sav
ing devices, we still use 
labour intensive methods.

WHAT WE D LIKE TO 
DO/WHAT WOULD 
HELP:
More staff, on better pay;
A loan to get into street-level 
premises to help the book
shop (suggestions anyone?); 
Increase circulation and get 
more advertising;
A better mail order system; 
Fundraising that doesn’t in
volve staff energy or time; 
Better office equipment;
Pay our contributors; 
Promotion;
More sustaining subscribers; 
More regular volunteers; 
Broadsheet to go in wills; 
Better distribution;
Decent chairs for our bad 
backs!
And, of course, your continu
ing donations and support. 
With your help we will sur
vive.

The Broadsheet Collective 
FRONTING UP

WHERE WE ARE
On the first floor of the Gane 
Building, 43 Anzac Avenue, 
Auckland. Our office is open 
between 9am-5pm Monday 
to Friday and lOam-lpm 
Saturday. Our Box number is 
5799, Wellesley Street, Au
ckland, NZ. Phone 794-751. 
The Office will be closed 
from 3pm on 24 December 
until 9am Monday 7 January 
1985.
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ters, diaries, reminiscences, 
anecdotes, factual accounts of 
events; we are also interested 
in recording interviews with

DEADLINES
Deadline for March is 10 
January and for April is 10 
February and May will be 10 
March.
STUFFING
Stuffing of the March issue 
will be on 23 February. All 
women and children wel
come. We desperately need 
more helpers so please come 
and introduce yourself and 
make friends while you work.
BOOKSHOP HOURS
The bookshop will be closed 
from 3pm on 24 December, 
reopening at 9am Monday 7 
January 1985.
BOOKSTALLS
We welcome the opportunity 
to show what we stock in the 
bookshop and of course it 
also helps us. If you are hav
ing a seminar, workshop or 
meeting please get in touch 
with us.
ADVERTISING RATES
Classified $3.80 per col cen
timetre, quarter page $70, 
half page $140 third page $97 
and a full page $260. Inside 
back covers $360 and outside 
back covers $720. Contact 
Trish or Diane.
CONTRIBUTIONS
When submitting stories, 
poems, articles, letters etc for 
publication would you please 
remember to send a stamped 
addressed envelope with 
them. We will do our best to 
read them as quickly as possi
ble.
FREE BROADSHEETS FOR 
FRIENDS
If you have a friend who you 
think may enjoy Broadsheet 
but doesn’t subscribe please 
send us her name, address 
and a 30 cent stamp and we 
will send her a recent issue. 
Help us to increase our sub
scriptions and spread the 
word of feminism.
APOLOGIES
After debates about the spel
ling of Lynda Topp’s name 
we got it wrong on the cover 
but right in the inside. Our 
apologies Lynda.

women who would like to 
make their knowledge of the 
time available in this way.

Aspects covered by the book 
will be:
• women alone: hardship, sol
itude, relationships inside and 
outside the family;
• children: generations of 
fatherless children;
• work: war-associated occu
pations and those vacated by, 
men; women’s changed aspira
tions;
• community activity: “patrio
tic” work, “holding the fort”;
• health, nursing in New Zea
land and overseas; the in
fluenza epidemic in World War 
I;
• women in the services;
• the American presence in 
World War II: tensions as well 
as stimulation;
• the aftermath, loss, conflict, 
estrangement; war brides; re
fugees.

All material sent to us will be 
acknowledged, and if you 
would like to retain original 
copies of your papers, these 
will be returned to you. Un
used material will (if permitted 
by the owner) be deposited in 
the Women’s Archive which is 
at present being established 
under the auspices of National 
Archives. Copyright will of 
course be retained by the 
owner. We would very much 
appreciate if you could please 
inform members of your or
ganisation and/or friends and 
relatives of this project.

Ray Grover, National Arc
hivist, is sponsoring this pro
ject, and writes: “we can add 
to our understanding of the 
present condition of women’s 
lives by the recognition of the 
forgotten heroines of those 
days.” We hope that many 
New Zealand women will, 
through their own recollections 
or those of their families, share 
in the preparation of Women 
during the Wars.

Please write and send mate
rial to the undersigned at the 
address below.
Yours sincerely,

Lauris Edmond
22 Grass St, Oriental Bay, 
Wellington

WLM HERSTORY PROJECT

It is now 14 years since 
“Women’s Liberation Front”

groups were formed in Auck
land and Wellington — the first 
organised manifestation of the 
Women’s Liberation Move
ment in New Zealand. In 1971 
Women’s Liberation groups 
were formed in Christchurch, 
Dunedin and Palmerston 
North and a new phase of 
feminist militancy which had 
nationwide reverberations was 
underway.

“Memories are like hunting 
horns, they die along the 
wind....”

Unless women who were ac
tive in founding and fostering 
the WLM in NZ put some huff 
and puff into recording what 
they did and why they did it our 
efforts and achievements are in 
grave danger of being hidden 
from history just as much as 
those of our feminist predeces
sors. We must write our own 
herstory before we forget it. 
Such an exercise is a necessity, 
not a luxury. Historical am
nesia serves reactionaries, not 
revolutionaries.

I am currently writing a gen
eral brief history of the WLM 
in NZ, 1970-1984, working 
mainly from published 
sources, and the memories 
of activists known to me. I am 
undertaking a special project 
into the history of the WLM in 
Christchurch, which is my 
hometown and where I became 
involved in the movement: I am 
hoping to interview as many 
feminist activists as I can to 
build up a complete picture of 
feminist activities in ChCh over 
this period. I am developing an 
interview schedule for these in
terviews, which I would like to 
share with anyone who feels 
like undertaking a similar pro
ject in their town or city, with a 
view to producing comparable 
information.

I would also welcome gen
eral input, feedback, advice, 
etc. from others interested in 
this topic. In addition to de
veloping a chronology of sig
nificant events I am also in
terested in looking at the con
tribution of the WLM to think- 
ing/action in a number of im
portant areas, such as creativ
ity, sexuality, work, fertility, 
men, violence, politics and the 
state, health and education. I 
would love to hear from any
one who has conducted or is 
conducting historical research

into any of these areas, with a 
view to sharing findings and 
critiqueing each other’s work. 
Also, is anyone doing research 
on NZ feminism at any point 
between 1893 and 1970? This is 
badly needed, too, to put re
cent efforts in context.

Please write to me at PO Box 
9523, Wellington, ph 842-148.

Christine Dann
Wellington

FEMINISM AND MAORI 
WOMEN

Dear Broadsheet,
Enclosed a contribution to 
funds with apologies for be
latedness. Congratulations on 
your superwoman achieve
ment in surviving for over a de
cade. Long may you continue 
to support women and the 
causes which advance them.

I realise while some readers 
were obviously excited at your 
1982-83 equation of feminism 
with Maori sovereignty, others 
fell away at the same time who 
have not returned. They say 
they particularly mistrust the 
call for a return to the 
“kaupapa of the tipuna". 
Professor Sid Mead’s recent 
pronouncements during the Te 
Herenga Waka marae dispute 
(Listener, Nov 3-9) concerning 
the need for Victoria Univer
sity Maori women to “learn 
the proper role of women” 
are typical of the views 
which alarm them.

Traditionalists -  Maori and 
pakeha — have been saying 
these things all my life. As a 
feminist, I am happier with 
Broadsheet’s tributes to Mira 
Szaszy in her long and gallant 
struggle for the rights of Maori 
women — rights which demand 
departure from ancestral 
norms. Kia kaha, e Mira. Kia 
toa, kia manawanui.

I hope to bestow Broadsheet 
subscriptions this Christmas. 
More possible now that fewer 
contributors automatically 
disparage the middle class to 
which they themselves (unad- 
mittedly) belong. It is no doubt 
salutary to eat due guilt — and 
I have done so at times. 
Beyond that, women of the 
world, unite!
Yours in sisterhood,

Jill McLaren
Auckland
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BEHIND THE NEWS
HUITAUMATA MAORI

In October, Maori people from all over New Zealand gathered at Parliament for 
a Maori Economic Summit. These are some quotes from submissions made to the 
summit.

“One doesn’t like to start on a 
negative note but in Friday’s 
Dominion it was reported that 
Maori activists had lined up 
with elders for this conference. 
It disturbs me that we are seen 
as people gathered always in 
conflict. I take offence to 
this trivial and negative report
ing. In this chamber I have 
looked hard and long but I 
have yet to see what an activist 
looks like. If he or she are 
people that are doing, then I 
am happy to be working along
side them today.”

“My very good friend and 
work colleague Howard Morri
son stated recently, ‘Taka, just 
think in 10 years time, 40-50% 
of the workforce 15-17 years of 
age, will be Maori or Polyne
sian. Taka, just think of the PO
TENTIAL we have to work 
with’. He wasn’t saying, how 
many for the heap! but what an 
energy source to work with.” 
David Takataraka Loughlin
“Why is it that some sector of 
society are doing extremely 
well, but the majority of the 
wage and salary earners and

our beneficiaries struggle 
under poor conditions?

The share market gives us 
the answer. The returns from 
16 big businesses show that re
sults for the current trading 
year with profits around 25% 
and 50% are quite common, 
but all are dwarfed by the big 
businesses like Fletcher Chal
lenge and New Zealand Forest 
Products ($64 million and $75 
million respectively, after tax, 
a 219% and 70% increase in 
profits).... Many of the com
panies have merged to consoli
date their positions. This gives 
them even more power. At the 
end of 1983 the Share Market 
Index had risen 96.5%, it rose 
again by 122.8% above the 
1982 December level.”
N. Mako
“I ask that the allocation of 
Government funding to

A demonstration supporting in
dependence for Kanaky outside 
Mander’s Travel Agency where 
the window display featured Club 
Med Noumea posters, 
in Auckland 
(by Gil Hanly).

SCOPE be substantially in
creased to provide adequate fi
nance for good cooperative 
ventures that are restricted 
only by lack of enough 
money.”

“It seems that in these times 
of economic and social stress 
we as Maori people almost in
stinctively home in back to the 
value systems, to the wairua 
that so many of us have seem
ingly left behind. Back to the 
whanau, back to the hapu, 
back to the communal concept 
of mutual support.

Call it what you will — a 
charitable trust, a work 
cooperative, a gang, we are still 
whanau coming together. 
Why, because fragmented we 
are disadvantaged, too many of 
us lacking qualifications and 
skills, too many of our young 
people becoming increasingly 
alienated in an economically 
hostile environment where 
they...have no place to stand.” 
Gloria Herbert, Pawarenga, 
Taitokerau
“In our view one of the gravest 
issues affecting Maori develop
ment is that of dependency. 
However important and neces
sary direct grants, special sub
sidies (as distinct from general 
ones) and PEP may be for us, 
the fact remains that we are be
coming a mokai culture.

Whole regions and com
munities are dependent on 
some form of benefit from 
central government funds. 
Short term solutions are be
coming permanent elements in 
our lives.”

“It may be said that welfare 
and support structures are 
tools of cultural domination by 
the majority culture. We don’t 
necessarily go that far but there 
is sufficient in the notion to

merit serious consideration.”
“Thus the central thrust in 

any Maori development model 
should be for Maori Economic 
Autonomy. Autonomy is not 
separatist — it is merely self- 
control, self-management. It is 
the ordinary condition of those 
living effectively within the 
power culture in NZ.” 
Ngaitahu Maori Trust Board, 
Mawhera Incorporation
“With shorter life expectancies 
of Maori males and females re
lative to their Pakeha counter
parts for equal contributions to 
pension plans Maori people get 
less than their Pakeha 
neighbours, indeed they sub
sidize their Pakeha friends and 
help make pension funds via
ble.

It is recommended that all 
pension funds review their be
nefits to ensure equity across
races.”
Whatarangi Winiata, Raukawa 
District Council, Otaki.
“In New Zealand, there are 
seven teachers’ colleges and 21 
technical institutes,
polytechnics and community 
colleges. Yet none of them ad
dress the problems of Maori 
economic and social develop
ment except under a 
KAUPAPA PAKEHA. This 
has meant approaching Maori 
educational needs from a 
Pakeha perspective, in a cur
sory or peripheral way.”,,

“One of the existing 
teachers’ training colleges 
should be turned into a 
MAORI COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE with a 
KAUPAPA MAORI. It 
would be staffed predomin
antly by Maori, and offer in 
Maori and English, education 
and training courses in a wide 
range of subject, to produce 
Maori teachers, nurses, weav
ers, carvers, kohanga reo and 
kokiri supervisors, Maori re
source managers, horticul- 
turalists, broadcasters and 
journalists, computer technol
ogists, builders, counsellors, 
community development off- 
cers, and many other sorts of 
trained personnel.”
Edward Douglas, University of 
Waikato
“Experience on the Board of 
Maori Affairs has taught me 
that under-pinning any of our 
strategies is the need for a
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real expertise lies. The debacle 
over bridging finance for Te 
Kohanga Reo would never be 
allowed to occur again.
Denese Henare

“Everyone, especially the en
vironmentalists, appears to 
know (or think they know) 
what is best for us and continue 
to talk down to us and carry on 
making arrangements on our 
behalf. We didn’t ruin our 
country (ie forests, fisheries v 
etc) — it was done for us — and 
I believe we know more about 
conservation than they have 
ever learned. A question being 
asked by most of us is this — 
“when are we going to be al
lowed to act as responsible citi
zens, instead of being told what 
is best for us?” This is an insult 
to our intelligence and, some 
folk think, racist.”
Koa Murdoch for Waitutu In
corporation.

“The total time for Maori Prog
rammes on radio in New Zea
land is .019%”

“In general, the mass media 
are seen as presenting Maori 
people as a violent, disordered 
subculture of New Zealand 
society whose members fill o u r. 
courts and jails.”

“There has existed and still 
exists a type of linguistic im
perialism in New Zealand. This 
is much more dangerous than 
economic domination, because 
our language is our wairua, our 
soul.”

“The answer is apparent to 
me. A Maori radio voice 
“Sounds Aotearoa” is to be a 
‘Maori non-ratings popular 
radio station’, one which New 
Zealanders can relate to.”

“A Maori radio station must 
remain within the parameters 
of RNZ because of its vast re
sources in administrative, tech
nical, financial, and training 
facilities. If a meetinghouse 
opening was to occur in Inver
cargill, or a tangi in Napier, or 
a hui at Waitangi, then all that 
is required is simply the turn of 
a switch to broadcast or net
work such an event.” The 
BCNZ is a multimillion dollar 
investment and Maori people 
have contributed to its vast re
sources.”
Haare Williams

“The Facts: Poi E topped the 
New Zealand hit parade for

four weeks in February 1984.... 
It has sold over 42,000 copies. 
The government (former) re
ceived $20,000 in sales tax. The 
Patea Maori Club, an incorpo
rated charitable trust, after 
production/distribution costs, 
received $10,000. Ngoi 
Pewhairangi, composer, re
ceived $2,000.

“Television New Zealand, 
the people’s TV network were 
approached to make a video 
for Poi E.

Answer: We do not have the 
money for Maori language 
songs. See Maori Unit.

Canvass Koha — answer: No 
music budget.

Canvass Ready to Roll, 
Radio With Pictures — ans
wer: Limited funds. No budget 
for Maori language records.

Canvass light entertainment 
— answer: You must have 
Pakeha words included.

Money is only available to 
group if it sings in Maori and 
Pakeha.

Enter sympathetic pakeha 
film-maker, makes video, costs 
exceed $5,000. Video offered 
to Maori Programme Koha — 
answer: Can’t use it. Enter 
Lani Hunter, Eye Witness 
News, Derek Fox, Te Karere. 
Both play Poi E  video clip. 
When TVNZ approached to 
pay for repeated playing of 
video clip. Answer: We do not 
pay for video clips.

Poi E  smash hit recording. 
The first all Maori language re
cord to reach no 1 in New Zea
land.”

“World Music Fair, Medim, 
Cannes, France, 28 January — 
1 February, 1985. Invitation to 
Patea Maori Club to appear 
representing New Zealand. In
vitation to appear Royal Al
bert Hall, London. Invitation 
to appear St Louis “Te Maori” 
exhibition.

Criteria to appear at world 
Music Fair. The artist has to 
have a number 1 selling record 
in its own territory. The artist 
must have a platinum selling 
act.

Canvass Maori Affairs De
partment (former govern
ment). No funds available, 
committed to “Te Maori”.

Canvass Maori & Pacific 
Arts Council. No funds availa
ble, committed to “Te Maori”.

Facts: National Youth Or
chestra of New Zealand re-
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strong capital base and profes
sional consultancy services. 
This experience has led me to 
support the call for a Maori De
velopment Bank.”

“It would free up the De
partment of Maori Affairs to 
concentrate on its social, voca
tional, and community de
velopment roles — where its

Below (from top): Part of the Ngati Whatua Group at the official 
welcome to start the Polynesian Cultural Festival held in Auckland,
23 — 30 November, 1984. A Tongan group perform at Okahu Bay and 
Tahitian women with their hats. Photographs by Gil Hanly.



ceived grant to travel overseas 
to play symphony music. (De
partment of Internal Affairs). 
The New Zealand Craft’s 
Council receives a yearly grant 
from Lottery Board $10,000.”

“Grants in excess of $5,000 
available for dance students 
yearly Queen Elizabeth Arts 
Council. Grants for violinists 
to travel and study overseas av
ailable every year Queen 
Elizabeth Arts Council. Com
mencing salary of junior New 
Zealand Symphony Orchestra 
member in excess of $7,000 per 
year (retainer).”
Maui Dalvanius Prime

“Are Maoris at state and other 
official functions simply deco
ration?”

“Consider the State Funeral 
for Sir Keith Holyoake. Many 
New Zealanders viewing the 
live television considered the 
high-point was the lament sung 
by the Maori Choir of the Wel
lington Churches. Anyone 
hearing it must have been 
moved. But, in the edited half- 
hour that evening, the entire 
part showing the Maori Choir 
was wiped out. Nor were view
ers and listeners aware of the 
fact that this select Maori 
choral group, with illustrious 
young Maori community lead
ers — including the Hon 
Whetu Tirikatene-Sullivan — 
were left to stand against the 
wall of the upstairs balcony — 
the empty seats which would 
have seated them all being left 
clear “for invited guests”. But, 
■were they not guests also?

Mrs Tirikatene-Sullivan in
sisted the Maori choristers fill 
the empty seats. Similarly, we 
insist we assume our tangata 
whenua status, as Maori com
posers and recording artists 
singing and recording our 
music in our Maori language.”

“In Pakeha terms, recogni
tion means funding. As a per
centage of the total budget of 
the Queen Elizabeth II Arts 
Council, the $220,000 allo
cated to the Council for Maori 
and South Pacific Arts repre
sents a mere 4.32% — the 
QEII Arts Council total budget 
being $5,091,000.”

“If Maori culture, and Maori 
music in particular, is to be pre
served intact for future genera
tions of Maori New Zealan
ders, it must be recorded now. ”

“It was a Labour Government 
which imposed this iniquitous 
40% tax on all records — local 
as well as imported. Record
ings are considered to be a lux
ury.... Our case rests on the 
fundamental right of our Maori 
culture to exist as the norm of 
the New Zealand society, and 
not as the rare, “luxury” oc
currence implied by the tax im
position here referred to.” 
Maui Dalvanius Prime, Maori 
Composers’ Foundation.

“In 1982, for every 412 days, 
screening for 24 hours a day, 
given over to Pakeha program
mes, the Maori had one day. 
They import two-thirds of all 
the programmes they show 
anyway, and of the one-third 
that is made here our people 
are allowed to make one half of 
one percent. Point nothing of 
nothing. We’ve got 200 of our 
people working for the BCNZ 
— not bad. Until you hear that 
they’ve got 15,843 jobs going.” 

“Well, what are our children 
learning from television. They 
are learning Pakeha Culture 
and Pakeha values. They learn 
to have poor nutrition to be
come sugar freaks and junk 
food addicts. Don’t protest — 
television gets $115 million a 
year in television advertising.

Submissions to the Minister of 
Justice about the Incapacitated 
Persons Welfare Bill and the 
Incapacitated Persons Prop
erty Bill were requested by the 
end of November, before the 
bills got to a select committee 
prior to becoming law. The Dis
abled Legislation Interest 
Group is concerned that more 
disabled people become in
volved in discussions about the 
bills. The head offices or staff 
of major disability organisa
tions have been aware of the 
impending legislation, but 
neither the drafts of the of the 
bills nor the knowledge of the 
effects of their content have 
necessarily been made clear on

The rule is money before 
health. Our children learn indi
vidualism and materialism. 
They learn that comfort is more 
important than people, that 
family is only a mum, dad and 
kids. They learn not to share 
money and resources. They 
learn violence for property. 
Their models, their heroes and 
heroines are white foreigners.

Even innocent looking prog
rammes like The Young and 
the Restless, The Young Doc
tors, and Automan, are 
dangerous to one’s psyche as a 
Maori, simply because as a 
people, as a culture, we do not 
exist in them. We are absent. 
Even Karere is not safe for our 
children. The message of Ka
rere, is that the Maori viewer is 
only worth five minutes a day. 
This out of 22 to 25 hours of 
television broadcast each day. 
For every 360 minutes they get, 
we get 1 minute.

Two psychological research 
studies done in 1972 show that 
up until the age of 12, Maori 
children denied that they were 
Maori. In fact, in these studies 
they actually say they are 
Pakeha. Last year in Otara 
oyer 90% of all our children 
who appeared before the Chil
dren’s Board, did not even 
know their tribe.”

a grass-roots level.
While no doubt drafted with 

the best of intentions, the bills 
have the potential to erode 
very significantly the rights of 
disabled people, naturally 
many of them women. The bills 
do not adequately acknow
ledge the particular vulnerabil
ity of disabled people, and in
troduce some terms and posi
tions of exceedingly wide influ
ence.

One of these positions is 
“mentor”, and the powers 
given mentors in the bills are 
wide-ranging. Once a mentor is 
appointed to an incapacitated 
person, there is little evaluation 
or monitoring of the influence

“Last year the BCNZ had an 
income of $188 million. And 
made a net profit of $16 mill
ion. To say Maoridom is not 
getting its share is an under
statement. For instance Te Ka
rere gets 46 cents for every ten 
thousand dollars the corpora
tion spends on non-Maori 
programming. Further, they 
paid out $84 million in salaries 
last year. Maori people got 
$900,000 or so. 98.8% or 83 of 
the $84 million went into 
Pakeha pockets.”

“What we want is a real 
share but not just time on tele
vision, resources, training and 
wages for our people. A real 
share means a cultural share. It 
means redesigning the nation’s 
television. It means a new idea 
of time, of reality. Television 
of real people. Live television 
and unprbfessionalism of spon
taneity, mistakes and fun. It 
means things like kina diving 
competitions, inter-tribal 
canoe races, inter-tribal joke 
telling hui, impromptu waiata 
contests, full whaikorero at 
major events, stories for our 
Kohanga babies, and our lan
guage, people, faces and places 
everywhere.”
Donna Awatere, proposal for a 
Department of Maori Broad
casting.

that person can gain over 
another’s life. For example, a 
mentor could get a court order 
to get an incapacitated person 
into an institution, or consent 
to sterilization on their behalf, 
as long as the person is “wholly 
incapable of making or com
municating decisions”.

The bills also state that “no 
person dealing with the mentor 
shall... be affected by notice 
that the (incapacitated) person 
or any other person has not 
concurred.” The legislation 
was originally developed to 
protect the rights of the intel
lectually handicapped, but its 
scope has been broadened and 
the language used lays many

NOT “INCAPACITATED”
Marie Bicheno, Sarah Brown and Barbara Anderson, of the Disabled Legislation 
Interest Group In Auckland, background two new bills which will change the 
lives of disabled people.
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Sherry Connell speaking after the 
Disabled Women Workshop at 
Auckland’s forum (by Gil Hanly).

types of temporarily and per
manently disabled people wide 
open to being defined as “in-. 
capacitated” because of im
paired communication, and 
therefore potentially vulner
able to control or influence. 
For instance, people who have 
had strokes or cerebral palsy 
people could fit the bills’ defi
nition of incapacitated and lose 
control over their lives. t 

There is a very real danger 
that if the legislation is passed 
before the disabled community 
has had adequate opportunity 
to comment, new laws may be 
put in place which actually 
further disable, and label, al
ready stressed and disempo- 
wered people. Personal rights 
relating to decision making 
powers, autonomy, privacy 
and the access to equality are 
all infringed upon. For in
stance, the disabled person has 
to meet the mentor’s expenses 
when he or she is acting on 
their behalf, but there is no 
monitoring provided in the 
bills to ensure that the mentor 
acts in the disabled person’s in
terests. And under the Prop
erty Bill, a disabled person may 
lose control of her property on 
the basis of primarily medical 
evidence, without the matter 
ever being placed before a 
court. The trustee corporation 
replaces the court as the 
monitoring agency, when it 
may stand to benefit financially

from the management.
Copies of the bills are avail

able from the Law Reform 
Commission of the Justice 
Department, Private Bag, 
Wellington. For more infor
mation write to Sherry 
Connell, 8 Dalton St, Glen 
Innes, Auckland 6.n

BUDGET BITES
Labour promised relief to low 
paid workers as a central fea
ture of its election promises. 
The November Budget showed , 
us what that meant. Instead of 
a fair wage for work done, the 
Budget ignored single workers 
and turned hundreds of 
thousands of low-paid workers 
with children into social wel
fare beneficiaries. For some 
NZ families the Family Care 
package would mean an extra 
$10 per child weekly; but that 
was already and potentially 
eaten up by higher tax, re
moval of milk subsidies, in
creased electricity charges, 
higher petrol costs, higher 
mortgage interest rates, and 
price rises across the board 
with the removal of the price 
freeze and costs passed on by 
manufacturers from road tax 
etc. Left out of the largesse 
were parents on DPB, the un
employed, and parents work
ing less than 32 hours a week, 
invariably women. The logic t 
for this was that people should 
be rewarded for working (as if 
there were thousands of jobs 
out there waiting for workers 
to fill them) and that be

neficiaries had had their own 
(miniscule) handout. Also 
wincing were the elderly, who 
found Labour’s pre-election 
promises not to attack Univer
sal Superannuation were lies.

Shown up too for a bit of 
frothy sham were the Labour 
boys pontificating about “con
census” — it was clear that 
neither the Labour caucus nor 
its party wing had been let in on 
the secret. So much for “open
ing the books” and the 
Economic Summit of Accord.

By early December party 
President Margaret Wilson was 
reporting that the public was 
pissed off. People were 
wondering, rightly, what 
they’d elected. Not the old- 
style Labour Party it seems, 
which promised to put people 
before profits. We were 
treated to the ironic spectacle 
of National chief (now de
posed) Rob Muldoon telling us 
National didn’t devalue be
cause of “the social cost”. The 
new free market boys were re
moving controls on everything 
— except wages — in an effort 
to bring down labour costs and 
make New Zealand competi
tive on the open market with 
countries like Taiwan and 
Philippines.

Far from bringing “accord” 
the Labour Budget has been di
visive, pitting worker against 
worker, the old against the 
young, the waged against the 
unwaged. Racism has surfaced 
too as Pakeha resentment of 
large Maori and Pacific Island 
families.

Lofty Lange and Dangerous 
Douglas have carved into 
Labour’s traditional support 
like greedy boys who’ve bro
ken into the tuck shop. They 
could find it gives them a belly 
ache.o
Sandra Coney

Lessons for women from the 
1984 Budget.

Lesson no. 1: Don't be mar
ried

Or, if you are married make 
sure you earn a high income or, 
at the very least, more than 
your husband. The principal 
income earner tax rebate, av
ailable to low income earners 
who are single or earn more 
than their spouse, was in
creased in the budget and is 
now worth a maximum of $10 a

week. Married women who 
earn less than their husbands, 
(and few earn more) pay the 
full rate of tax no matter how 
low their income is. For those 
earning more than $6000 a year 
($120 a week) income tax will 
increase slightly, as it did in 
1983. Over the three years of 
the wage freeze the take home 
pay of many married women 
has actually reduced.

Lesson no 2: I f you're mar
ried with children, don’t be 
employed full-time.

Not unless your husband is 
looking after your children, 
that is. The combined income 
limits on the family care benefit 
($22550 a year with one child, 
$24630 with two etc) mean that 
families where both partners 
earn quite modest full-time in
comes — say $15000 and 
$10000 — will be excluded. 
The structure of the family care 
benefit, and the family tax re
bate which has been in exis
tence for two years now, places 
low income families in a kind of 
poverty trap as any increase in 
household income is not only 
taxed but results in a reduction 
of the family rebate or at 
slightly higher incomes, the 
family care benefit. As most 
low income families increase 
their income by the secondary 
earner joining the paid work
force or increasing (her) hours 
of paid work, this system can 
act as a powerful disincentive 
to women who wish to join the 
paid workforce. From a house
hold income of $10000 to over 
$22000 each additional dollar 
earned by either partner results 
in an average of fifty cents 
being lost to taxation and to the 
reduction of the tax rebate or 
family care. And, if it’s essen
tial to increase family income, 
the process is hard-going.

Lesson no 3: If you have 
children and are raising them 
alone, make sure you have a 
full-time job and cheap child 
care.

Of course most female solo 
parents are not in this situa
tion, but it is the only way to 
avoid poverty. Along with 
other beneficiaries, those re
ceiving the domestic purposes 
benefit received a miniscule in
crease in the basic benefit and 
an extra $2 per child — com
pared with $10 per child going
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We want to hear about issues and 
action affecting women in your 
area, be it a new women’s centre or 
a factory shutdown. Keep your re
ports between 200 and 500 words.

WAP &
PORNOGRAPHIC

VIDEOS
The so-called video tape de
bate continues with the tri- 
ministerial committee of 
Palmer, Tapsell and Shields 
due to release their recommen
dations soon. At the moment it 
seems likely that videos, at pre
sent under no particular au
thority or control, will either 
come under the jurisdiction of 
the Indecent Publications Tri
bunal or have a separate “inde
pendent” tribunal of their own. 
The second option is being 
pushed by the Video Retailers 
(representing only 40% of 
video retailers), which defines 
“independent” as meaning rep
resentatives from the industry. 
Customs. Internal Affairs and 
"one responsible member of 
the public”.

Either way. things look grim 
for women. It is likely that the 
vast majority of pornographic 
and sadistic videos currently in 
the shops will remain there but 
simply have an age restricted 
classification. There is bound 
to be a self-policing element to 
the recommendations (the re
tailers will be expected to be
have responsibly — a cheerful 
prospect in the light of their 
past record).

Any o f these likely moves 
gives legal sanction to pornog
raphy. “Tighter controls" sim
ply mean age restriction (which 
in any case is impossible to en-

to families with a full-time 
wage earner. The extra won't 
cover much more than the 
higher milk prices! As origi
nally designed, the family care 
programme also excluded 
families whose members were 
employed for less than 30 hours
10 Broadsheet, January/February 1985.

force in the home) and keeping 
the "right" of a man to watch 
what he likes in the privacy of 
his own home.

Women Against Pornog
raphy is campaigning against 
the current flood of Electric 
Blue Videos; so-called horror 
films which glorify violence 
against women; Playboy Pets 
of the Year and so on, in an 
endless list.

We are lobbying women 
MPs and getting media cover
age, but we need the support of 
thousands of women in lots of 
ways. We are focusing on two 
main changes; All pornog
raphy as woman-hatred should 
be outlawed, in the same way 
as at least overtly racist mate
rial is illegal; All potentially 
pornographic material should 
be judged by an independent 
women’s tribunal, as women 
are the only ones who can de
fine pornography.

We have a wealth of infor
mation, a fact booklet, badges 
and stickers, but we need the 
support of other women and 
women's groups to lobby their 
MPs, make public statements, 
hold public meetings, and so 
on.

For example, the Federation 
of Labour now has a policy 
against pin-ups and the Clerical 
Union supports outlawing por
nography. Why not try to pass 
a resolution in your union or 
association? We also desper
ately need a full-time worker 
and are trying to get pledges for 
her wages. Just a dollar a week 
from 300 women would be 
enough for two! More details 
from Women Against Pornog
raphy. PO Box 475. Wel
lington.□

WHAKATU
WOMIN’S
CENTRE

Greetings from Whakatu (Nel
son), the volcanic centre of 
New Zealand. The Womin’s 
Centre has moved from its lo-

per week — a not uncommon 
situation for solo parents. This 
aspect of the policy has now 
been revised although solo pa
rents employed part-time will 
not be able to claim even a 
small part of the domestic pur
poses benefit if they wish to

cation of two years around the 
corner to 320 Hardy St, with 
the newly established Nelson 
Region Rape Crisis Network. 
The lease on the building we 
were in was sold, and the one 
room we had was becoming too 
restrictive for the activities we 
were getting into. We have 
been holding workshops on 
grief, natural healing, astrol
ogy, colour healing, domestic 
violence and racism. They have 
attracted women from all walks 
of life, and we’re expecting a 
lot of womin through this sum
mer.

We now have a womin’s 
room/resource centre; Heather 
and Briar (paid workers for 
Rape Crisis) share an office 
with the receptionist for the

them in having the Rape Crisis 
Centre here and is charging us 
low rent. It looks like a local 
company is going to pay it for a 
year, for us as well.

On the Rape Crisis front we 
would like to revitalise the na
tional newsletter for Rape 
Crisis workers. We feel quite 
out of touch with the rest of the 
country, and would like to tell 
others what we’ve been doing! 
We are prepared to put out the 
first one and would like con
tributions by 28 January.

Setting the Table was pro
duced locally and played to full 
houses. It was wonderful to see 
in Nelson! Bahai women or
ganised a day of workshops 
early in November, on themes 
of justice, peace and educa-

Transisters performing at the Pon- 
sonby Street Festival, Auckland, 
early December (by Gil Hanly).

building (who is also a Rape 
Crisis worker), and we have 
shared counselling space. The 
building is leased by the Nelson 
Hospital Board and houses the 
board’s Family Health Coun
selling Service, and temporar
ily, the Alcohol Assessment 
Unit. The Hospital Board is 
recognising the benefits to

qualify for family care.
Don't look too hard in the 

1984 Budget for policies that 
will assist those looking for 
child-care or provide training 
or retraining for people want
ing paid employment. We 
could even be correct in think-

tion. And a lesbian support 
group is meeting on Tuesdays 
at 7.30pm at the Womin’s 
Centre. New or coming out les
bians are especially welcome. 
There’s a big handful of lesbian 
mothers, which adds wonder
fully to the character of the 
place. Watch out for the first 
copy of Dykes in Nelson (DIN) 
which should be hot off the 
press soon.a
Heather McDonald and Renee 
Alleyne

ing that the Budget aimed to 
discourage married women 
from taking on, or staying in 
paid employment New Zea
land, the way they want it...? 
Maire Dwyer
Member of a Wellington-based 
social wage group.



POLL EMICK
We all know that women love 
being at home and the more 
kids around the more deliri
ously happy they will be. So 
they will respond enthusiasti
cally to the ever-recurring calls 
for all women to leave their 
paid work and stay at home. 
It’s obvious that looking after 
kids is one of the great joys of 
life. That is why so many 
people offer to help mothers 
and why fathers are so frus
trated because they can’t stay 
home to share in the joy of it 
all.

Childcare outside the home 
is unnatural. It leads to all sorts 
of dangers like children being 
able to relate to a group of 
adults instead of driving just 
one person mad and this will 
never do. I mean women might 
just get the idea that life can 
provide some enjoyment for 
them and we all now where that 
sort of thinking can lead.

There will be hassles when 
all women stay at home. But 
these will be minor. Shops and 
factories will grind to a halt but 
that doesn’t matter because 
there’s too much consumerism 
anyway. Legal documents will 
pile up in uncleaned offices but 
nobody will mind because all 
the kiddiewinkies will be so sta
ble and contented.

Sick people will lie untended 
but male doctors will take over 
the bedpans so that will be all 
right. Men on industrial sites 
will have no-one to whistle at 
and they might kick up a fuss, 
but geneally we will all cope.

We’ll cope because we’ll 
have this warm feeling that our 
society is one that loves kids 
and anyway they won’t be 
around for us to see because 
they’ll all be at home making 
their mothers feel fulfilled.

Schools will be under-staf
fed and class rolls will go up to 
220 per class but that’ll be okay 
because we’ll all know that 
there are principles involved 
and that we are part of the pro
cess towards consensus and we 
must bite the bullet. And that 
woman who said she was a

mean woman with very little in 
the way of nurturing instinct 
will find out how wrong she 
was.

Of course there would be a 
dearth of entertainment. But 
everyone would rally round. 
All-male casts, singers, dan
cers, musicians, would keep 
their all-male audiences in a 
continuing state of rapturous 
excitement.

It’s well known that un
employed men are just panting 
to take over the cleaning and 
typing and as they rinse their 
mop and change the typewriter 
ribbon they will feel really ecs
tatic deep down, you know? 
Research has shown that these 
jobs carry their own inbuilt 
satisfaction but that women re
ally only do them for pin 
money.

There’ll be mortgages and 
bills unpaid of course, but we 
won’t worry about that. Our 
standard of living is probably 
too high anyway. And the less 
loans and mortgages they have 
to pay out the happier banks 
and lending institutions will be.

When all women go back to 
the home we’ll really be getting 
back to those times when life 
was simpler and everyone 
knew their place.

Women have to learn that 
life isn’t easy and everyone has 
to make sacrifices, and this is 
just the thing to do it. They will 
be contributing to the happi
ness of men and children and 
really, that’s all that women 
want, isn’t it?n

Bethlehem Mary writes a 
sequel to her best selling hand
book on Virgin Mothers with 
Gay Sons.
And it came to pass in those 
days that there went out a de
cree from Minister Hercus that 
all the women might gather to
gether in Auckland.

And when the day of Forum 
was fully come, while feminists 
slept unawares certain God 
squads crept into the hall to 
execute judgement upon all, 
and to convince all that are un

godly among them of all their 
ungodly deeds which they have 
ungodly committed.

And when the organisers lif- 
teth up their eyes and saw a 
great company treading one 
upon the other they bade the 
doors be made fast. And the 
overflow were led along the 
paths of righteousness to a 
further place.

Behold in this place the late 
sleepers did number more but 
the early Xtians numbered 
less. In the lips of her that hath 
understanding, wisdom is 
found and the chairperson said 
unto the women: what United 
Nations Convention is there so 
great that hath statutes and 
judgements so righteous as all 
this against discrimination? 
And the greater numbers of

the late women cried out Yea 
Yea we ratify.

But the smaller number of 
the early Xtians cried out nay 
and woe and beat their top bits 
in lamentation. And lo, the 
vote maketh the late and the 
early women to sit down one 
with another beside the still 
waters.

Yet those gathered first in 
the main hall were smote by 
false prophets which come in 
sheeps’ clothing and inwardly 
are ravening racist sheep. For a 
foolish woman is clamorous: 
she is simple and knoweth no
thing.

And the clamorous ones rose 
up and did flourish their sacred 
tablets that bade God defend 
New Zealand.

So the God defenders 
prayed to restore heaven on 
earth where there is no devalu

ation and the price of a virtuous 
woman is far above rubies: or 
lo, would ye believe, red plas
tic. For if ye be willing and obe
dient ye shall eat the good of 
the land. But if ye refuse and 
rebel, ye shall be devoured 
with a sword.

And above all if ye be a 
woman loving other women: 
and then must we put away our 
children from ye lot.

For lo, the God squad proc
laimed that women must sub
mit to men else their lords and 
masters might withhold from 
them their plastic rubies. For 
men vouchsafe one to another: 
It is better to dwell in the wil
derness than with a contentious 
and an angry woman: and 
therefore it is meet that such 
women be delivered unto the

wilderness so prophets do not 
lose honour in their own coun
try nor their share of the fruits 
of the earth.

And so it came to pass that 
Minister Hercus spake and 
said: Lord, how are they in
creased that trouble me! Many 
are they that rise up against 
me.

And she bade the multitude 
to fear not and trust in her. For 
had she not heard all the 
women and marked well the 
Mothers and Home Keepers 
and promised comfort to all?

And behold the Minister 
said: I will not be afraid of ten 
thousands of people that have 
set themselves against me 
round about. Blessed are we 
who are politicians: for I will 
match them unto their thou
sands on the swing. Yea verily.

SAee/?
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AUCKLAND: I think we all learned several 
shocking lessons on the day of the Auckland forum. 
We knew from the other forums that the right-wing 
women were mobilising and organising themselves 

to oppose every possible change which would 
increase women’s chances of equality. But to see 

them in such force, demonstrating their profound 
racism and hatred, was something I don’t think 

even the most hardened of us was prepared for. I 
think we learned that when confronted with such 

opposition, we cannot afford the luxury of the 
arguments and splits which have divided feminists 

up till now. These divisions, of course, are still there 
and must not be ignored or glossed over, but I can 

only admire the way in which feminists, and 
moderate women who would not easily call 

themselves feminists, linked arms and stood their 
ground. The strong, united, calm front was essential 

on that day and will be needed again in the future. 
I was horrified at the racism of the right-wing 

women. I will not call them Christians because of the 
numbers of Christian women who disassociated 

themselves from that group’s actions, and because I 
think they must be recognised for the political force 

they are. During the afternnoon, I received a note 
from one of these women which seemed to me to 

epitomise their racial hatred. She wrote: “I protest 
at the bias of the organising of this forum which 

allowed one woman to speak at the plenary session 
on nothing except Maoridom. AND then proceeded 

to allow without protest a little dance and song...” 
(the italics are her own.) 

There is obviously no dialogue to be had with 
these women. They do not respond to rational 

debate or even arguments about individual rights 
and freedoms. They respond only to trigger words, 

verses from the Bible and male authority. The 
pakeha responsibility of educating pakehas about 

racism does not extend to these women. They are in 
fact (dare I use their words?) beyond redemption. 

They are a political force which we have seen in 
action and must now plan around. 

(I must confess to being grateful for one of their 
characteristics - when they forced me to take 

up a male authoritarian form of control, at least 
they responded to it and sat down again and became
19 Broadsheet, January/February 1985.

When Ann Hercus got the go-ahead for a Ministry of 
Women’s Affairs, she thought of a Women’s Summit 
along the lines of the Economic Summit (men’s?) held 
since Labour became the government. It was decided 
that such a format was too elitist and that forums 
should be held where all women could come, though 
some feminists with long memories has misgivings 
about the wisdom of such a move.
The funny thing that happened on the way to the forums 
is now history. We asked women with different 
experiences of the forums to contribute. So far not 
all reports are in, so this is an incomplete 
coverage, but it’s the beginning of a discussion.
We’d like to hear from readers on the subect of the forums.

“I’ve just seen the face of the 
enemy and it’s not us.”

This was one feminist’s reaction 
after a morning workshop at the 
Auckland Women’s Forum at 
North Shore Teachers’ College. 
Throughout the day, we feminists, 
so few in number, shared horror 
stories of our workshops. Said 
Wyn, who ran a workshop on 
women in the home: “It’s so bad I 
can’t think. They think women 
shouldn’t have control of their 
bodies, men should, because 
they’re the economic mainstay of 
the family.”

Sandy, a Maori woman, said: 
“It really shows the way Christian
ity props up capitalism and 
monoculturalism. One way Jesus 
should be One way white.”

All the individual horror stories 
paled before the biggest horror 
story of them all: the interruption 
of the Maori powhiri. The Far 
Right have been backtracking fast 
about that one. By the time Mira 
Szaszy spoke in the afternoon, 
they had begun to realise they had 
gone over the top. Her dignified 
outrage must have stung:

“I was reluctant to join these 
forums, and Maori women have 
said they don’t wish to take part. 
The experience I and our elderly 
women had this morning dis
turbed rne so greatly that I 
couldn’t control myself for half an 
hour. The hurt was great. It was 
the reason why my women did not 
want to attend these forums. They 
sense a lack of tolerance among 
you women. I had believed that 
women were the gentler sex, the 
kinder sex, but I’m beginning,

sadly, to change my mind.... 
sometimes I wonder if we worship 
the same god, if we worship at 
all.”

I was sitting near the front on 
November 17. For the record 
here’s what happened.

Huia Martin, a Maori 
Methodist preacher, gave a 
karakia (prayer) in Maori and En
glish. As Miro Stephens was about 
to begin tiie powhiri, women all 
over the hall stood and ignoring 
cries of “Shame, shame” sang 
their way ecstatically through two 
verses of “God Defend New Zea
land”. It was obviously a planned 
move as they had printed song 
sheets. When they sat down, 
Maiki Marks who was seated in 
the front row stood, and in obvi
ous anger addressed the forum in 
Maori. This provoked cries from 
several parts of the hall of “Speak 
English”, “We can’t understand 
you”. Other women called out 
‘“Shame” and one women at the 
back called out that English is not 
the language of this country. At 
this point, chairwoman Maryan 
Street, regained control of the 
meeting and the powhiri was re
sumed.

Things did not improve. I chose 
to attend a health workshop. 
When I arrived I recognised only 
one other woman — a fellow abor
tion counsellor. It soon became 
apparent that the women there 
were almost all to the right of the 
Ghengis Khan. In front of me a 
woman with very coiffed hair and 
a large silver cross nestled on her 
bosom, turned out to be anti
abortionist extraordinaire Nina 
Barry-Martin, she who this year



installed herself in a caravan out
side Epsom Day Abortion Clinic 
offering on-the-site “pregnancy 
counselling” for women patients.

She set the tone for the group as 
it voted solidly against Labour’s 
health policy in its entirety. This 
included such things as reviewing 
the grounds for abortion (they 
wanted a guarantee “review” 
would mean tightening the law), 
women on boards covering the 
health and welfare of women 
(“discrimination against men”), 
family planning in abortion clinics 
(“would bring abortion into ante
natal clinics”), mobile health 
units, increased maternity ser
vices, community-based health 
programmes, and multi-lingual 
material on health consumer 
rights.

When a woman sitting beside 
Barry-Martin wanted to support 
sterilisation which she thought a 
good thing once you’d finished 
your family, she was sharply told 
by Barry-Martin: “It’s not the 
church’s teaching.”

Blindly, like troops at a Hitler 
rally, these women raised their 
arms in opposition, encouraging 
each others’ witnessing with cries 
of “Amen to that” . One woman 
continually muttered like a mind
less Hail Mary: “Four words 
Thou shalt not kill’” .

As the workshop progressed an 
air of slightly hysterical hilarity 
overtook the group. The vote was 
constantly 38 against, 11 for. The 
38, scenting the whiff of victory 
abandoned any pretence at demo
cratic process. “Come on, lady, 
let's just vote” and “Put the mo
tion sweetheart” the chairwoman

was told. Then “Put your hands 
up, darlings”.

Eventually we 11 tentatively 
made contact on the fringes of the 
group and decided to break away 
although when we did, we had to 
physically block some of the Far 
Right who having reduced the 
workshop to a farce, wanted to 
follow and do it again.

By the afternoon, feminists had 
begun to organise — after a fash
ion.

I went back to the health work
shop in the afternoon with rein
forcements and as some of the 
church women had gone home to 
their hubbies, it wasn’t as gruel
ling. By the time we gathered for 
the final session, feminists were 
fighting back. An unplanned and 
unspoken co-operation between 
the chairwoman, Maryan Street, 
speakers, workshop facilitators 
reporting back and feminists on 
the floor, prevented the Far Right 
women from forcing a vote on the 
UN Convention.

By the time MP Judy Keall, the 
final speaker, got up, the Far 
Right were stewing.

“Business and economic deci
sions are still being made by 
m en...” Keall started. Great clap 
and cheer from the Far Right 
“ ...but I can’t accept that....” 
Great clap from us. Keall was 
amazing. Where feminists were 
trying to slide past the issue, she 
waded right in.

“Don’t be frightened of 
change,” she reassured, in the 
comforting tone one uses with a 
child who’s scared of the dark. “If 
you want to stay at home, it’s your 
right to do this, but you have also

(Left) Maori women sing a waiata near the end of 
the interrupted powhiri in Auckland, and (right) 
Labour MPs Helen Clarke (left) and Judy Keall 
during the afternoon session in Auckland. 
Photographs by Gil Hanly.

quiet!)
I think now, as a result of these forums, we will 

see a new phase in feminist organisation, lobbying 
and strength. That has got to be one of the positive 
outcomes of that day.D 
Maryan Street, Auckland forum chairperson

The Women’s Forums have dispelled for ever, I 
hope, some cherished feminist myths which I have 
never held, having spent several years teaching in 
girls’ schools. These myths tell us that women are 
more kind, more tolerant of each other, more 
nurturant, life-affirming than men — indeed, are all 
sisters under the skin. We didn’t see much of that 
on November 17. But what we did see should make 
feminists think hard and long.

We cannot complain at the Christian women’s 
tactics - feminists and other protest groups have 
used them in other situations. We can only admire 
their assertiveness, determination, organisation and 
support of each other. But we need to analyse why 
these women are so hostile to most feminist ideas.

I was the facilitator of the single parents group at 
the North Shore Teachers’ College in Auckland -13 
Christians, one other woman in the morning, two in 
the afternoon. During discussion, two said they had 
left their husbands because of violence, three said 
they were better off financially on the DPB than 
when married, one said she was totally unprepared 
for marriage. They all obviously recognised that 
being a single parent was a hard life and that non- 
working women and mothers don’t have much of a 
place in society. They expressed anger at the men 
who had let them down. But instead of moving from 
those realisations to an analysis of the unequal 
power of men and women and a feminist position, 
they had looked for reassurance and comfort and 
found it. For churches tell them they are worthwile 
people because they are mothers, that being a 
mother is important, that their children need them^
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that they deserve support, praise and respect, which 
must all be very nice to hear.

To a woman on the DPB with two to four 
children, living in a State house in Otara or 

Birkdale, feminism doesn’t say those things. 
Feminism means leaving your children all day to go 

to work, that motherhood is a stupid life choice, 
that you deserve all the pain you get from marriage 

for trying it in the first place. Feminism means 
hating men and shunning them, when what they 

want is kind men who will respect and honour them. 
The women in my group wanted to do their best 

for their children. They wanted to have a good 
family life, to feel they are valuable people. 

Feminism has not convinced them that a feminist 
society would meet these needs. The churches have 

persuaded them a benevolent patriarchy will.
I have never been in the position of needing to 

get my total sense of self-worth from motherhood 
alone because I have always had the status of a well- 

paid, middle class job. But although the women 
made me very angry on the day, I cannot dismiss 

their concerns. As feminists, we must address them 
and convince all women that feminism does offer 

them better lives than they have had so far. □
Helen Watson

TAURANGA is a strong centre for the blossoming 
Pentecostal churches, and they had debated the 
merits of the UN Convention on discrimination 

against women over recent months. Various 
women’s groups, including the National Council of 

Women had already been subject to the tactics of
numbers.

The forum was organised through the Tauranga 
Women’s Centre, which was perhaps better 

prepared for what might happen on the day. The 
centre is an umbrella place for both moderate and 

radical feminists as well as a meeting place for many 
women. We spent a lot of our publicity trying to 

explain what the day was intended to do. We also 
had chairpeople who could further spell out what 

was going to happen. We were able to reach a lot of 
feminists and encourage them to attend, well 

prepared. We gave out copies of the women’s policy 
well before the forum. As organisers we had many 

meetings trying to work out tactics and plan for 
emergencies. We spent a lot of time working out the 

possible areas of conflict. 
About 450 women came on the day, about 250 - 

300 of whom were right wing Christian women who 
came to register a protest about the forum, the 

proposed ministry, and some aspects of the 
proposed policy. As in other centres, they had 

planned well beforehand, with cyclostyled sheets of 
instructions about their protest and information on 

policy ideas. After Judy Keall had spoken there was 
an organised protest and about 100 women left; so

much for discussion. 
Targeted workshops were legal issues, (which 

discussed the UN Convention), health, education 
and childcare. In almost all workshops the right 

wing women were in a majority. However, skilled
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to accept that other women can 
choose to live a different way.”

Amid increasing clamour and 
interjections, the forum scram
bled to an end. I literally climbed 
out, over the backs of chairs and 
round the hundreds of fundamen
talist women who rose stomping 
their feet and shouting “No ratifi
cation”.

There had been no vote on the 
UN Convention — a pathetic vic
tory when you look at it, but you 
could feel the frustration and 
anger of these women who’d been 
outmanoeuvred.

This experience was repeated with 
variations throughout New Zea
land; what have we as feminists to 
learn from it?

The Far Right’s superb organi
sation contrasted sharply with 
feminists lack of it. Many 
feminists didn’t even bother to 
come, despite the reports of what 
had happened at Hamilton. It was 
Labour Party, middle-of-the- 
road, reformist stuff. There were 
no feminist planning meetings be
fore the day — we went as indi
viduals and we did battle as indi
viduals. Women against the UN 
Convention came with banners 
and leaflets. We came empty 
handed. We had no strategy and 
no tactics.

This lack of organisation has a 
long history. The movement has 
been so riddled with spilts and 
ideological conflict for the past six 
years that coming together has be
come traumatic. For several years 
no one has had the courage (or 
stamina) to attempt a national 
gathering; even regional gather
ings are rare.

From the earliest days of the 
movement “expressing your 
anger” was held to be a positive 
good in contrast to women’s usual 
stereotype of being “nice” and 
placatory. In recent years “chal
lenging” and “confronting” have 
become de rigeur radical ac
tivities. While the disagreements 
have often been valid, it is the 
style which has been damaging. 
“Challenges” have been made in a 
spirit of petty point-scoring rather 
than a genuine desire to work 
through differences and con

ciliate.
We have become a movement 

of factions and small groups focus
sed on a particular area or service, 
taking piecemeal actions and 
often ignorant of actions in other 
parts of the county- Local um
brella groups folded long ago. The 
main national feminist group, the 
National Organisation for 
Women peetered out city by city. 
When feminists need to respond 

■to an event or proposal it has been 
in an ad hoc and often unsatisfac
tory way. In 1983 when Kidd in
troduced his anti-abortion bill into 
parliament, Auckland, for in
stance, had no feminist abortion 
group. Only Wellington and 
Christchurch appear to have ac
tive fertility rights groups. It was 
left up to the solitary feminist in 
government — Marilyn Waring — 
to outmanoeuvre the anti-abor
tionists and save the day.

Feminists in smaller towns seem 
to be better organised than their 
big city sisters. Active women’s 
centres in places like New 
Plymouth and Tauranga co-ordi
nate activities within their regions 
and provide a focus for organis
ing. But links from town to town 
and town to city are informal and 
fragile.

All this means that feminism as 
a national or regional organising 
force is weak.

Something else is happening 
here too. For despite the lack of 
movement, there are plenty of 
feminists. From the beginning 
feminists have said that a feminist 
is a women who calls herself that. 
There are no membership dues, 
no aims to subscribe to. This has 
left the way open for the media to 
define feminism. And it has done 
so, frequently in a way that has 
made feminists hopping mad. Re
porting of the forums was on the 
whole fairer than most reporting 
of women’s gatherings. The media 
did seem to accept the ban on re
porters in workshops but gener
ally the reports dwelled on the 
conflict and dissension to the exc
lusion of the more constructive as
pects of the forums. For example, 
in Auckland it was the Teachers’ 
College Forum stacked with the 
God Squad which got written up, 
not the just as large but much



more feminist gathering going on 
at Hato Petera across the road. 
Headlines throughout the country 
highlighted the scrapping: “Op
posing factions clash at Auckland 
women’s forum” Herald: "Police 
called to hall during women's 
forum” Christchurch Press: 
Women argue as first forum 
starts” N Z Times: and worst “Boy 
baby grabbed by irate ’witches'” 
Evening Post.

Dunce's prize undoubtedly 
goes to the Auckland Star which 
didn’t send a reporter and which 
reported that “two members of 
the Ministry of Women’s Affairs 
group, Ms Mira Szaszy and Ms 
Margaret Wilson, began the 
powhiri.”

What we saw at the forums was 
a competition between women on 
the right and feminists for the mid
dle ground, and feminists walked 
off the battlefield years ago. Radi
cal feminists have generally 
scorned involvement in
mainstream politics as reformist, 
band-aid politics. The movement 
has been reluctant to support 
women who have got involved se
eing them as actual or potential 
sell-outs. Women working
alongside men have been seen as 
particularly sullied, but even par
ticipation in middle-of-the-road 
women’s groups like the National 
Council of Women has been seen 
as not worth the effort. On the 
other hand, the Far Right groups 
like Women for Life have been 
quick to see the advantage of infil
trating conservative women’s 
groups. The so-called Moral 
Majority has colonised everything 
from school committees to politi

(Left) Sandra Coney argues a point at the Health 
workshop in Auckland. Anti-abortionist 
Nina Barry-Martin in foreground. By Gil Hanly.

(Right) On the night of November 17, the day of 
the Auckland Women’s Forum, some unknown persons 
set fire to the Ranfurly Road abortion clinic.
Rubbish bags were piled against the building in 
two places and set alight. The fire quickly 
lept up under the eaves and spread along 
under the roof. The kitchen, some offices and the 
operating theatre were badly damaged. This is the 
second time the hospital has been hit by arsonists.
On April 1,1976, the hospital was damaged by 
fire; the arsonists were never found. Auckland 
SOS was also hit by arsonists. It’s New Street 
premises were destroyed in Easter 1978.
Photograph by Sandra Coney.

facilitation and a real attempt by the organising 
committee to reduce conflict did allow reasonable 
discussion, especially since the feminist women 
were also there in strength.

Since the forum, many other Christian women 
have become involved in the debate here, as have 
some of the ministers. It seems that many women 
object to being included in the right wing and are 
speaking out. Many women appreciated the 
organisers’ attempt to run a fair and effective 
forum, despite personal attack at times. There are 
other follow on activities planned in Tauranga, and 
the forum has given new vigour to the Women’s 
Centres.□ Sarah Calvert

W A IK A T O : In many respects, the Waikato forum 
was an outstanding success. Close to 1100 women 
attended, more than double the number expected, 
and the organisation coped, beautifully. In the 
space of 14 minutes, space was found for 16 extra 
workshop groups. The shared lunch fed the 
multitudes, even though some women did not bring 
food to contribute. Nor did every woman present 
contribute their $2 donation to the PTA for tea and 
coffee; some were under the misapprehension that 
the money was to go to the Labour Party.

Maori women contributed to the forum, both by 
working on the committee, organising the welcome,
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cal parties.
It is only the sudden emergence 

of a Ministry for Women with 
moderate feminist aims that has 
dragged feminists reluctantly into 
the arena. But the ambivalence 
shows as half-heartedness.

But all is not negative. Like 
many other feminists I was re
lieved every time I saw a known 
feminist face on November 17. 
Women who had hardly spoken 
for years had a quick lesson in who 
their allies really are. Feminists of 
all shades, from lesbian 
separatists to church feminists 
found themselves agreeing where 
usually they would have been bic
kering. Quite moderate women 
who hadn’t had much contact with 
the feminist movement found 
themselves publicly espousing 
feminist principles. As one 
woman said: “I’ve never called 
myself a super-feminist, but I’m 
not neanderthal.”

On the day feminists buried 
their differences and showed a 
fairly united front. We also came 
to the rescue of the Labour Party 
and the new ministry by support
ing even wishy-washy parts of the 
Labour's women’s policy and she
lving our criticisms is of the party 
and the recent budget. Quite a few 
of us were privately wondering 
how trustworthy the ministry 
could be at monitoring govern
ment policies for their effect on 
women, when Ann Hercus as 
Minister of Social Welfare had 
been an integral part of the infam
ous Family Care package in the 
budget.

Whether the unifying impetus 
of the forums will have a long term



attending in large numbers, and participating in 
many of the workshops. A Maori women’s hui was 

held after the forum, and further meetings of Maori
women have been held. 

Controversy still rages in the Waikato about the 
extent of opposition to the UN Convention. But 

there is no doubt at all that religious groups 
instructed their women to attend the forum to 
express this view - a prior meeting was held at 

Templeview, site of the Mormon Temple, Catholic 
priests and the Assembly of God pastor spoke from 

the pulpit, women whose children had attended 
Catholic schools, even in the distant past, were 

phoned. And the allegedly 
“spontaneous” gesture of calling for a show of 

opposition to the convention by asking those 
opposed to stand up just happened to occur 

“spontaneously” in Tauranga, New Plymouth and 
Hamilton, all on the same afternoon! One could not 

help but be impressed by the extent of the 
conservatives’ organisation; there were women 

standing by the workshop sign-up tables, lists of 
names in their hands, assigning their troops to 

workshops, so that conservatives were present in 
every workshop, including the workshop for 

lesbians, and there were still enough left over to fill 
the five workshops on the UN Convention 

requested on the day. 
Many feminists went home a little shattered by 

the experience, but have since gathered to discuss 
and learn from the experience. We realise that we 

will have to counter organisation with organisation, 
letter writing with letter writing. We will have to 

make sure that we, also, attend PTA meetings, and 
make sure our views are heard at school meetings to 

discuss the human relations courses for secondary 
and intermediate schools. This is likely to be the 

next target of the right wing conservatives, and 
Hamilton women are already mobilising to prepare 

a factual kit on the content of the courses to 
counteract the blatant misinformation already 

circulating in the city. □ Jane Ritchie

NEW PLYMOUTH: Half of the 300 women at the 
New Plymouth forum were conservative women. 
All women were heard equally and all comments 

recorded and collated. The facilitators did their job 
well despite the difficulty of remaining neutral on 

such important and emotive subjects. 
A strong message came through from most of the 

small groups — the need for recognition for women 
staying home to raise children and maternity leave, 
childcare and support for women in the workforce 

who do the double job of earning and rearing
children.

The conservatives were dissatisfied with the 
forum and a huge, expensive ad appeared in the 

newspaper the following week calling all women to 
a public meeting. Four hundred and fifty women 

came in busloads from surrounding districts. A 
large group of well organised Christians overwhelmed 

the meeting. Relentlessly expressing their religious 
beliefs,they judged and condemned any woman
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1 beneficial effect on the feminist 
movement remains to be seen.a 
Sandra Coney

“I’m a homemaker and a wife and 
have two preschoolers.”

“I’m a widow and a grand
mother of six.”

“I’m a wife and a mother of 
three darling boys.” And around 
the circle it went; of 40 women 
only a handful identified them
selves by any interest outside their 
children or their men. This was 
the beginning of the workshop on 
legal equality at the North Shore 
Teachers College forum in Auck
land. Within ten minutes Connie 
Purdue of Women for Life had 
proposed and had seconded a re
solution against the UN Conven
tion, and the facilitator was be- 
seiged.

In workshop after workshop, 
circles of right wing women were 
confronting a few feminists, the 
Labour Party Women’s policy for
gotten. After a while it became 
clear what they were for — The 
Family, motherhood, and tradi
tional Christian values. The fam
ily, of course, was the white, mid
dle class, heterosexual variety — 
breadwinning husband, wife at 
home nurturing the children.

Their tactics had obviously 
been coordinated nationally. In at 
least 10 forums, they “spontane
ously” called for those against the 
ministry or ratification of the con
vention to stand in opposition. 
They made sure they interrupted 
with their protest during the ses
sions that were open to the press.

They came prepared for a 
feminist, and therefore hostile, 
environment. Voting and meeting 
procedure were their touchstones. 
Democracy and “open forums” to 
them meant allowing a short dis
cussion before putting the issue to 
a vote. They were first puzzled by 
feminists’ and some facilitators’ 
preference for hearing everyone’s 
views; then they became frus
trated and angry at the refusal to 
vote.

The idea of everybody’s views 
being counted was new to them, 
the practice of consensus foreign. 
But Maori and feminist consensus 
was unworkable anyway in that 
environment. One workshop re

port after another said the group 
was split down the middle, they 
couldn’t agree. Consensus is an 
agreement to reach agreement; 
what existed in every forum was a 
massive polarisation.

Trigger phrases recurred in 
right wing arguments all over the 
country — the UN was an “atheis
tic”, “communist-dominated”, 
“humanist” organisation, which 
would in some way “control” New 
Zealand if this convention was 
ratified. The “state” would con
trol childcare creating “orphan
ages, which indoctrinated chil
dren into a “genderless” and “un
isex” society. Elimination of 
stereotyped roles would lead to 
“sexual confusion” encouraging 
the sinful practices of lesbians and 
homosexuals.

One woman argued that a 
woman wouldn’t have a baby if 
she didn’t want one, and that if she 
did have one, it needed care and 
nurturing 24 hours a day, right, 
and a mother was the best person 
to provide that nurturing, and if a 
mother wanted to go out to work, 
she shouldn’t have had the chil
dren in the first place. In other 
words, women either do paid 
work or mothering work, not 
both. If we do mothering work, 
we mustn’t shirk with day care 
centres or creches. The father has 
to do paid work to keep the fam
ily; no fathering work for him or 
he might get confused and go gay.

The aspirations, if not the class 
background, of many of the 
women were solidly middle class. 
In the Auckland Teachers’ Col
lege forum, most of them were liv
ing comfortably on their hus
band’s wage. They could not com
prehend mothers wanting to do 
paid work, and they were doubtful 
that many mothers really had to 
go out to work.

Their economic philosophy is 
much more in tune with Labour’s 
Family Care budget than 
feminism is. They support calls for 
married women to leave the work
force, so jobs will be left to the 
men and school leavers who really 
need the work. They want tax con
cessions for the morally righteous 
— couples who stay married and 
forgo a second income so the wife 
can care for the children full-time.



Women who leave marriages or 
live de facto don’t deserve be
nefits and men shouldn’t be able 
to get away with deserting their 
wives.

Right wing women saw women- 
only forums, a women’s ministry 
and affirmative action as discrimi
nation against men. They voted 
solidly against contraceptive ad
vice, abortion, sterilization and 
sex education in schools.

There seemed to be a major 
contradiction between their ad
vocacy of a feminine, submissive 
role for women in the home and 
their assertive, often aggressive 
presence at the forums. But as
sertiveness in defence of their 
right to completely limit their 
own and other women’s choices 
is a crucial part of their idea of 
womanhood.

The right wing ideology de
nies Maori women their tangata 
whenua status; as one woman 
said “Women who are Maoris 
should have no more or less 
rights or priorities than any 
other wom an.” They only be
lieve in lowest common de
nominator equality. Maori 
people, rather than being op
pressed in a white-dominated 
country, according to them, 
have privileges because they 
have their own departm ent and 
seats in parliament.

The right wing women reserve 
a special venom for lesbians. In 
Hamilton, they took over the 
lesbian workshop after the les
bians walked out in anger. In their 
report they said lesbianism 
should be made illegal and les
bian mothers shouldn’t have

custody of their children, and 
were loudly cheered. In Auck
land when the facilitator of a les
bian workshop said lesbians are 
bus drivers, childcare workers, 
teachers... a voice from the hall 
yelled “You shouldn’t be!” 
When the facilitator said two out 
of the 20 staff in the Ministry 
should be lesbian, several 
women called out “No, n o ,” and 
hundreds hissed and booed.

In their eyes, AIDS is just 
punishment for gay men. If they 
get what they want, lesbianism 
will be outlawed and lesbians 
will be witchhunted out of any 
socially responsible jobs. They 
offer Christian love to lesbians 
and gay men only as long as we 
don’t actually indulge in 
homosexual behaviour.

The right wing women’s pre
sence and arguments were or
ganised by an interlocking net
work of Christian and right wing 
groups. Women for Life was a 
prime mover against the conven
tion. They invited Babette 
Hayes, of the Australian anti
feminist group Women Who 
Want to be W omen, to New 
Zealand. She talked of Bible 
burning in Tasmania, as a result 
of Australian ratification of the 
convention.

According to Women for Life 
ratifying the convention will 
lead to women priests being 
forced on churches, girls getting 
20 points in exams before they 
even sit, not being able to call 
your parents m other and father, 
homosexual marriages, and of 
course, abortion on demand. It 
is this misinformation which has_

(Left) Men at the Christchurch forum threaten 
one of the organisers, and (right) Ann Hercus 
looks shocked as she is knocked to the floor 
at the Christchurch forum. Photographs 
courtesy of Christchurch Star.

whose views differed from their own. Feminist 
women were shouted at; many were too intimidated 
or disgusted to speak. The audience was assured all 
comments would be recorded, but many feminist 
speakers were not.

The Women’s Centre has been particularly busy 
since the forum — long outstanding feminists came 
in to talk it over and express their anger and shock. 
Some new women, horrified with the Christian view, 
have joined us. We have since had an awareness 
week in early December.□ NP Women’s Centre

NELSON: Most feminist women arrived just before 
the opening of the Nelson Women’s Forum on 
November 24 to find Nelson College for Girls 
carpark filled with cars sporting Radio Rhema and 
“Jesus Saves” stickers. Well Jesus saved about $554 
that day. Of the 600 women who attended the 
forum, 277 were fundamentalist Christians most of 
whom refused to pay the $2 donation for the tea 
and coffee.

As this was one of the last forums to be held, 
their attendance had been expected. They came to 
disrupt. They rose to their feet and there was a 
“spur of the moment” call for the meeting to stay in 
a large group rather than divide into small 
workshops. The morning workshops proceeded 
without them and in the afternoon they joined in all 
the workshop sessions. Left on their own in the 
morning, they passed predictable resolutions on 
topics such as the United Nations Womens’ 
Convention and abortion, (including a resolution 
about abortion in China!)

Gone it seems are the times when a women’s day 
saw hundreds of women rejoicing in being women 
together. Behind the scenes these newly vocal 
reactionaries have considerable male support and 
they have more money than most feminists. A small 
proportion of them are genuine right wing women 
who have opted to stay where the power is. The
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majority are not well-informed or articulate. One 
Nelson feminist asked the woman beside her why 
she was standing up and her reply was, “Because 
they said to stand up when everybody else did”. 

However, there were some recommendations 
which reflect strong concerns of provincial women. 

In particular there was the recommendation that 
the Ministry of Women’s Affairs be decentralised 

and a staff member based in Nelson. Provincial 
women often feel they are a long way from the 

places where decisions are made. 
Apart from the fundamentalists who since the 

forum have been busying themselves with letters to 
the Nelson Evening Mail saying it was a “sham”, the 

other women who were there were glad of the 
opportunity to meet each other and to sort out 

priorities. Most of them feel there should 
be positive bunches of white camellias given to that 
small band of hard working women who organised 

the Nelson Womens’ Forum.□ Rachel Bush 
WELLINGTON: What are we to make of the heavy 

presence of right wing women at the Women’s 
Forums? Is this the tip of an iceberg which is big and 

mean enough to wreck all our new hopes for 
progress for women under a Labour government — 

or are we seeing the whole iceberg, trying to look 
colder and stronger than it really is? 

The experience of most of the women at a recent 
women’s studies discussion was that in small 

workshops and at a one-to-one level it is possible to 
dialogue with all but the rigid fanatics among these 

women, for life is difficult for women in modern 
society no matter what role or lifestyle they choose.

Unfortunately, feminists are at a disadvantage in 
reaching women in traditional roles compared to the 
Christian fundamentalists. We are the bearers of bad 

news, pointing out that society’s pie is not fairly 
divided; whereas they promise pie in the sky so long 

as Mom keeps baking apple pie on earth.
But are we really in danger of a right wing 

takeover bid? Well, if we are, I’m more worried 
about Roger Douglas and his tory budget than about 
the extremist fringe. With Merv Wellington replaced 

by Russell Marshall the God Squad have lost their 
tame minister. Nor do I see Ann Hercus as the sort 

of person who is amenable to manipulation or 
intimidation by fundamentalist and other 

reactionaries. She is being helped in maintaining the 
view that her opposition to these people is 

reasonable and in the interests of “ordinary” women 
by the behaviour of the extremists themselves. The 
racist rudeness displayed at the Auckland forum is 
not acceptable to the majority of New Zealanders.

Nor is assault of cabinet ministers. So rightly or 
wrongly, I'm not feeling panicky about the extreme 
Right at present. They are very well organised, but 

they represent a small constituency. 
The task for feminists remains the same as ever — 
getting women to understand why and how we get 
such a bad deal, and motivating and assisting them 

to work to improve our lot. If the raging of the Right 
spurs us to greater efforts — so much the better. □

Christine Dann

spurred the involvement of 
many other Christian groups. 
Assembly of God, M ormon, 
Apostolic and free Pentecostal 
churches have been most active 
in organising the women in their 
congregations to the forums, as 
well as individual Catholic, Ang
lican and Baptist congregations.

The man charged with assault
ing Ann Hercus was Mr Nihoniho, 
member of Families Need Fathers 
and husband of Mrs Jan 
Nihoniho, founder of the fake 
Working Women’s Council. Mrs 
Nihoniho is behind the Coalition 
against the Convention, and is a 
vocal member of Christchurch 
Christian groups.

The League of Rights has or
ganised a letter writing campaign 
to newspapers and a petition to Sir 
David Beattie, asking him to re
fuse the royal assent to ratification 
of the convention. Their front or
ganisation is Council for a Free 
New Zealand. In Christchurch, 
Neville Rush organises against the 
convention under the name of the 
Integrity Centre. SPUC has been 
active, because it is convinced that 
the Labour Party women’s policy 
and the convention will lead to 
abortion on demand. Concerned 
Parents’ women went to at least 
seven forums, and wrote reports 
for its December newsletter.

And after the forums, right 
wing women dominated the air
waves on talkback radio, and fil
led letters to the editor pages with 
their story of events.

To listen to big groups of right 
wing women, one would never 
know that post natal depression, 
high suicide rates, sexual abuse of 
wives and children, wife batter
ing, or any other maggots existed 
in the apple of Christian marriage. 
But women in small workshops 
occasionally talked about difficul
ties in relationships with men and 
hard times looking after children. 
Right wing women can see that 
being a checkout operator or a 
night cleaner or any other ghet- 
toised woman worker doesn’t pay 
enough for economic or sexual in
dependence. They can see that- 
women on their own aren’t safe 
from sexual attack and harass
ment. They can see that sexual 
and reproductive labour in the

home is rewarded by “good” men 
who “give” them more than they 
could earn themselves. So they 
choose to take the one man as pro
tection from the many, they strike 
an individual bargain.

But abortion, contraception 
and sterilization undermine this 
bargain, because it removes the 
obvious results of intercourse with 
a faithful woman. Twenty years 
ago he might have married her, 
now she’s lucky if he’ll split the 
cost of an abortion. The feminist 
movement has offered men the 
choice of opting out.

Right wing women hear regular 
warnings, almost threats, from 
their men about the consequences 
of not being subservient. The 
Eketahuna Anglican Parish 
Newsletter says: “Women begin 
to lose the respect, courtesies and 
special privileges they used to 
enjoy..;. Extreme feminism is 
likely to cause a backlash from 
some men; feeling threatened and 
being forced to treat women the 
same as men, and losing their re
spect for them, it may increase 
voilence, sexual assault and 
rape.” These women actively pro
mote the man as the head of the 
family.

Ann Hercus said recently that 
she hopes for “similar forums at 
least once a year for as many com
munities in New Zealand as want 
them, as well as meetings on one 
theme.” Right wing women will 
be at these in force as well.

It is important that we don’t 
mimic the judgemental attitudes 
some right women showed. We 
have to continue to listen to what 
women want for themselves, and 
allow all women a chance to speak 
at our workshops. The ministry 
used a white feminist process 
when it organised gatherings for 
women to set its priorities. We 
need to make the difference bet
ween that process and their 
hierarchies more obvious. We 
also need to highlight the differ
ence between feminists’ expan
sion of women’s choices and their 
restriction of them. If we can con
tinue to do this feminism will sur
vive this backlash and the ministry 
may achieve some positive 
changes for women.□
Jenny Rankine
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HIT LIST
“BEAUTY CONTESTS”

The new British Broadcasting Corpora
tion controller of programmes, Michael 
Grade, announced a ban on televised 
beauty contests in November. “They 
are an anachronism in this day and age 
of equality and verge on the offensive,” 
he said. Although the BBC has screened 
Miss World in the past, the show was 
televised in England last year by the in
dependent television channel.

There seems to be little chance of a 
similar change in Aotearoa in the near 
future. Des Monaghan, TVNZ control
ler of programmes says while “glamour 
pageants” remain popular with viewers, 
TVNZ will screen them. And they are 
very popular, especially with women. 
For the last four years, the Miss New 
Zealand show has been one of the top 
rated shows of the year. Ratings are al
ways more than 40% of possible view
ers. Of course, the lottery draw is a big 
attraction. Without it, and minus a 
strong local base, the badly produced 
Miss Asia Pacific competition last 
November only rated 23% of the audi
ence. Miss Universe and Miss World 
rate in the high twenties or thirties, de
pending on the night, and women al
ways form a higher proportion of the au
dience. The advertisers pay the top rate 
for Miss New Zealand, about $3,500 for 
30 seconds.

Television New Zealand employs a 
full-time organiser for Miss New Zea
land, based in Auckland. Teresa Killian 
organises and attends the provincial and 
national contests, arranges prize spon
sorship, clothing contracts, manages 
Miss New Zealand’s engagement diary 
and accompanies her to the Miss World 
competition.

Ms Killian was “a bit disappointed” in 
feminists last year. There were no pro
testors at the London Miss World 
pageant. “Some years at provincial 
competitions, there’s a lot of picketers 
and other years nobody protests. If they 
really believe it, they’d be there year 
after year. They’re very inconsistent.”

Last year’s winner said her Miss New 
Zealand prize of goods and money 
worth $35,000 was one of the best won 
by the 74 Miss World contestants. She 
also keeps the money earned during the

year from appearances at shows and 
promotions for business. Selling your 
looks as Miss New Zealand is obviously 
a very profitable way for a single woman 
to spend a year. The limitations of your 
contract’s morals clause and constant 
chaperonage pale in comparison. The 
events also raise a lot of money for char
ity. Plunket and Lions benefit from 
some provincial contest door sales and

the Miss Auckland pageant raises 
$20,000 for different charities each year.

People haven’t been deterred by pro
testors from attending the contest din
ners and parades, says Killian. “They 
just laugh at them. But they don’t like 
being told they shouldn’t watch it on TV 
because feminists don’t like it.” She 
thinks the cattle market days are gone. 
“It used to be said years ago that if you 
didn’t have a bust, you wouldn’t make it 
through. Now the emphasis is off mea
surements, the girls only spend a few 
minutes in a swimsuit. They’re in ball 
gowns most of the time.”

Unfortunately cattle with plaited tails 
and rosettes are still cattle, and shaped 
for fashion at that. In the last 10 years 
US beauty contest winners have got 
taller and skinnier, while the average 
woman has become heavier in relation

to her height.
Being Miss New Zealand will only be

come a less attractive alternative when 
women get decent pay and choices in 
paid work, and are accorded status for 
what we do rather than how we look.

In the meantime, protests to Des 
Monaghan, TVNZ, PO Box 3819 Auck
land, and the major sponsors of beauty 
contests must be many and frequent to

be effective. The following companies 
sponsored prizes and advertising for the 
’84 Miss New Zealand contest: Coun
trywide Building Society, 280 Queen St, 
Auckland 1; Peter Stanton, manager 
NZ, British Airways, PO Box 3160, Au
ckland, Murray Hart, managing direc
tor, Daihatsu, PO Box 521, Auckland, 
Fidgits Fashions Ltd, PO Box 2493, Au
ckland 1, John Murphy, managing di
rector, Revlon Cosmetics, PO Box 
1875, Auckland 1, and Auckland Coin 
and Bullion Exchange, 60 Parnell Rd, 
Auckland 1. Letters to charities about 
the kind of image of women that gets 
them their money would not go amiss. 
Teresa Killian, Miss NZ organiser, 
TVNZ, PO Box 3819, Auckland 1, will 
have this year’s schedule of provincial 
heats for the national con tests 
Jenny Rankine

Three women thought “Hogwash” and sent this cartoon from the NZ Times, 25 November 1984. 
Keep sending contributions to our Hogwash page, it will reappear in March.
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KERI KAA REVIEWS

MA ORl SO VEREIGNTY
“Maybe I was the wrong person to do 
the review. First I hated the anger in it, 
then I sat down and thought about the 
issues and wept for the voiceless ones.

“However, the optimist in me sur
faced eventually and I warmed to the 
project. If the review comes across as 
being sympathetic that is because I am 
maybe too close to the topics and emo
tionally involved.”

This is what KERI KAA wrote when 
she sent in the review of Maori 
Sovereignty Broadsheet had asked her 
to write.

Maori Sovereignty is a project Broad
sheet has been committed to for much of 
1984. We were privileged to publish the 
original articles and because there was 
such enormous interest in them, in fact 
we have all but run out of all the issues 
containing the articles, we wanted to de
liver the ideas in a more durable form 
which recognises their importance. In 
our advertising we said Maori 
Sovereignty is the book no New Zea
lander can afford not to read. We be
lieve that.

KERI KAA: Donna Awatere’s Maori 
Sovereignty is a shocking indictment of 
New Zealand society. It must be com
pulsory reading for all decision-makers, 
policy-makers, power-makers, planning 
councils, executives, employers, 
educationalists, church leaders, Mem
bers of Parliament. You may quibble 
with the style but if you are aware and 
sensitive to the uneasy state of Maori- 
Pakeha race relations you cannot quib
ble with the substance.

Manuhuia Bennett retired Bishop of 
Aotearoa describes Maori Sovereignty 
as “strong stuff”, too strong I fear for 
many in either side of the house” .

I agree. It is not for the faint-hearted. 
Every institution is attacked, education, 
justice, religion, multinationals to name 
but a few. The language used is fierce, 
frank, uncompromising and brutal. 
Readers will suffer from acute cultural 
indigestion.

Maori Sovereignty is a collection of 
three essays originally published in

Broadsheet in 1982/1983, “The Death 
Machine” (June 1982), “Alliances”, 
(October 1982) and “Beyond the Noble 
Savage” (January-February 1983). The 
fourth essay “Exodus” was specially 
written for this book.

Maori Sovereignty is attractively pre
sented, nice clear type is used. It’s easy 
to read your way through. Illustrations 
used are relevant to the subjects under 
discussion. The detailed captions indi
cate that they were chosen with care. I 
understand that a group of people were 
responsible. The cover is a striking 
photographic study of two kuia from 
the far north, taken by the talented John 
Miller.

Essay One “The Death Machine” 
opens with a definition of Maori 
sovereignty: “The Maori ability to de
termine our own destiny and to do so 
from the basis of our land and fisheries”.

A great deal has been written about 
Maori and their spiritual ties with land, 
Maori who have tried to reclaim lost an
cestral acres, endless court cases, the 
Maori land march to Wellington, the 
Raglan issue, the more recent hikoi to 
Waitangi. All this political activity is ex
pressive of the deeply felt unresolved 
anger in the Maori community.

That Maori sovereignty is offered as 
the means by which we can control our 
destiny is indicative of the depth of 
despair.

The body of “Death Machine” 
touches on a wide range of issues: 
monoculturalism, obsessive ties with 
Britain, the effects of the Springbok 
tour, separate development, white 
hatred, the immigration policy, right 
wing groups. All these issues have been 
raised at different times by other people 
but this time a Maori is stating the case 
for and on behalf of the victims of a vic
tim-blaming system.

Donna speaks of gatekeeping systems 
which create physical and psychological 
distances between Maori and White — 
housing and employment. The 
gatekeepers named are the govern
ment, public service, real estate agents 
and landlords. Statistics to support her 
statements are provided.

Education gets a verbal caning, for

example: “The education system is the 
major gate which keeps the Maori out. 
There is an invisible sign over every kin
dergarten, playcentre school and uni-( 
versity. That sign reads ‘Maori keep 
out — for white use only’.”

Her strongest criticism of the educa
tion system is that it teaches Maori chil
dren “how to fail”. She set about re
medying this as a practising psychologist 
in Otara when she introduced a four-mi
nute reading programme with successful 
results (refer to the publication Te Kopu 
te taonga for further information).

“Alliances” takes a comparative look 
at protest. “White people’s protest is 
done within the boundary of the western 
capitalist culture .. .” (p 35, pp 3 & 4).

“Maori people’s protest is done from 
inside a cage within and against that 
very culture which has denied us our 
heritage and our rights.”

The assumption that Pacific Islanders 
are the natural allies of the Maori is dis
cussed at some length. I would be in
terested to see or hear the response of 
our Pacific Island cousins to some of 
the ideas.

Multiculturalism for Pacific Islanders 
is scornfully described as “white power 
dressed up in a tapa cloth”. Strong stuff 
indeed.

White women come in for some angry 
criticism, example: “White women 
sought to set Maori women against 
Maori men” (p 42 para 1). They are ac
cused of “Using status and privilege to 
supercede Maori women”. The real di
lemma for Maori women is that 
“feminism” is a Western world-notion. 
Maori women have their own kaupapa 
and should not try to impose a foreign 
concept on to taha Maori. There’s 
bound to be conflict.

Maori language, land, separate de
velopment and anti-Maori feelings are 
all seen as feminist issues.

Trade unions assumed to be natural 
allies of the Maori, stand accused of 
making “superficial token gestures to 
support Maori sovereignty”.

It would be fascinating to find out 
how many Maori people are registered 
members of trade unions and ask them 
how they feel about the accusations?
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“Beyond the Noble Savage” looks at 
the first Maori Members of Parliament 
who “rose from the ashes of grief and 
despair with trained colonial 
minds”...“Recognised by white people, 
highly, skilled, immersed in both taha 
Pakeha and taha Maori” . Would the 
writer apply those same statements to 
the Maori Members of Parliament 
today? It would be an interesting de
bate.

Information on new health hazards to 
the Maori is not new, but is nevertheless

strong ones who will inspire us to “re
connect those disconnected parts of our 
heritage” . A warning is issued to those 
Maori in status type goal-oriented 
careers in education and medicine for 
example to keep their heads and re
member all those Maori who have no 
such power base from which to operate.

Religious worship is described as 
“having the worst record of subverting 
Maori values” and “encouraging indi
vidualism and materialism”. Maori 
people who regularly attended the

Maori Sovereignty tends to be analyt
ical and sprinkled with mind-boggling 
jargon. If it’s aimed at white middle- 
class audiences who are the “successes” 
of the education systems that’s fine.

I was very moved by the kaupapa.

Sister Peata, the first Maori nun (on left) 
and Mother Mary Aubert (right) who 
came to Aotearoa with Bishop 
Pompallier in 1860, shown in 1868. 
Courtesy Alexander Turnbull Library. 
One of 75 photographs in the book.

still horrifying when it’s starkly set out in 
print. Suicide, self-mutilation, depres
sion in children, multi-drug abuse, men
tal illness, are all indicators that if we as 
a people don't take charge of ourselves 
we will self destruct!

Depressing stuff but we need to talk 
some more about it and then to translate 
that talk into effective action. Will those 
in power-making positions hear our 
cries?

The remainder of this essay looks at a 
host of issues too numerous to discuss in 
this review, but Donna effectively sums 
up the case for Maori sovereignty at the 
end.

“Exodus” looks at withdrawal and the 
rise of mana Maori. Women are rightly 
recognised as the strong forces, the

Anglican Hui Tōpu Cultural competi
tions and the Roman Catholic Church 
Hui Aranga competitions may disagree.

The business world and the down
ward spiralling effect of the economy 
are cited as part of the Maori problem. 
Maori International’s efforts to get es
tablished are first applauded for their in
tentions and then soundly scolded for 
their commercialisation and debasing of 
Maori culture.

As I read through the first three sec
tions I experienced a mixture of anger 
and despair and wondered if there is any 
hope for us. The attacks on education 
were personally sobering and jolted me 
out of my complacency. In terms of writ
ing some careful editing would have 
tightened up some of the arguments.

Ka tangi au mo nga pani me nga rawa- 
kore.

I wept for the orphaned and the 
homeless.

I strongly recommend Maori 
Sovereignty to all those first named in 
this review — if the contents seem indi
gestible let me remind readers that we 
can’t choose our messengers. Above all 
hear the message NOT the messenger.

Congratulations to Broadsheet for 
their courage.

Kia ora Donna te Wahine taikaha.D

Keri Kaa is a lecturer in Maori Studies at Wellington 
Teachers College. She translates tai as tide, kaha as 
strong.

Maori Sovereignty costs $12.95. is distributed by 
Broadsheet and Benton Ross and is available from 
booksellers everywhere (or use the order form on p48).
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We settled in to watch Iris with some misgivings but a lot of 
good will. After 20 minutes we poured ourselves some stiff 
drinks. By the time the credits had rolled and the last notes 
of Beethoven’s cavatina had died away, we were already 
embroiled in argument. OK, so biography, too, is fiction 
— interpretations playing footsie with some facts. But this 
interpretation was intolerable. Hyde had been turned into 
the object of a posthumous love affair, a sort of pseudo- 
reverent necrophilia.

Some viewers found the film confusing; it jumped about 
all over the place, preserving an approximate chronology, 
but cutting from the “life” to the making of the film and 
back again with such persistence that unless you had prior 
knowledge of its subject it was easy to lose your bearings. 
This device — the story within the story — is older than 
Shakespeare yet very up to the moment (remember The 
French L ieutenant’s Woman?). The device is supposed to 
underline the existence of a “point of view” , to disclose the 
partiality of this version of things, to show the process that 
will pass itself off as product — seamless, complete, consis
tent, authoritative. When the camera shows you the cam
era, so the story goes, you’re less likely to be taken in. The 
calm surface of the realist film is disrupted, called into ques
tion, problematised. So Iris began, modestly, by including 
the very protest it might have elicited — it asked itself the 
million dollar question, how can men “begin to understand 
a woman” . “This script” , says Sammy the actress, “is a ten
dentious, dishonest, totally gratuitous load of shit” .

This is a set up! Having indicated that they know that we 
know that they don’t know, the filmmakers — Keith Aber- 
dein, Tony Isaac and John Barnett — move swiftly to exon
erate themselves. They do this by doubling Hyde’s story 
with the story of the scriptwriter and the actress. And at the 
same time, they keep giving themselves away. The cam
era’s power is not neutralised by being enclosed within the 
film; on the contrary, its voyeuristic gaze is installed all the 
more securely.

How does this work? All the obscurities thrown up by the 
double structure of the narrative can be decoded if you start 
with the assumption that the film is not about Hyde, after 
all. This is a film about the predicament of the modern male 
confronted with feminism. It is a contemporary male ro
mance. Although it claims to address the complex ques
tions raised by Iris/Sammy — how to live as a woman in the 
world, it in fact returns “woman” to the status of object, 
someone who must be spoken for by the male. Who sees 
nothing, except that she is seen, who constructs herself in 
the passive mood, who waits to be reconstructed (“loved”) 
by another.

Hyde is seen through the lens of pathos. Beautiful, intel
ligent, desirable, frail. All she wants is to “be loved” (that 
passive mood again). But she is too formidable for Harry 
the dork, or for D r Tothill the wimpish psychiatrist. Her 
gaze searches their faces, looking for the invitation they are 
too cowardly to offer. Harry fails her. Tothill fails her. She 
is too m uch ; they “fail the test” . Mike the director, puts the 
real question this film is asking: “I mean, how many of us 
could have coped with her?” By “us” , he means men. This

is not a film for women.
This is where Sammy the actress comes in. And this is the 

set up. Sammy is a stroppy woman, a feminist, who wants 
the part not because she has any respect for the script Kelly 
has written, but because she “likes the lady”. She bulldozes 
into the studio, tells the men exactly where they get off, 
damns the script and nearly muffs the audition. But not 
quite. Sammy has that indefinable something that makes 
her obvious for the part of Iris. Could it be that she is going 
to restore Iris to this otherwise narcissistic all-male enter
prise? She’s got guts, like Hyde, she’s acerbic, like Hyde, 
she won’t stand for any nonsense. But no, the indefinable 
something turns out to be beauty. Sammy, too is an object 
of desire.

And before long, Sammy
falls in love with the script
writer. Since she is now, to 
all intents and purposes, 
Hyde redivivus, she can con
firm Kelly’s script, as it were, 
on behalf of Hyde — “It’s 
very good,” she says to Kelly 
(ie even a feminist would 
have to acknowledge that 
you’ve understood the 
woman); and she can tell us 
what Kelly can’t in all modes
ty that unlike Harry the dork 
and Tothill the drip, Hyde 
has at last been loved by a 
man — “She would have liked 
to be loved. And you do” .

We have arrived at the the

During November 
Television New Zealand 
showed a 90-minute 
film called Iris. It 
was meant to be a 
recreation of the life 
of poet, journalist and 
political writer Robin 
Hyde, the pen name of 
Iris Wilkinson. 
PHILLIDA BUNKLE, 
JACKIE MATTHEWS 
and LINDA HARDY  
were pretty appalled 
by the programme.
They collaborated 
to tell us why in 
this review of Iris.

sis of the film. Hyde was born
too soon, that is too soon to find a man adequate to her, 
capable of loving her. But Keith Aberdein loves her. Ergo, 
had Hyde been around today, she would have found men 
capable of recognising her as herself, unafraid of her. The 
scriptwriter’s misogyny is presented as just a kind of self- 
respect. With a show of reluctance, (and a great deal of im- 
plausibility), Sammy and Kelly get together. Their initial 
stand-off hostility simply establishes their worthiness of 
each other. A strong woman and a strong man.

Yet it turns out Sammy has made all the concessions. 
Sammy is tamed.

Just as Sammy doubles as Hyde, the scriptwriter doubles 
as D r Tothill, Hyde’s psychiatrist. But if Tothill fails Hyde, 
thus directly (the film implies) causing her to commit 
suicide, Kelly rescues Sammy. The final shot shows 
Sammy, as Iris, staring into a mirror in the TV studio. Hyde 
remains seated, transfixed by her image in the mirror, 
locked in the narcissistic pose of a woman who has never 
been loved, never been able to see herself in the gaze of, 
another, while Sammy glides out of her body and moves 
away to join Kelly. Iris is doomed, Sammy moves off into 
the future. The love of a man makes all the difference. If 
only, concludes the film, Tothill had said yes to Iris; thank 
goodness Kelly was man enough to take on Sammy. In the
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meantime, Sammy as stroppy feminist has been erased 
from script and screen. So has H yde, or at least, any version 
of Hyde that constructs her as other than the object of male 
desire.

Throughout the film Hyde is always an object. The cam
era never sees as Hyde would see. The eye of the camera in
stalls the gaze of the male as the true subject of this film. 
When Iris and her life-long friend “Simone” gallop off on 
horses, we watch Mike (the director) watching them 
through the director’s view finder.

Women in the film are there to be looked at. When the 
male egos of director and scriptwriter are not directly in
truding, their surrogate, the phallic lens, is doing it for

Hyde is seen through the lens 

of pathos. Beautiful, intel

ligent, desirable, frail. All 

she wants is to be loved.... 

Political despair and profes

sional frustration, we are told, 

are nothing compared with the 

loss of looks, leg and love.

them. Mike and Kelly continually look at Sammy. The ex
pression on their faces is indescribable, a sort of cool ap
praisal and collusion; their knowing glances, the highbrow 
version of a nudge and a wink. Iris and Simone in the bath 
together suggest erotic play, but Iris doesn’t look at 
Simone, rather we look at them. We might be watching a 
soft porn David Hamilton movie in which the women are 
arranged to arouse the observer. And lest the implicit les
bian qualities of this scene threaten us (ie the viewer, that is 
men), we are reassured to find they are talking about ... 
men. Compare this with the original of the scene, which is a 
passage in Godwits Fly in which Eliza/Iris looks at Simone, 
and sees her shoulder “like ivory under her shabby silk 
nightgown” . Or compare the film’s soft focus voyeurism 
with the poem, Tryst, in The Desolate Star, which Hyde 
wrote to “Simone” :

“Arms that hold you give you but again
Shadow of our splendour and our pain.
Lie at twilight, where the grasses twine...
Life’s long kiss against your eyes is m ine.”

i 4  Broadsheet, January/February 1985.

Just as the camera appropriates Hyde's vision, the sound
track deletes her voice, and substitutes for it a disembodied 
poetic utterance, smooth, sweet and elegaic. Even when 
the words are angry, or bitter, or horrifying, as when she 
writes of the bombing in China:

“How flesh shall spurt from sinews, brain from bone — 
Crushing desolate grain with a harder stone.” 

the tone remains ethereal. She rarely speaks directly to the 
camera, never reads with power. The complexity of Hyde’s 
writing is reduced to one term — lyric sensibility, which is to 
say, “femininity” . This is helped along by the film’s prefer
ence for a romantic version of poetic creation. For the most 
part, Hyde (in this film) doesn’t write, revise, research, re-

Everything that Hyde wrote 

that was critical of men or 

deflating to the male ego has 

been expunged from the script. 

... For the most part, Hyde (in 

this film) doesn’t write, 

revise, research, reflect, think 

— in short, she doesn’t work.

fleet, think — in short, she doesn’t work. She simply 
emotes, and her emotions transform themselves spontane
ously into poems, which can then be placed to provide a 
commentary on Hyde’s inner life. Thus you’d never guess 
that the poem The Last Ones is concerned with the destruc
tion of the Maori race; the words are simply inserted into 
the narrative of Hyde’s inner life.

The script uses the poetry, for what it can contribute to 
the re-romanticising of Hyde. This necessitates some blat
ant editorial intrusion. On one occasion we see Hyde at her 
desk, in the mental hospital, writing a poem which she (for 
once) speaks directly to camera:

“Because of the easy way with words, the quick 
Way of striping them tigers or butterflies,
The craftsmen who watch my fingers mutter, ‘A trick!’ 
(And fall back, watching my eyes.)
But I tell you this, I ...
User of words, shall be hounded down with words,
Hung with words, gelded and shamed with words . . .”

At this point the doctor enters, bringing Hyde the first



printed copy of her book. Passport to H ell; as she unwraps 
the parcel, we hear his quiet, encouraging voice: “I’m very 
pleased” . Then the poem resumes:

“M aker of words, kicked from the door of words,
I shall be bound to the wheel of words, and die.”

We wondered why the script called for the poem to be inter
rupted just at that point? Especially since the two lines that 
have been deleted, and replaced by Dr Tothill’s solicitous 
gesture (literally giving Hyde her own words), were these:

“And these be the words of botchers, the words of men
White-lipped for jealousy . . .”
Everything that Hyde wrote that was critical of men or 

deflating to the male ego has been expunged from the 
script. Could it be that Hyde was sometimes too strong, 
even for the likes of Keith Aberdein and his scriptwriter 
surrogate, Kelly? And did they then, fail “the test”? All this 
film tells us, is that they didn't have the faintest idea what 
the test really was.

Probing Iris to find whether she would come up tq scratch 
as an object of desire, palpating themselves to test whether 
they could handle her, left little room in their film for Robin 
Hyde. In The Godwits Fly Hyde has Eliza say “How naked 
we are until some man clothes us with his honourable inten
tions” . What if his intentions prefer her naked and in tears, 
her strong voice muted to sweetness?

The TV film Iris invites a view of Robin Hyde solely as 
victim of the world, not acting in and on the world. “You 
mustn’t mock me” , she says to Tothill, “because I see the 
cold, insensitive, unlaughing, unloving world as the enemy. 
I’d dearly love to have a home in this world but it won’t have 
m e.” In the context of the film this vision of a home evokes 
the conventional dream of a cosy nest for two. But in the 
original Hyde actually writes “I am looking for a home in 
this world. I don’t mean four walls and a roof on top ... (for 
they) as often as not get in the way ... I want not a cell into 
which one can retreat, but a place from which one can ad
vance ... It is not of warm houses that we can build our 
order.”

The film implies a woman yearning for domestic inti
macy; what Hyde actually said was exactly the opposite. 
She wanted a room and a fire, but without “somebody in
side and somebody cut off outside. One wouldn't stand 
isolated on a little island of safety, cut off from the rest of 
humanity” .

Where in the film was this sense of reaching out to 
others? Where was the woman who in the Introduction to 
Dragon Rampant speaks of being of use to the Chinese 
people and “the world we know, love and are probably 
about to destroy?”

Where in the film was the young woman Pat Lawlor 
spoke of who must have an audience, who leapt up from the 
press table to address a meeting in the Wellington Town 
Hall and “held two and a half thousand people spellbound 
with her Amazonian eloquence”?

The only shot of Hyde working as a journalist showed her 
at a typewriter in the Dominion office flirting with Timothy/ 
Harry; where was the tough-minded parliamentary repor
ter who at nineteen broke new ground in women’s careers

writing witty political comment for the then huge salary of 
£4.10.0 a week?

Where was the lame woman swung out of the way of the 
mounted police by an enormous labourer in the midst of the 
looters and “specials” in the Queen Street riots of the un
employed?

Where was the woman who wrote of Orakei Maori land 
rights and of Abyssinians or Spanish Republicans fighting 
Mussolini’s or Franco’s fascists? Who was the only woman 
win a war correspondent’s pass to the front in China after a 
speech to a Chinese and International audience of several 
hundred in which she claimed China was fighting the battle 
of all Pacific peoples? Who with shrewd political accuracy

wrote of American democracy “Its idealism flows in one di
rection, its munitions and oil supplies in another”?

Where are the rich friendships with women and men? 
Gloria and Rosalie Rawlinson, Jane M ander, Eileen Dug
gan, John A. Lee, Pat Lawlor.

The film’s exclusive focus on personal love and ambition 
betrays and cripples her again when the composite dream 
doctor unerringly detects (in mid-1939!) that there will be a 
war and elicits her unforgettable reply “not before I am rich 
and famous” . The film suggests that Tothill’s refusal to take 
her out to dinner speeds her suicide. Political despair and 
professional frustration, we are told, are nothing compared 
with the loss of looks, leg and love.
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The film-makers would perhaps object they were seeking 
only the private face of the woman poet who chose to die. 
She did indeed once say that she was above all a poet, a 
dreamer and a lover, who wanted love more than anything 
else on earth. But the film makers don’t know the differ
ence between being a lover and a love object. The woman 
absent from their film was a big part of the woman who ac
tively wrote poems and dreamed and loved. Robin Hyde 
was often an angry and witty critic of social mores. The lyri
cal voice and soft-focus shots of the film blunted her spikes.

Hyde’s real experience as a woman is hidden in the 
shadow of the sometimes invented dramatic highlights of

The eye of the camera installs 
the gaze of the male as the 

true object of this film.

the film. She is shown posing naked on the rocks in the 
moonlight, challenging Harry/Timothy to confront her dar
ing poetic image. She is shown making tender love with a 
shadowy figure as her voice says “For me love was not a ten
der thing”. We see the birth of her stillborn child and her 
visit to his grave marked with the name Robin Hyde. But no 
sordid details of the Sydney boarding house where she ekes 
out the money from the child’s father who never writes and 
marries someone else.

Following the stillbirth and her return to New Zealand, 
she broke down and woke up in hospital. In the film a doc
tor says “You’ve been romancing, young woman. Where is 
the baby you’ve been talking about?” to which Iris replies 
“My son was born dead”. In Hyde’s account in The God- 
wits she gives the same reply but the meaning is utterly dif
ferent.

“Then a young white-gowned man came in, and stood at 
the head of her bed; his hard voice said, ‘Well, young 
lady, where’s the baby?’ Eliza said coldly, ‘My son is 
dead’. Then it was black dark again, an escape, for that 
white-lit room, the easy curl of the doctor’s lip as he 
stared down and said where’s the baby, were a rape not of 
the body but of the soul.”
The intrusive sadism of this doctor was replaced by the 

bluff avuncular tone of the film.
The film director invites Sammy the actress to become 

Iris — “Try and remember what it was like after the babies 
... the way the world treated you ... then the loss of reality”. 
Of this period of nine years (from the still birth in 1926 to 
the admission to Avondale in 1933) the film “remembers” 
that Hyde announced to her mother as they came down the 
steps of the (Hanmer Springs) hospital “I want another 
child, Mother”. There follows a blurred embrace, a swel
ling belly silhouetted against a beach at sunset, and a baby 
in a basket. The reality was that Hyde’s family knew of 
neither pregnancy, that she had three solid years’ work as a
36  Broadsheet, January/February 1985.

journalist between leaving Hanmer and conceiving the sec
ond child (Derek) in a brief, unpremeditated and bleak af
fair with a fellow-journalist in Wanganui who wanted her to 
have an abortion. She spent an awkwardly concealed pre
gnancy in the Sounds and lost her job when the Wanganui 
paper guessed why she was on leave. When she returned 
with the baby to Wellington she left him in Harris Street 
Hospital because “to take him home would have been an 
act of cruelty on my part” . Three weeks after the birth she 
was attempting to support herself and pay the child’s keep 
by selling sanitary belts door to door on commission. As she 
remarked bitterly some years later “Frank Sargeson would 
say ‘starve’ and be right: but women get no sustenance and 
do have babies”. No wonder she accepted the job as Lady’s 
Editor of the Observer. The wonder is that she could say “I 
write about sex, either as the tragedy it is, or the free and 
clean thing I want it to be”. That she could speak of hanging 
out a sort of notice “Not a Virgin. Unfairness invited. 
Apply within”. That she could generously hope that young 
men too would not be “caught like birds in a cage” but could 
at least be taught “the deep security of birth and of death” 
and that “cruelty is no way towards their ends”.

No wonder “after (those) years when the veriest sap of a 
psychologist could tell you it would be impossible for a 
woman ever to be happy again” she found a certain “dream- 
happiness” as she calls it in loving (in her diary) the doctor 
who listened to her and encouraged her writing.

The film invents a dream lover who is a composite of two 
doctor/psychiatrists (Tothill and Buchanan) and a poet 
(D’Arcy Cresswell), and who finally fails her in London. 
But the film ignores “squalling sin dumped, wet-napkined 
on the knee of a surpised young man”; it ignores the way the 
surprised young men cruelly dumped her, apart from 
measly pay-outs, in contrast with the continuing friendship 
and support of “Simone” (Gwen) and Derek’s foster 
families.

The film shows Hyde watching herself, watching men’s 
faces for their response to her. It doesn’t show the Hyde 
who observes or mocks men’s power and pomposity. As a 
parliamentary reporter she speculated on what would hap
pen now there was a woman MP in the House. Would there 
be “hours during which no man is allowed to gambol por
poise-like in the hot water?” She hates the loudspeaker 
voice of the radio. “It is a man who keeps on talking and 
talking to his wife in a parade-ground voice”. She imagines 
his face with full wet lips “because his favourite instruments 
are women and the saxophone”. She identifies with the 
‘woman in the red tarn o’shanter who called the radio “You 
filthy shit”. She speaks of the Holy Ghost having “malig
nant eyes, male eyes”, which “stared at her out of a fat- 
jowled face ... sure, like the eyes that hang poised on the 
balloon faces behind cigars”.

The scriptwriter’s Iris says “In another time, another 
place, I might have been loved.” But what would the real 
Iris have thought of the sure, male eyes that hang poised on 
the lean or podgy faces behind the cameras and viewfinders 
and typewriters which have sequestered and trivialised 
her?n



A PRACTICAL GUIDE BY SUE NEAL

BREASTFEEDING
THERE IS NO DOUBT that a child for as long as that relationship con- 
breastfeeding mother is chained to her tinues! Young babies need to be breast-
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fed anything up to ten times in a 24 hour 
period, and should never be fed less 
than seven times during that period 
while breastmilk is their only food. So 
the woman who chooses to breastfeed 
has to be aware of the demands of a 
breastfeeding infant and the adjust
ments to personal life that have to be 
made.

Firstly, New Zealand hospitals should 
be allowing lots of mother/baby contact 
from birth. From the beginning, keep 
baby with you. Do not, under any cir
cumstances, allow staff to give your 
baby a bottle of infant formula if you in
tend to breastfeed. Don’t be fooled into 
allowing it for the “first night or two” in 
order to get some rest. You won’t sleep 
very well in hospital anyway, so you 
might as well do the night feeds and not 
jeopardise your milk supply, or confuse 
your baby’s suckling/sucking reflex.

If your baby has plenty of access to 
the breast, she won’t need extra fluids. 
If staff want to give her a bottle of suc
rose water, question that practice and 
insist that they allow you to nurse her in
stead.

It’s very important that your baby 
takes in plenty of the dark area sur
rounding the nipple. Try and get com
fortable before you put her to breast. 
Hold her close, stroke her near cheek 
with your nipple and she should turn in 
towards your breast and latch on. You 
may be surprised at how strongly she 
sucks! If she has very little of the dark 
area (areola) in her mouth, she could 
make your nipple very sore. Simply 
break the suction by putting a finger in 
at the corner of her mouth, then put her 
on again.

Nurse her as long as she sucks. That 
may be for approximately 10 to 20 mi
nutes on each side. Some babies can 
satisfy themselves in five minutes, but 
don’t count on a rapid nurser! If she 
cries after her feed, give her another five 
to 10 minutes at the breast. Some of us 
are slow eaters, some fast -  it’s a perso
nal thing. If you lie down to feed and
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hold her in the crook of your elbow, you 
won’t overlie her and can catnap. It’s 
important that your bed has a firm mat
tress and that parents don’t sleep with a 
baby if they’ve taken alcohol or drugs of 
any sort. Some cot deaths have been due 
to overlying when mother or father has 
been under the influence.

The reason professionals worry about 
time spent breastfeeding is because they 
fear sore nipples. However, experience 
has shown that exposure to sun and air 
during the pregnancy and gentle stimu
lation, rolling and working of the nip
ples, should strengthen the skin. Go

without a bra if your breasts are small, 
use a cotton one if they are large and 
need support. DO NOT put creams on 
the nipples -  it just softens the skin. If 
you follow these simple rules, there 
should be very little nipple tenderness.
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Once your baby is born, treat your nip
ples with respect -  a well fitting bra -  no 
soap or drying agents on the skin (the 
areola exudes natural oils), feed her fre
quently and avoid engorgement (har
dening, swelling and lumpiness of the 
breasts). Also, make sure that you posi
tion her gently at the breast and avoid 
tugging and painful latch-ons. It’s best 
to position her on the breast before she 
has worked herself up into a frenzy, so 
pick her up when she stirs and before 
she cries and gets frantic. Make her 
mealtime a relaxed experience for both 
of you.

In the first few days, she receives the 
creamy colostrum, which includes 
liquids, proteins, minerals and vitamins 
as well as the antibodies which protect 
newborns from infections and some al
lergies. Antibodies are present in the

later milk too, but in much smaller 
amounts. The milk “comes in” anything 
from two to five days following birth. It 
will be laced with colostrom for about 10 
days, then stays a thin bluish coloured 
liquid food which, on it’s own, can sus
tain your baby for the first six months to 
eight months of her life.

Every woman’s milk is unique food 
for her own baby. Therefore, if you 
have a premature or sick infant, it is well 
worth making the effort to milk off (or 
express off) your own milk for her. This 
can be done with a small Kaneson hand 
breast pump (cost approximately $18). 
The milk should be kept in small sterile 
containers, and can be given to her, un
pasteurised, as long as care is taken to 
keep it un-contaminated. If she is tube 
Or spoon or dropper fed, it will be 
easier to put her to breast when she can 
be nurtured normally.

The suckling action necessary to milk 
the breasts is totally different from the 
sucking action necessary to draw milk 
from a bottle. This is the reason why we 
try hard not to give a breastfed baby a 
bottle, especially in the early weeks. 
Medicine or extra water can be given 
through a dropper or spoon. A baby 
who is premature or going through 
surgery may be tube fed.

Breastfed babies can get colic just as 
much as a bottle fed baby. If she is very 
restless, try lying on your back to feed 
her, so that she is on top of you and 
suckling upwards to prevent the milk 
from rushing down and choking her. For 
wind, try dribbling a few teaspoons of 
boiled water into her mouth, much 
cheaper than gripe water and just as ef
fective! A soothing way to carry a colicy 
infant is lying tummy down over the in
side of your arm with your hand holding 
her secure between her legs and her 
head slightly to the side of, and facing 
away from, your inside elbow. She will 
be slightly elevated in this position with 
gentle pressure on her tummy. She will 
be soothed by rocking as well.

The rule for breast infections is to rest 
in bed, apply a not too hot water bottle 
to the affected breast and keep on nurs
ing from the sore breast to avoid en
gorgement. You may need an antibiotic 
too.
The more your baby demands, the 

more milk your breasts will manufac
ture for her. Most newborns will come 
to breast eight or ten times a day for var
iable length feeds. After you have had a 
rest or a meal, your milk will be rich and 
satisfying. Towards the end of a long

SOME REASONS FOR 
BREASTFEEDING
• Many women find that the close 
physical contact that breastfeeding 
makes necessary, helps them to feel 
more relaxed and in tune with their 
infant.
• If you breastfeed for nine months, 
you don’t need to spend up large on 
infant formula and bottles, and your 
baby can wean straight onto a cup.
• If you come from an asthma or al
lergy prone family and you 
breastfeed for a year, you reduce the 
risk of your infant developing severe 
asthma or allergies in that first year.
• If you want to breastfeed until 
your baby/toddler weans, you may 
find the breastfeeding to be a good 
way to comfort a sick, teething or 
fretful child, as well as your child re
ceiving a natural food with antibody 
bonus.
• Your baby can sleep with you and 
you won’t have to leap up and down 
for night feeds. Warning; babies love 
this - don't do it unless you like a 
“family” bed, because they will come 
back to the family bed for comfort 
right through their childhood 
whenever they have a nightmare, are 
sick or it’s cold:
• If you breastfeed for six months, 
you should be able to lose a good 
deal of the extra fat stored up during 
your pregnancy.
• You have to sit or lie down to feed 
the infant. You have to slow down, 
tune in to your body and eat and 
drink well in order to cope with the

demands of your infant. The physical 
benefits of such a regime soon show 
in a healthy relaxed mother.

Suckling soon after birth helps the 
womb to contract and lessens the risk 
of heavy bleeding in the mother.

So there are very real physical be
nefits for any woman who wants to 
give breastfeeding a try.

SOME REASONS FOR NOT 
BREASTFEEDING
• If you find it physically distasteful 
to suckle an infant. Similarly, the 
time to wean is when breastfeeding is 
no longer enjoyable.
• If you have to return to work soon 
after the birth and there is no provi
sion in your place of work for a 
breastfed baby creche. (See your 
union if you want one - the have them 
in some other countries.)
• If your husband/lover/mother/ 
closest friends are going to hassle you 
because they don’t like breastfeed
ing. Very few new mothers are able 
to argue all the time.
. If you are taking drugs which go 
through the breast-milk and could 
have an effect on your baby. This in
cludes cannabis, the combined oral 
contraceptive pill and depo provera.
• If there has ever been an injury to 
your breasts which makes it painful 
to breastfeed, or you have very fair 
skin and chronic sore nipples.
■ If you are one of the tiny number 
of women whose bodies just don’t 
produce enough prolactin to man
ufacture the milk.a



day, and when she is tired, it may be less 
satisfying. The best cure for this is to 
mother the mother.

No one should take baby away from 
you and play with her or care for her 
while you get on with meals and house
work -  friends and relations can take 
over meals and housework and leave 
baby with you, especially in the early 
weeks whilst you and your infant are es
tablishing your relationship.

If you avoid confrontations and cry
ing jags, your baby will be contented. 
Never hit or shake a child under a year 
old. If you can’t cope, feel like lashing 
out or feel depressed . . . you must ask 
for help and support. You will need it.

MOST WOMEN CAN BREAST
FEED. It is up to the individual. 
Breastfeeding is not an illness. We don’t 
need to be treated like an invalid. We do 
need consideration for our need for reg
ular meals and cat-nap time. We don’t 
need pressure to go out and “rave” 
every night. We get tired easily and feel 
vulnerable emotionally. We often feel a 
strong need for lots of cuddles and 
warmth and closeness, not necessarily 
followed by intercourse. For a signific
ant number of women, the sex drive is 
damped down for several months while 
our intensive mothering hormones are 
in full flow -  we may also be very tired! 
There may be some tenderness in the 
vaginal area (perineum) if there were 
stitches or a tear at birth, so our partners 
need to be considerate during sex. Dur
ing orgasm, the milk may let down and 
spurt out, so he/she may need to be care
ful of too much breast stimulation unless 
they don’t mind the taste and texture of 
breast milk! A considerate male partner 
will use condoms whilst you are breast 
feeding. If you need to be in control, try 
a cervical cap or diaphragm. Hormonal 
contraceptives pollute your milk and 
could mess you up with un-needed side 
effects such as depression! Natural fam
ily planning is ideal if you have a co
operative partner.

A partner who wants to share the 
physical bond that many women experi
ence with skin to skin nursing (it can be 
almost sensuous) can try bathing in a 
luke warm bath with baby across his/her 
chest or stomach. Many partners love to 
do this and it’s a practical way to help 
mother by bathing baby at the same 
time.
If you do wean slowly, your breasts will 
come back to normal size without un
comfortable engorgement or pain.

Breastfeeding does not ruin the shape of 
breasts, but engorgement and a sudden 
end to breastfeeding can damage deli
cate tissues under the breasts.

Breast feeding is a learned art not a 
natural one in European culture. It pays 
to attend a series of La Leche League 
meetings during pregnancy,, and after
wards if you like the company and the 
support. Go during pregnancy, not af
terwards -  it could be too late then! Visit 
a friend during your pregnancy and stay 
the day several times. Watch how she 
does it. Ask her to show you how to put' 
baby onto the breast without hurting

We are lucky in New Zealand. For the 
woman who chooses not to breast-feed, 
there are alternatives. You have to pay a 
lot for infant formula or soy based alter
natives, but you can get them and they 
are very good nutritional alternatives to 
human milk. Infant formula does not 
have an anti-body content to protect 
against infection, so sterile containers 
must be used along with boiled water 
and sensible practice of hygiene. 
Sweetened condensed milk, milky tea, 
milo and milk from the bottle at the gate 
are not suitable for infants. If you don’t 
breastfeed, use infant formula.□

your skin. They can hang on like a lim
pet and sore nipples are no joke!

If you have any problems, don’t give 
up -  ring a La Leche League leader in 
your area. They are throughout New 
Zealand and often listed in the phone 
book or community directory. Or ask 
your Plunket nurse. You don’t have to 
attend meetings or buy things in order to 
get advice from the League. It is a sup
port group of breastfeeding mothers.

Claudia Pond Eyley.
Useful books:
Sheila Kitzinger, The Experience o f Breastfeeding.
La Leche League International, Womanly A rt o f 
Breastfeeding.
Emma Goldman Clinic, Babies grow on milk and kis
ses.
‘Available from Broadsheet.
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NOREEN PENNY

DEATH & DYING
-My friend has just died. She had a 
heart attack on Monday night and 
went to hospital on Tuesday morning. 
H er family did not tell me until W ed
nesday night, and only on Thursday 
morning did they tell me that she was 
being kept alive by drip-feeding as her 
heart was very weak and her kidneys 
had stopped functioning. I went to the 
family home on Thursday morning 
and expected that at least one 
m em ber of her family would go to the 
hospital and stay with her all the time. 
But they did not. Only when the hos
pital rang did they all go up. She died 
half an hour after they got there.

Now the funeral has been held. I do 
not know where her body was kept 
from Thursday at 1.30 pm when she 
died until Monday at 10.30 am when 
the funeral began. The service was

warm and kind but only men took part 
in it. The two clergymen did not know 
her well, though the one who gave the 
tribute had spent a long time with the 
family finding out every detail. He 
told the story of a life completely 
given over to others -  first to a sick 
father thus missing a chance of high 
school education, then to a husband, 
children, church and community. Her 
body was carried from the church by 
nephews and a son. Not one woman 
had done or said a thing.
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I am very angry. I do not blame 
the family, or even the hospital or the 
church. But somewhere there is a lack 
of celebration for this woman herself 
who was my friend. W hat would I 
have done to change things if I could 
have, for her? W here did things go 
wrong?

Perhaps at the very beginning with 
the attitudes towards her as the third 
daughter in the family. And especially 
at the point where she could not go to 
high school even though she had won 
a scholarship. Had she been a son and 
not a daughter I am sure the father 
would have been keen for that high 
school education to have been 
utilised. Someone else would have 
been found to look after him.

Of course the family would say that

this kind of life was what she would 
have wanted for herself -  and they 
woud probably be right. H er ideal of 
Christian service was em bedded very 
deep. But it has been said that self- 
sacrifice may be a sin in a woman. For 
a man it is indeed a virtue, but for a 
woman it may be a sin. The Biblical 
injunction “thou shalt not covet thy 
neighbour's wife” is obviously di
rected at men, as is the Bible in gen
eral. But when we hear “he that is 
greatest among you must be your ser

vant” who do we see obeying? We see 
women in the serving role. But for 
them the injunction should be “develop 
yourself, become a whole person” .

There is no doubt that her family 
will think of her self-sacrifice and re
member her for it all their days. But it 
would be rare, almost unheard-of to 
hear a m an’s life described in the 
terms her’s was described -  service to 
father, husband and children, 
Girls Brigade, Sunday-school, volun
tary organisations, opportunity shops 
etc all her life.

And when she drew near to death 
what would I have changed then? I 
would have liked to have known as 
soon as she became ill, and I would 
have liked to have been told that she 
would not survive as early as the fam
ily knew. I would have been prepared 
to storm the doors of the hospital in
tensive care unit and sit with her my
self if I had known. I do not know 
w hether the family were shooed away 
by the hospital staff, whether my 
friend herself told them to go, or 
w hether they felt so awkward they 
could not stay. But I am convinced 
someone who loved her should have 
stayed during those three long days 
and nights. And I wish it had been me.

I could have held her hand, talked 
to her, stroked her, listened when she 
felt strong enough to talk. I could 
have told her about all the women 
who loved her and rem em bered her. I 
could have talked about our happy 
days together and all the sharing we 
had done. I could have shared with 
her the love of all her grandchildren 
and she might have been able to tell 
me more about them. Maybe I could 
have talked about the motherhood of 
the God she loved as well as the 
fatherhood. She might have been able 
to feel the arms of that m other around 
her holding her for the journey she 
was about to take.

When she died what would 1 have 
liked to do then? I would have asked

But somewhere there is a lack 
of celebration for this woman 
... who was my friend. What 
would I have done to change 

things if I could have, for her? 
Where did things go wrong?



that her body be allowed to remain in 
her home and not be treated as some
thing unclean. Whether through fear 
of our own death or through shame at 
allowing emotions to show, we seem 
to feel very threatened by the idea of a 
body somewhere in our home. I 
would have wanted to be able to cry 
and mourn that her warm and lovely 
spirit had left her body and that I was 
bereft. I did not like to think that her, 
body was left in some impersonal un
dertaker’s rooms for three days. 
There must be ways to make room for 
a person’s body to stay in her own 
home until burial or cremation. I 
would like children and grandchildren 
to stay near the body of the one they 
loved. And I would like to have been 
near my friend’s body.

The funeral of a woman should be 
arranged by her women friends and 
her daughters as much as, or maybe 
more than by her sons or the males of 
the church. Had no-one else felt able 
to do it I would have done it myself. 
But she had many close women 
friends amongst the women who had 
shared in her self-sacrificing service to 
the church and community. Again I do 
not blame the family for asking 
a clergyman. They are following im
plicit rules we all know about.

I would have liked to see women 
take a part in the funeral service -  a 
symbolic public part to match the prac
tical private part we all know they have. 
Women were baking, cooking, baby
sitting, arranging flowers, speaking 
words of comfort such as no man can 
do. They were all providing the 
energy and power just as my friend 
had always done. But when we sat in 
the funeral service we saw a man at 
the organ, a man arranging the coffin 
in its place, a man ushering the family 
in, a man leading the worship, a man 
speaking the tribute and four men car
rying her body from the church. My 
eyes were full of tears but most of 
them were angry tears, frustrated 
tears, resentful tears that my friend’s 
life had been so full of support and 
love for others, energy and power 
poured into family and church, but 
she as a woman was virtually unceleb
rated in terms of symbolic and public 
acknowledgement. All seemed con
tent to see her life only in terms of its 
service to others and not in terms of its 
denial of her as a person. I was left to 
feel I was the only one, apparently, 
who felt any anger.□

MAORI BAY

POETICS
On occasions, you can see the real 

Face of Taiepa,
The profile reveals a hawk mind 
Overbearing and uncompromising.

When the bedouin sea, 
Stone-flicking and juvenile, 
Submits unwittingly, I will 
Wet my fingers and press the seed 
Into soft ground.

Once did I  see the child 
Form above his head,
Taking shape before my eyes 
In the womb of sky,

She heaved, she blistered.
Then thrust him into the open, 
And she slid, slid back 
Into mist.

Tania Hinehau Butcher
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T A K E  T H IS  D O W N
Snowy-shite and the edges clean-cut. Anne Wilson 
frowned, pursed her lips as she levered each corner 
under its leather flap. There. She stood back. The un
creased, unspotted expanse of new blotting paper held 
the light, flashed at her. She blinked. Each month she re
newed this blotter, carefully disposing the leprous old 
one in the office kleensack. H er eyes slid from the blot
ter round the room. There was a new , unfurling leaf on 
the coleus; adding Biogrow to the water had been a good 
idea. Past the dark-grained bookcase with the spines of 
the books rigidly in line. Attention. The wall prints sat 
square in their frames, subtle, business-like. She scan
ned the carpet. Cleaners came on Tuesday and Thursday 
but she liked to check just the same. Her tongue clucked 
against the roof of her mouth. A private signal of satis
faction. 8.25. Mr Dalton would arrive between 8.30 and 
8.40; there was time in hand to arrange the day’s first 
tea-tray.

Voices and the shifting of furniture drifted from the 
main office. Anne supposed the new junior typist hadn’t 
arrived yet. Late every day for two weeks. Mr Dalton 
was displeased. She thought he would have sacked her 
after the first week. Jane Holden, a pretty young thing, 
seventeen-years-old and her first job. She wore the new 
fashions. Outfits slipping off the shoulder creating the 
impression the wearer was about to fall out of her 
clothes, or was a child in adult’s clothing. Jane’s short 
blond curls and small full-lipped mouth underlined the 
aura of childhood. Anne reached for the inside handle of 
Mr D alton’s office door, hesitated, her shoulders un
easy. Yesterday morning she’d been returning from the 
stock room, arms straining under several reams of A4, 
breathing heavily from the stairs. Mr Dalton was stand
ing at the door of his office. Jane was bending over the 
Xerox machine. He was watching her, the colour in his 
face an unusual brick red tinge, the skin seemed to be 
drawn back over his bones. Between his lips teeth 
showed clamped together.

“He can’t keep his eyes off her - it’s disgusting.”
It was M ary’s angry whisper. She’d been in the office 

a year and avoided Mr Dalton as much as possible. She 
claimed he would brush past her in doorways so their 
bodies glanced off each other.
“Once, he touched me - behind - you know. I told him 
where he could put his hand. He didn’t like that. Glared 
at me and turned on his heel.”

Mary was saving to go overseas.
“To get away from this place.”
Anne hadn’t seen Mr Dalton touch any of the women 

staff. He was always polite to her. Watching him watch
ing Jane left a cold spot near her stomach. She shook her 
head and firmly pulled the door towards her.

“Morning Mrs W ilson.”
Anne smiled at Lois, dressed in the green workroom 

smock and holding a bundle of invoices. At 25 she was 
young to be forewoman. She took her job seriously. Two 
children and saving for a house ate up her and her hus
band’s wages quickly. Her mother-in-law looked after 
the children during the weekdays.

“These are from yesterday’s completed orders. By 
the way we need to order more of that Dalon dye.”

Lois bit her way through words. Already lines led 
away from her mouth and crossed her forehead. She had 
left school at fifteen, married at eighteen. She was a 
good worker. Anne had commented on this to Mr Dal
ton. Sometimes he gave bonuses to the best workers. 
When she mentioned Lois, he laughed a short, sharp 
laugh; pushed aside a file in a quick, rough movement.

“She may be a good worker but she’s a bit too friendly 
with that union chap for my liking.”

Lois hadn’t received a bonus. Anne tried to talk to 
Lois about Mr D alton’s opinions. She’d looked at Anne 
in a peculiar way, said nothing for a few minutes; the 
lines on her forehead deepened.

“My dad always says we workers should stick to
gether. He told me about the Depression. That sort of 
talk frightens me. I really need a job but I gotta know my 
rights. You’re a funny one Mrs Wilson, you’re so trust
ing-”

Anne wanted to ask Lois what she meant but she was 
called to the phone and when she was free Lois had re
turned to the workroom. She took the invoices from 
Lois.

“I’ll order the dye myself, this morning.”
Anne started walking towards the file cabinets.
“Shall I tell her?”
“No not yet - 1 don’t know.”
Mary stood talking in a low voice to Jean Simpson the 

firm’s senior typist.
A Herald lay spread out on M ary’s desk. She glanced 

up as Anne pulled at the metal file drawer. She hurriedly 
shuffled the paper. Together Jean and Mary turned to
wards Anne displaying identical short smiles.

“Hi A nne.”
“Morning Anne. W hat’s his name not arrived yet?” 
“D on’t call him that - it’s Mr Dalton. You know his 

name. It’s rude not to give someone their nam e.”
Mary sniffed loudly.
“H e’s the master - we’re the slaves. This slave’s not 

going to take it all the tim e.”
She threw back her head, opened her mouth wide, 

gold fillings glittering, and laughed.
“I plan to be revolt - ing; get it. Revolt - ing until A u

gust when I escape. Hello world.”
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MRS WILSON B
Part of Anne disapproved of Mary. Mary wore what 

she liked to work. Sometimes she looked - well - sloppy. 
She would eat her lunch, smacking her lips together in 
obvious enjoyment and often belched at the end, and 
she had opinions. In a very secret part of her Anne won
dered what would have happened if she’d expressed as 
many opinions when she was Mary’s age. Instead she 
had married David, learned to reflect his opinions, like 
what he liked. He had persuaded her to stop work and 
the allowance he gave her couldn’t cover buying books 
or developing new interests. She kept up her typing skills 
though, surreptitiously on David’s portable. Once the 
children left home she started applying for jobs.

When she told David he looked at her sourly .^She in
sisted she wanted her own transport now to visit the chil
dren. He didn’t offer to buy her a car so she continued to 
apply for jobs. She’d been lucky to get a job at Dalton 
Ltd, only ten km from home. The blue Cortina in the 
firm’s car park was hers - all hers. Paid it off too. The 
comfortably increasing balance in her savings account 
warmed her. As the years went by David was getting 
stingier, kept on talking about his retirement; his fears 
that the Government wouldn’t be able to pay out 
Superannuation with more oldies than workers.

“She may be a good 
worker but she’s a 
bit too friendly with 
that union chap 
for my liking.”

“I was just going to turn the zip on for a cup of tea. Do 
you two want one?”

“Yes.”
Mary and Jean answered Anne together. There was 

something secretive about those two today. Anne stood 
up from the filing drawer studying them. They continued 
to smile at her.

“W hat’s in the paper today? Anything exciting?”
“N -No nothing m uch.”
Mary jerked the cover off her typewriter which 

caught the roller sending the carriage jangling to one

side.
“There is something important in the paper.”
Jean’s voice was quiet. She raised her hand to her 

peppered short hair then dropped it. Like Mary she av
oided Mr Dalton, putting her work through Anne. Once 
when Anne had been on holiday Jean had taken over 
some of her personal work. On her return Anne had 
asked how it had gone. Slightly colouring she had looked 
at Anne in a deliberate studied way. Anne had the im
pression she was about to confide in her but wanted to 
size her up first. Instead she shrugged saying;

“Oh OK I guess.”
“W hat’s the news then?”
Jean picked out her folded Herald from her cloth 

carry-all, tapping at the front page with her forefinger. 
“They passed the Industrial Reform Bill.”
Anne searched her memory. David declaring it was a 

good thing, that “unions have too much sway in this 
country” .

“Well I guess it won’t affect us much here.”
Jean continued to hold the paper, not smiling, look

ing at Anne quizzically.
“T hat’s not true Anne. This is going to affect every 

working person in this country. This is bad news, it’s giv
ing employers the edge over workers.”

Bemused, Anne decided she better study the paper 
later at home. Jean rapped the folded paper hard against 
the edge of the desk.

“Most of us in this office belong to the Clerical W ork
ers’ Union don’t we?” It was true, despite David’s feel
ings, Anne joined the day the nice woman representa
tive visited the office to explain the benefits. Mr Dalton 
had been over the Shore on business.

When she told him the next day he uncharacteristi
cally swore.

“Jesus Christ. I wish those red-laced marxists would 
keep away from my workers. I don’t want you encourag
ing them to come round here. Is that clear Mrs Wilson? I 
will be fair to you if you’re fair to m e.”

He never spoke to her on the m atter again but she 
guessed he knew other staff were members. One lun
chtime she watched him from the window approach the 
union rep, who was dropping off newsletters. He came 
up close to her, hands on hips. She couldn’t see his face 
but within a few minutes the woman got back in her car 
and drove off.

“I bet Dalton will love this.”
There was a cynical edge to Jean’s voice Anne hadn’t 

heard before. Mary threw back her head and laughed 
loudly. Her gold gleamed.

“Thank heavens I’m getting ou t.”
She rummaged in her handbag, pulled out her lipstick
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and retouched the defiant red outline of her lips.
“Well, I’m going to have a cup of tea .”
Someone was taking the stairs two at a time. Mr Dal

ton swung into the office with a jaunty step, the Herald 
clasped between upper arm and body. His lower face 
shone with shaving lotion. He let the door swing behind

“The bastard, the 
bloo-dy bastard.
Don’t cry Mrs Wilson, 
he’ll get his just 
desserts one day, 
you’ll see.”
him with a jarring bang. The women stared at him. Smil
ing in an odd way at no one he headed for his office.

“I will bring your tea in Mr D alton.”
Mr Dalton acted as if he hadn’t heard Anne, closing 

his office door behind him. A mash of thoughts pressing 
her head, Anne joined Mary in the tea-room. The zip 
had boiled. She scalded the metal tea-pot, swirling the 
water from side to side. Mary silently lined up cups and 
saucers. A wooden tray leaned against the side of a cup
board. Anne placed it on a bench, and on it arranged a 
white crockery milk jug, metal sugar bowl, and two wine 
biscuits on a saucer. She slowly poured the boiling water 
onto the tea leaves, gave the tea pot a shake and poured 
quickly through a strainer. Mr Dalton liked his tea weak. 
Picking up the tray Anne started towards his office, 
balancing it precariously in one hand as she stooped at 
her desk to pick up some typed letters. She reached his 
door as it opened, Mr D alton’s emergence almost 
knocking the tray from her hands. He scanned the office 
with narrowed eyes, chin pushed out, shirt straining over 
his chest. He placed one hand on his hip.

“Why haven’t any of you started work. It’s not tea 
time yet. This tea drinking first thing in the morning is a 
waste of my time. The practice has got to stop from 
today. Is that clear?”

His voice resonated round the walls. Mary’s cup of tea 
hung frozen between her face and her desk. Recovering 
her balance Anne looked at Mr Dalton astonished. He 
knew they always started the day with a cup of tea.

“I want to see you in my office now Mrs W ilson.”
Mary caught Jean’s eyes, made a face.
Anne looked at her hands holding the tray, white at 

the knuckles. The items on the tray jiggled each other.

Fighting a growing body heaviness Anne stepped 
through the door. The other women’s eyes followed her 
movements. He was seated at his desk, looking down at 
some papers. She placed the tray carefully on the left 
hand side of the desk.

Fingers locked, she stood back waiting.
“Shut the door Mrs Wilson and sit down.”
In his face Anne caught an image of concrete setting.
“Y ou’ve been with this firm - five years?”
“That’s right Mr D alton.”
Anne tried to read his face. Leaning forward he 

placed elbows on the desk and bent his head confidingly 
in A nne’s direction.

“If only you had sought my advice on certain matters. 
A pity, on the whole I have been happy with your work.”

He curled his fingers into a fist, laying it on the table. 
Beads of perspiration formed at the edge of A nne’s 
scalp, the hairs on the back of her neck prickled.

“Times are changing Mrs Wilson, and I want to move 
with these changes.”

He made a strange chirping noise in his throat.
“I have decided to re-organise the office; start afresh. 

New broom sweeps clean so they say. I am terminating 
the employment of a number of my staff. You too, I’m 
afraid to say Mrs Wilson. I will write you a reference of 
course.”

He rubbed his upper lip with an index finger. This is a 
dream. Anne waited for the sound of the alarm clock so 
she could lean over, shut it off; so she could wake up, see 
the bedroom lightshade reflected in the mirror as al
ways. Traffic sound from the road drifted in filling the pit 
of silence in which Anne found herself. The face she’d 
known for five years was alien to her. Dangerous. In the 
lion safari park with the window tightly shut she had re
garded the animals in this way. Slowly at first then with 
quick jerky movements Mr Dalton picked up several 
white envelopes lying on the desk.

“I have these letters of notice. Please hand them out 
now Mrs Wilson. There are a couple to go through to the 
workroom .”

He handed Anne the crisp white oblongs.
“I’ve advertised for new staff, including a new personal 
assistant in this morning’s Herald. They’re to ring after 
nine. I will conduct interviews over the next two days. 
You all have two weeks notice and references will only 
be considered for those who cooperate in training the 
new staff.”

Anne continued to sit with her hands loose in her lap. 
Mr Dalton pushed the envelopes towards her. She gin
gerly touched them expecting ice-burn pain. The con
crete had set. Anne flinched back from the man behind 
the desk. Unable to speak she rose from the chair, 
knocking it clumsily as she moved to the door.

“What is it A nne?”
She was standing in the main office, Jean’s hand on 

her arm. Despite a chin she couldn’t control and across 
many miles she forced words out.

“Mr D alton’s sacking a number of the staff. I have the
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letters here.”
Stiffly her fingers held the envelopes away from her. 

Sharp indrawn breaths. The women were gathering 
round her.

“The bastard. Jean and I didn’t know whether to tell 
you. We saw the ad for your job in the paper just before. 
The bastard .”

M ary’s fire seared through A nne’s numbness. She 
looked up at the women’s faces. Jean was pale, her lips a 
thin, hard line. She reached out to the letters in A nne’s 
hands.

“L et’s see who’s got the chop.”
“I bet Jane didn’t .”
Mary eyed the confused junior.
“All union members. I expected as much. T here’s one 

here for Lois in the workroom .”
“Oh no .”
Anne focused on the name on the envelope. She 

couldn’t deliver this. A tide of feelings rose up her legs 
threatening to set her adrift. She sat down heavily, tears 
dripped off her chin onto the white ruffle blouse. Mary 
knelt on the floor beside her.

“The bastard, the bloo-dy bastard. D on’t cry Mrs 
Wilson, he’ll get his just desserts one day, you’ll see.”

Jean continued to hold the envelopes in a tight hand.
“I’ll take the workroom letters through. Mary, make 

Anne a cup of tea .”
The interviewees had gone. Mr Dalton had gone. 

Early today. “He can feel our vibes through the door,” 
claimed Mary. The women tried to persuade Anne to 
leave early too, but she’d locked up so often. It was 
habit. Besides she needed time to think. She pushed 
some of the thoughts away, away.

What if she couldn’t find another job? Would she 
have to rely on David again for money?

“No N o.”
The sound escaped her slowly in the deadness of the 

empty office. She was walking towards Mr D alton’s of
fice door. Hand on handle; the door opening. The room 
looked as it looked this morning except for the now un
furled coleus leaf vibrant in the late afternoon sun.She 
stroked it. She turned to the desk. It was bare but for the 
blotter; the fresh blotter she had fitted this morning. Its 
whiteness filled her vision. It mocked her. Her fingers 
tingled. Calmly she reached down, opening the top 
drawer of the desk. The bottle of red drawing ink was 
half full. She held it up to the light. In its depths red suns 
winked alive. The top was stiff. Unscrewed, the smell of 
the ink was sourly metallic. She raised the bottle high 
and with a deft movement tipped it up. Red rivulets of 
ink ran into fantastic patterns. More and more of the 
white disappeared. Anne poured the ink until it was all 
gone. Soggy and disfigured the blotter could hold no 
more. Ink spilt onto the brown grained wood. She 
noticed the ink’s colour matched exactly the bands of red 
on the coleus. Reaching out she plucked the new leaf 
cradling it in the palm of her hand as she walked from the 
office. □

SET VIEWS
Don’t you just love being a 
girl? Oh go on, you know you 
do really. Being pretty is what 
life - and love! - are all about. 
Actually, some of us may not 
be all that attractive - like Julie, 
the earnest first year nurse in 
The Young Doctors. But it’s 
not really the end of the world, 
is it, for such a dedicated 
nurse? Anyway, when one of 
the doctors pulled off her un- 
glamorous specs and aked if 
she’d ever thought of contact 
lenses Julie said of course, she 
was saving up for them. So 
that’s OK.

Naturally this doctors wasn’t 
well, you know, with young 
Julie - after he took her glasses 
off he looked at her face in a 
clinical sort of way. When she 
does have a real date I hope her 
brother (he’s a dr. at the hospi
tal too) doesn’t carry on the 
way he did when she went out 
with that awful, rude Dr. 
Forest. Funny, when Dr 
Forest’s sister turned up as a 
nurse at the hospital Dr Forest 
behaved the same. Bit of a gig
gle really - typical Big 
Brothers, mimicking Dad and 
bossing the girls in the family!

But plain Julie without sex 
appeal is lucky in a way be
cause my goodness the real 
grown-ups round her keep suf
fering so because they fall 
deeply and sincerely in and out 
of love with you wouldn’t be
lieve how many Misun
derstandings and Rethinks. 
Still, I’m pleased to say there 
isn’t any Immorality. I mean 
they all seem to Get Engaged 
for a while before they develop 
Doubts and Disillusion and 
Break It Off but they don’t 
seem to live together Before 
Marriage, and that’s good 
don’t you think when it’s such 
favourite early evening viewing 
for thousands of young people?

A story set in a hospital like 
this is ever so useful for re
minding us how to behave 
properly. It’s important for all 
those girls dying to be nurses to 
know that a really good nurse 
immediately does exactly what

she’s told by the senior nurses 
as well as all those super hand
some drs. There’s one lady dr. 
but she only seems to appear 
occasionally).

And girls need to realise 
how hard working professional 
men can often speak pretty 
sharply. Goodness, that top dr. 
was snapping at Helen, his 
motherly secretary even after 
he’d asked her to marry him! I 
suppose it was the Right Deci
sion for Helen to say no, be
cause a secretary stays Good 
Friends with her boss and sees 
more of him than his wife ever 
can. (Anyway, when anyof 
thge girls get married they 
seem to disappear off the sc
reen unless they’re making 
trouble or are in it - just like 
real life really).

Remember traditional 
shows with comic cockney * 
charwomen and such? Well, 
that older woman Ada who 
runs the hospital shop is a real 
scream. She’s not educated like 
the rest of them, and neither’s 
that humerous porter Dennis - 
they’re a bit thick too - but 
they’ve both got hearts of gold 
and the nurses and drs. are 
their real friends. (I expect it 
makes a difference them being 
white like the rest of the staff 
and patients). And those Au
ssie accents are so cosy and 
familiar, just like the acting - 
you’d think it was one of your 
old school plays!

Mind you, the show does 
have a message. That top dr. 
gave it to secretary Helen while 
she was still Considering his 
proposal: “I suppose I can’t 
start behaving as if I own you - 
yet.”

So there you are. Yousee 
nice men do Wait Till After
wards. If girls want to be 
owned by nicemen like the 
young drs. they need to prac
tise being good, obedient, 
pretty workers in places where 
they can meet them. Go to it 
girls and start filing those glory 
boxes !□

Margot Roth.
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RETREIVING 
WOMEN’S PAST

JA N E  MATTHEWS TALKS TO JU LIA  MILLEN

JACKIE: I’ve heard you on the radio talking about 
music, you are a founder of Feminist Librarians and one of 
the first women to work in the Antarctic, but how did you 
become author of Colonial Tears and Sweat -  the working 
class in 19th century N ew  Zealand? What made you look 
back to women in the past?

JULIA: I think it was my family really, because all the 
time my sister and I were talking about feminism, my 
mother would say “Yes, we all knew that” as if there was 
nothing new and it had all gone on before. And she always 
said to us -  my mother was a pretty up-front person herself -  
“Your great-grandmother Mary was a suffragette and she 
campaigned for women’s toilets in Wellington”. Which we 
used to laugh about when we were kids, especially the boys. 
But Mum said it was a terrible thing, there were no public 
toilets for women. You would have to go and see friends. 
It’s a funny thing, but that’s where things begin and end, 
isn’t it? When I went to Antarctica with this American sci
entist, Dr Irene Peden, the Admiral who at that stage was in 
charge of the Antarctic -  it was his ice -  said as his last shot 
to try to keep us out “there are no toilets for women”.

JACKIE: So it began with your family and your great
grandmother?

JULIA: Yes, but later I was working in libraries and re
searching music and reading old newspapers and Reed the 
publishers knew I was interested in doing something more 
substantial. They had done a book called The Southern 
Gentry  and thought it a good idea to look at the servants as 
well.

JACKIE: The comments on “servant girls” were well 
known, but was it difficult to find material from their 
perspective?

JULIA: Extremely difficult. Because nearly everything 
was written by people who had education and money. Lady 
Barker and Charlotte Godley - 1 wanted to have a look at 
the well-known commentators from a different perspec
tive. Then I did find quite a lot of material from elderly 
people writing down their memories. And not all of those 
were well-off and well-educated. Like Sara Higgins who 
didn’t learn to write till she was 70 and then wrote her 
autobiography. And I went to fiction -  women novelists 
writing at the time. Someone like Clara Cheeseman is not 
great literature, but gives very vivid descriptions of every
day life.

And some came from local history societies. A woman

from Russell for instance wrote down everything she re
membered — who lived with who, who they ran off with,, 
who their servants were — just what might be called gos
sip which was really social history.

JACKIE: Was it harder to find material about women in 
the working class, than it was about men?

JULIA: Yes, much harder. Occasionally you will find de
scriptions by men saying, “I remember seeing the women 
going off with the buckets to get water on washing day”. 
Little fragments like that. The men’s work has been so well 
recorded because mostly the men were involved in the main 
economic process and there is a vast amount written about 
the mines and farming and tree-felling. I was looking all the 
time for women writing who would give a picture of what 
life was really like.

All the time too I tried to think about the servants who 
were brought out in their thousands -  young women, a lot 
of them, and then sent off to work in a strange family. And 
what happened to them when they got ill, or they lost their 
jobs. You could see how for women marriage was really the 
only way to get a roof over your head. And hope that your 
husband and you could somehow get yourself a house to 
live in.

JACKIE: But I notice some of the women comment that 
they were worse off married than when they were single.

JULIA: Well -  the grass is always greener, you know. 
They probably looked back and thought, why didn’t I make 
more of it when I had the chance? When more work became 
available in factories women were keen to go to that work, 
even though it wasn’t very well paid, and there weren’t 
good working conditions. I though it was quite illuminating 
when they said - 1 got good money working as a servant, but 
I would rather work in a factory because of the hours and 
because of the freedom.

JACKIE: Even if it was not a very long evening, at least 
they had it to themselves.

JULIA: And they often had a half day off as well as Sun
day. Because servants were lucky if they even got a half day 
off a week -  sometimes it was only a half day a fortnight. In 
some employers’ homes, the girls did end up working all 
evening. You know, “If you are just sitting there, could you 
mend the socks and my husband’s shirts.”

JACKIE: Were there any comments from your pub
lishers that you had put in more about women than they ex
pected?
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d. JULIA: Well, my editor (Jane Parkin) said to the publishers 
“There is a lot about women and children in it, mainly be
cause they are at the bottom of the heap”. And I think she 
really hit the nail on the head there.

JACKIE: So that if you are taking the “lower classes” it 
was the same as now when we talk of the “feminisation of. 
poverty” . In America, for instance, I think that 75% of 
those below the poverty line are women or living in women- 
headed households.

JULIE: Yes. And women were paid so much less than 
men all the time, it was almost impossible to live by your 
own work. That’s the way the whole society was structured. 
Women were always supposed to be dependent upon some
body else. But marriage wasn’t always the answer. There 
are endless letters about women looking for their husbands 
-  on the goldfields particularly -  the first place to look. It 
makes me so mad when you hear politicians going on about 
the family, and you think back to what it was really like.

There were thousands of deserted wives and widows br
inging up children on their own. One local history journal 
talked about a woman who had been the wife of some quite 
well known person, who became a midwife to support her 
children. Sometimes the children would wake up in the 
morning and find that their mother wasn’t there, because a 
man had come riding in the night and she would have sad
dled up and gone with him, to deliver a baby somewhere.

JACKIE: Would they belong to the working class? How 
would you define it?

JULIA: I tended, in my book, to merge the poor with the 
working class because it was so hard to distinguish them -  
which you might have been able to do in Britain. I think 
some of the people in my book who were definitely terribly 
poor, would not have referred to themselves as working 
class -  because they felt they had more education and more 
gentility.

JACKIE: Perhaps they are the ones who have left re
cords. Those who couldn’t write are replaced by those with 
more education who hadn’t made it.

JULIA: But who were still very poor. And so my sub
title may not be quite accurate. But I was interested in the 
women all the time because their writing always gave me 
that bit more about the day to day domestic pattern.

The police records are interesting too, because they 
were written in such a straightforward manner and that 
was good, instead of getting this sort of slant that you get 
from the newspapers. Of course newspapers are pub
lished and written usually by better-off people and were 
written about better-off people, so they don’t give you 
an accurate picture either. Nor do libraries — the early 
ones were set up by gentlemen for gentlemen, and re
flect their interests. But the police records would just say 
— “On the night of such and such Mrs So-and-So went 
out. When she came back her purse was missing” — and 
described the purse and who they thought was the sus
pect, in this very factual way. Of course colour did come 
in because they would say — “Suspect, Pretty Lizzie, a 
prostitute, always dresses very respectable, but well 
known to the police.” Things like that were marvellous.

JACKIE: Do you think it was accepted that the pretty 
working class girl could always turn to the streets if she was 
down on her luck? Was there any idea that the prostitute 
served to protect the purity of the home and to stop men 
getting at the young sisters of their friends and other “re
spectable” women of their own class?

JULIA: I got conflicting evidence. On the one hand they 
said there was so much work here for servants, which was 
true. But it wasn’t very nice work, and not always well paid. 
And not always available when you wanted it. It was much 
easier I think for a woman to get married. But I do re
member a comment, that at a meeting about equal pay and 
providing a living wage for women, the attitude of some 
people was that if women want more money they could go 
out on the streets.

JACKIE: That was very much the exception?
JULIA: Yes. But in the Parliamentary discussions about 

trying to get better conditions for servants there was a great 
deal of ribaldry in the House about giving women an after
noon off. “Good heavens, if we give a woman an afternoon 
off, instead of being under the care of the woman in the 
house and properly supervised, they will be goodness 
knows where, with whom.”

JACKIE: So the custodial role of the mistress of the 
house was very much in their minds.

JULIA: Yes. And the moral elements were quite strong 
too. Grace Neill, who was the first woman factory inspec
tor, wrote very detailed reports to the Labour Department
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on her findings about working conditions for women, and 
they were fascinating reading.

Even she had a sort of punitive attitude -  she was not only 
a factory inspector but also employed as a sort of a welfare 
worker too. She was looking into the whole business of fos
tering children, orphans and so on. She discusses benefits 
being paid to poor women, to women who had no husbands 
or were deserted. She would say “we have to be very careful 
that we are not giving benefits to women who are quite cap
able of getting out and working themselves and earning a 
living.” She thought that a woman should perhaps receive 
some benefit when she first had her baby for a couple of 
years, but after that she should be expected to fend for her
self more.

JACKIE: So there were many families for whom the 
mother was responsible, or where incomes were 
supplemented by the wife taking in boarders and cooking 
for more than the immediate family.

JULIE: Yes. I was struck that all the women I was look
ing at found some way of making extra money. It’s so obvi
ous to say “working women have always worked” but we 
need to keep reminding ourselves. They took in washing. 
Or they took lodgers, or both. Or they went out washing 
one day a week, or two days. They took in sewing.

JACKIE: And it wasn’t ever official.
JULIA: No. The statistics don’t bear it out at all. One 

year’s statistics had something like 450 washerwomen -  
which was obviously far less than there were. That was be
cause most of them would have been married women and 
their occupation would be “married woman”. Those 450 
would probably be full-time workers in a laundry.

JACKIE: So the household economy with everyone 
making a contribution and with soap and candles and 
clothes and preserve being made in the home probably per
sisted much longer here in New Zealand than it did in 
Europe with production of factory-made goods.

JULIA: Yes. And the children contributed too. There 
are lots of references to a “nurse girl”. She would be about 
12 usually and would come over from, say, a neighbour’s 
for the whole day. She might come around breakfast and 
stay right through. She would be there to mind the little 
children and do jobs like keep the fire going, get kindling in 
and carry water. Similarly the boys would catch rabbits and 
skin and sell them and bring in their few shillings. There was 
this contribution from all the family, not the organised in
dustrial work you’d find in Europe.

JACKIE: Education must have suffered somewhat be
cause of this?

JULIA: In a lot of places the actual school year was or
ganized round the harvesting and planting so the children 
could be at home when they were needed. The older girls 
were kept home on washing days quite regularly and to 
keep an eye on the children.

JACKIE: Did you have the impression that shortage of 
accommodation at home would cause young girls to go out 
into service?

JULIA: Well, there was a great demand for 14 year old 
servant girls and there was the idea of providing them with

food and a roof over their heads. It came through a little bit 
with Clara Cheeseman’s novel that the older girl couldn’t 
go back home to her parents because she didn’t want to live 
with 8 little brothers and sisters and she couldn’t earn an in
dependent living, so she had virtually no choice but to work 
as a servant.

JACKIE: Even with topping and tailing in bed, if you 
had eight small children, there couldn’t have been much 
room for her at home!

JULIA: All along I was trying to get that sort of vivid pic
ture, compiled of all the little fragments, of what life might 
have been like. So I have written it more as a writer, I think, 
than as a researcher. Which is partly why I told my great 
grandmother’s story because in the end she did commit 
suicide and I think that told us something about the loneli
ness.

JACKIE: Do you think that your great grandmother was 
also disappointed with the slowness in creating a stronger,

0 wider place for women?
Z JULIA: I think she was. And I think that her children 
■S had to settle for second best really, in just having to do the 
f  usual thing and get married and have more children. She
1 was the one who used to say marriage was a very hard way 
|  of making a living. But really -  there wasn’t the choice. She 
I  had thought that education was the key to it. We have uni- 
|  versity graduates -  and yet on the news today, they said 
S' there is only one woman bank manager in the whole of New 
" Zealand. It’s a very sobering thought.□

M YRA N IC O L
M O W ER  AN D  GARDEN CENTRE 

479 RICHM OND ROAD, 
ph 761-769 AUCKLAND.

Full motor mower sales and service. 
Indoor & outdoor plants, fertilisers, 
potting mix, seeds & garden tools. 

Only woman-owned and operated 
Auckland mower service.

Free pickup and delivery service.
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ON THE SHELF
THE BIRTH MACHINE
Elizabeth Baines
Zelda is a “good girl” who has 
made a “good” marriage. She is ac
customed to please. Yet as her 
body is divided and her baby 
wrenched from her, rebellion rises 
in her; she enters a surreal world 
where past, present and deeper 
levels of myth, and childhood 
fairytale are nightmarishly con
fused. A disturbing and powerful 
first novel by a talented new writer. 
The Women’s Press, $10.50 pbk.

1H1 MOON OF JUPITER
Alice Munro
In these eleven stories Alice 
Munro’s women discover that love 
is rarely honest, kind or reliable 
(although they keep trying); that 
people are not puzzles to be “arbit
rarily solved” (although they con
tinue to search the past and present 
for clues). They want “new defini
tions of luck" — to help make sense 
of men, families, relationships and 
life in their small towns. King Pen
guin, $9.95 pbk.

TH1 STEPDAUGHTER_______
Caroline Blackwood
While her absent husband holds 
Parisian hands by candlelight, J, a 
tense New Yorker in her thirties 
vents her fury in letters about the 
all too present Renata her thirteen 
year old stepdaughter. A witty and 
passionate novel. King Penguin, 
$7.95 pbk.

HEARTBURN___________________
Nora Ephron
Excellent and highly entertaining, 
the funniest novel of the year. 
Pavanne, $7.95 pbk.

JAVADY ALLEY_______________
Manny Shirazi
An extraordinary first novel about 
Homa a seven year old. The year is 
1953, a turbulent time in Iran. 
Homa watches, with the limitless 
curiousity of a child struggling to 
understand this adult world. The 
Women’s Press, $13.95 pbk.

A RECKONING___________
May Sarton
With cancer and only months to 
live Laura loosens her many ties to 
life and finds what the real connec
tions have been. The Women’s 
Press, $14.75 pbk.

KEANE'S CAFE___________
Cora Sandel
Overwhelmed by loneliness, grow
ing children and possible eviction 
Katinka Stordal becomes centre of 
a scandal in small town Norway 
just after World War I. A “wicked 
account” of a woman who declines 
to do what is expected of her. New

in paperback. The Women’s Press, 
$13.25 pbk.

IN LOVE AND TRO U BLE_____
Alice Walker
Spellbinding stories from wonder
ful Alice Walker. These are her 
moving, angry and loving tributes 
to the black women of the rural 
American South where she grew 
up. The Women’s Press, $11.25 
pbk.

THE WOMAN WHO OWNED 
THE SHADOWS
Paula Gunn Allen
An exploration of racism through 
the story of Ephanie, an American 
Indian woman who seeks herself 
through her mixed culture. A pow
erful and painful novel by an In
dian woman, the first in fifty years. 
Spinisters Ink, $25.95 pbk.

MARRIAGE
Maureen Green
A detailed, vivid and surprising 
picture of the marital relationship 
based on wide research and with 
numerous case studies. A book for 
married people and workers in that 
area. Fontana, $9.95.

MISCARRIAGE________________
Ann Oakley, Ann McPherson & 
Helen Roberts
A book which aims to provide an 
accurate and up-to-date guide to 
what is medically known about the 
symptoms, causes, treatment and 
consequences of miscarriage, and 
to take account of the reality and 
diversity of women’s experiences 
in this area. Fontana, $8.95 pbk.

WHEN THE BOYS WERE AWAY
Eve Ebbett
Dozens of brave strong and re
sourceful women talked to Eve Eb
bett about life in New Zealand dur
ing World War II and provide an 
inspiration for women of all gener
ations. Reed Methuen, $24.95 
hdbk.

PREMENSTRUAL EXPERIENCE
Janice Burns & Viv Maidabom 
with Hecate Women’s Health Col
lective
The highs and lows of New Zea
land women’s premenstrual ex
periences. With substantial cover
age of orthodox and alternative 
self-care that goes beyond being 
just another “fix-yourself” manual. 
Reed Methuen, $9.95 pbk.

KATHRYN_____________________
Kathryn Miller
The story of Kathryn could apply 
to any woman in New Zealand. It 
deals with the various therapies av
ailable for psychological counsel
ling and their effect on a young 
woman. It deals with child rape, 
sexual abuse, psychiatric services, 
hospitals and malpractice. The lot! 
The Tancred Press, $12.10 pbk.

THE AQUARIAN CONSPIRACY
Marilyn Ferguson
This personal and social transfor
mation in the 1980s is about “a new 
mind”, a turnabout in conscious
ness in enough individuals to create 
radical change in our culture, to en
large our concept of human poten
tial. Paladin, $10.95 pbk.

WHY CHILDREN?
Stephanie Dowrick & Sibyl 
Grundberg (eds)
A book “about” the most impor
tant and irrevocable decision that 
most women face during their 
lifetime: the decision to have or not 
to have children. Eighteen women 
speak out with passion and moving 
honesty about the deep personal 
significance of this question on 
their lives. Penguin, $11.95 pbk.

SEXUAL VIOLENCE TO 
WOMEN AND CHILDREN
Compiled by Carmel Peteru
The YWCA Conference for 
Women was held in September 
1983. The reports, which have 
been prepared by facilitators of the 
32 workshops held throughout the 
weekend, will contribute an idea of 
the depth, scope, energy and

amount of discussion and consider
ation put in by women towards the 
issue of sexual exploitation of all 
women and children. National 
YWCA, $3.00 pbk.

PUTTING THE JOY BACK 
INTO EGYPT -  
AN EXPERIMENT IN 
EDUCATION____________________
Jean Hendy-Harris
This book tells the story of Jean 
Hendy-Harris’ three children, 
given freedom and yet some neces
sary structure, building themselves 
a school from the world around 
them. The results are extraordi
nary, the story fascinating. Hodder 
& Stoughton, $13.95 pbk.

TALL POPPIES ________
Susan Mitchell
How does a woman become suc
cessful in Australia today? Nine 
such women were asked that ques
tion. They talk candidly and inti
mately about their professional 
and private lives, about what it’s 
like to enjoy success and what it 
took to achieve it. They reveal the 
secrets behind their public lives 
and the many painful and difficult 
choices they had to make along the 
way. Penguin, $9.95 pbk.

MAORI SOVEREIGNTY

DONNA A W ATER E

MAORI SOVEREIGNTY_______
Donna Awatere
Broadsheet’s first publication a 
book no New Zealander can afford 
NOT to read. It challenges every 
preconception you ever had about 
Aotearoa, its history and its 
people. Broadsheet, $12.95 pbk.
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WRITINGS BY LESBIANS

THE SOPHIE HOROWITZ 
STORY
Sarah Schulman
Soon after Sophie and her lover 
Lillian invade a men's leather bar, 
Sophie finds herself “up to her 
Jewish earlobes in murder and in
trigue”. She is the sometimes in
trepid reporter for the Feminist 
News, liberated in this novel by the 
satiric Sarah Schulman. A fast and 
funny story. Naiad, $21.00 pbk.

AMATEUR CITY_______
Katherine V. Forrest
In Los Angeles Detective Kate 
Delafield leads an homicide inves
tigation into the killing of the hated 
and hateful Fergus Parker, and 
falls in love with Ellen O’Neill. 
Naiad, $21.00 pbk.

THE YOUNG IN ONE 
ANOTHER'S ARMS
Jane Rule
A warm and hopeful story of the 
community formed in Ruth’s Boar
dinghouse, a community built on a 
lesbian model. Naiad, $

OUT FROM UNDER:
SOBER DYKES A OUR FRIENDS
Jean Swallow (ed)
This is a book about recovery. This 
is a book about how we live after 
that cold day in hell when we finally 
said that’s enough. It details recov
ery from personal and professional 
perspectives, aspects of recovery: 
relationships, sexuality, ethnic cul
ture; and includes the recovery ex
periences of lesbian co-alcoholics 
and adult children of alcoholics as 
well as lesbians who were chemi
cally dependent. Spinsters Ink, 
$22.95 pbk.

CHOICES
Nancy Toder
Choices is a novel about lesbian 
love, depicting the joy, passion, 
conflicts and intensity of love bet
ween women. In this straightfor
ward sensitive novel, Nancy Toder 
conveys the fear and confusion of a 
woman coming to terms with her 
sexual and emotional attraction to 
other women. Alyson, $18.50 pbk.
THE WINGED DANCER ______
Camerin Grae
A grown-up lesbian adventure 
story, guaranteed to keep the 
reader involved from the first page. 
An exploration of power and love. 
Blazon Books, $17.40 pbk.

BOOKS FOR YOUNGER 
READERS

LOTTA LEAVES HOME _______
Astrid Lindgren
Five year old Lotte certainly isn’t 
going to sit quietly in her own room 
when the whole world seems 
against her! Magnet, $3.95 pbk.

LOTTA'S BIKE___________________
Astrid Lindgren
Lotta swears she can ride a bike. 
But she falls off the big bike she 
“borrows” from a shed and it’s only 
when her father buys one that’s the 
right size that Lotta’s wish comes 
true. Magnet, $3.95 pbk.

STARRING SALLY J.
FREEDMAN AS HERSELF
Judy Blume
A highly imaginitive girl, Sally con- 
stanly makes up stories— stories in 
which she is always the star of her 
own lavish film spectaculars. Pic
colo, $3.95 pbk.

SUPER ADAM A ROSIE 
WONDER
Lyndsay Thwaites
A book with colourful illustrations 
about Rosie and Adam dressing up 
and trying to fly with predictable 
results. Andre Deutsch, $9.95 
hdbk.

ROALD DAHLS
REVOLTING RHYMES _________
Quentin Blake (illus)
Six of the best known nursery tales, 
retold, with some extremely sur
prising twists., Picture Puffins, 
$4.95 pbk.

FOR OLDER READERS

EARTHQUAKE TOW N___
Beverley Dunlop
In a desperate striggle to survive an 
earthquake, fires and even greater 
danger four children find strength 
and courage. An action packed ad
venture story for ages 8— 12. Plod
der & Stoughton, $11.95 hdbk.

VISITORS
Caroline MacDonald
A haunting story of 11 year old 
Terry who is obsessed by televi
sion. The handicapped Maryanne 
pieces together the meaning of the 
mysterious messages he receives 
and shows how important com
munication is to our survival. Hod- 
der & Stoughton, $10.95 hdbk.

THE GROWING PAINS OF 
ADRIAN MOLE
Sue Townsend
An enthralling sequel to the hilari
ous, touching and hugely popular 
The Secret Diary o f Adrian Mole 
Aged 13V2. Methuen, $14.95 
hdbk.

CHANGING BODIES, 
CHJLNGING LIVES
Ruth Bell and other co-authors of 
Our Bodies, Ourselves and Our
selves And Our Children, together 
with members of the Teen-book 
Project.
This book looks at what people in 
their teenage years are concerned 
about, and covers everything they 
want to know about sex and re

lationships with chapters on 
changes, sexuality , emotional and 
physical health care. Random 
House, $25.95 pbk.

CALENDARS

1985 HAEATA HERSTORY
This is the seventh Herstory to be 
published — but it is the first to be 
compiled by Maori women. New 
Women’s Press, $9.95.

MARY CASSATT 1985 
CALENDAR
13 Superb Impressionist Paintings 
and pastels of Women and Chil
dren. Abbeville Press, $15.95.

1985 ASTROLOGICAL 
MOON CALENDAR
Gretchen Lawlor
Moon Calendar Productions,
$6.95.
POETRY

FLESH AND BLOOD____________
Rosie Scott
Rosie Scott has published short 
stories and poems in Islands, Spi
ral, Pilgrims, Broadsheet and in 
two anthologies, Womanspirit and 
Women Against The Tour. This is 
her first book of poetry. Hard Echo 
Press, $4.50 pbk.

HEALING _______________
Juliet Batten
This handmade and bound book is 
based on a ritual performed at Te 
Henga on 13 December 1983. A li
mited edition of 100 numbered and 
signed copies. $10.00 pbk.

HUMOUR

LONE THOUGHTS FROM 
ABROAD_______________________
Paula Youens
Paula Youens is a cartoonist whose 
wit beams in on ordinary events 
most of them moments in women’s 
lives and allows us to see them 
anew, to laugh a lot and sometimes 
to wince. The Women’s Press, 
$8.95 pbk.

ORDER FORM
Please send these books:

My name is ......................................................................
My address is: .................................................................

I enclose (including 50c packing and postage per book) $

SUBSCRIPTION
I would also like a $24 subscription for myself □, for my friend □ , to 
sustain Broadsheet ($35) □, other rates on the Contents page: . . .

My name is: ..............................................................................
My address is: ..................................................................... ............

Send to Broadsheet, PO Box 5799 Wellesley Street, Auckland, or 
call at 43 Anzac Avenue between 9 -5  Weekdays, 10 -  1 Saturdays. 
Phone 794-751 for other orders or enquiries.
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strokes and art attacks
TAKING A PEN TO Ml DDL! NEW ZEALAND

Anne Else talks to Lauris Ed
mond about her first novel, 
High Country Weather, which 
recounts one year in the life of 
a woman from the city, living in 
a small North Island town in 
the 1950s.

AE: Lauris, you’re well 
known as a poet. Why did you 
decide to write a novel?

LE: One of the main 
reasons, I suppose, was practi
cal! I had the Menton fellow
ship in 1981, and although it 
had been awarded to me just as 
a writer — not for any particu
lar project — you can’t plan to 
write poetry daily. So I decided 
to try a series of linked stories 
about this particular small 
town, to record and recreate 
my experience there in some 
way. It was a special part of my 
life, and also I think of our so
cial history, one that has gone 
now, and I believed it was im
portant to set it down. I had 
started writing before I went to 
France, because I thought 
being in such strange new sur
roundings might throw me — 
and it did! But I survived that, 
and began working. Quite 
early on, I realised that I never 
was on the “inside” of the kind 
of community I was describing, 
so the book was going to be 
about being an outsider, look
ing in. Small towns are really in 
a way made up of their outsid
ers, the educated transients 
who make so many things work 
there. The stories grew into a 
novel out of that beginning — I 
didn’t know they were going 
to.

AE: I’m surprised by that, 
because the whole book gives 
the impression of being tightly 
structured, very ordered and 
planned.

LE: It didn’t grow at random 
— I did plan it, and I found that 
fascinating. But poems are 
small, their scope is small, and 
that’s how I began work on the 
book — I planned it scene by 
scene, developing each situa
tion. I would write one scene, 
leave it, go for a walk, come 
back — by then the next scene 
had come into focus. As the 
characters became more au

thentic, and I knew more about
them, they tended to say “this 
is the next thing”. In the second 
half the scenes grew longer, 
working themselves out — but 
it was still planned. By the end 
it was gathering a lot of 
momentum, and I was writing 
so fast my hand ached, I 
couldn’t keep up.

AE: You mentioned that it 
came out of your own experi
ences — to what extent is it au
tobiographical?

LE: The background is as 
authentic as I can make it — 
the town itself, the weather, 
the landscape, the bits of early 
history — those children dying 
in the bush seemed very close
then, in the ’50s. Some of the 
characters are based on real 
people I knew, but the main 
story is pure fiction. Louise is a 
character very like myself, 
thinking, feeling, responding, 
but to events which didn’t hap
pen to me. The incident of the 
bull in the garden is true, 
though!

AE: That scene is extremely 
vivid; so are the episodes about 
the play. When you say that 
you wrote in scenes, were you 
seeing the book itself like a 
play?
LE: Yes, very much so. I cer
tainly saw the introduction of 
the play itself as absolutely 
right. And I think my own view 
of people’s behaviour does 
have a lot to do with drama — 
we act roles, go offstage, begin 
to believe in our “parts”. I have 
written radio plays, and plays 
for solo voices, but nothing 
long — it’s something I’m very 
interested in doing, though I’m 
rather out of touch with theatre 
at present. But the novel form 
gave me a great deal of free
dom, it allowed me to com
ment on what was happening; 
dialogue alone doesn’t provide 
that extra focus.

AE: I very much liked the 
very crisp, spare style — no 
words or scenes wasted, every
thing counted.

LE: I discovered something I 
hadn’t known about writing fic
tion — there is infinitely more 
selection than I’d realised.

Every item is only one selected 
from a hundred you might use. 
In order to make it all alive and 
vital, there are some things you 
can use and a great many you 
must leave out. For example, 
when I first wrote about the 
play, I had far more of the kind

A recent photograph of Lauris 
Edmond and (below) as she was in 
the 1950s, the era of High Country 
Weather.

of thing that goes on in a real 
rehearsal — stage directions, 
discussion and so on, but I 
dropped most of that and just 
used some quotes from the 
script, because it wasn’t neces
sary.

AE: You have spoken of 
capturing a time in New Zea
land’s history — did you see it 
as part of women’s history too, 
of “herstory”?

LE: That was something that
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emerged as I went on. I came to 
see that I was putting down the 
experience of that woman at 
that time, when so much was 
still unknown to her. It has a 
bearing on the present too — 
it’s part of a much bigger ques
tion. The problem is how to 
write about the 1950s from the 
viewpoint of the 1980s, when 
we understand so many things 
differently. How can you make 
it authentic, but also get it to 
come to grips with what we’ve 
learnt since? Take the sexual 
side of a relationship; those 
people at that time would have 
been quite incapable of ar
ticulating the sexual aspects of 
their experience. It’s not so 
now! I had to allow it to be 
talked about and commented 
on in some way. The first draft 
was unsatisfactory and one 
reason was that I hadn’t 
worked out how to do that. The 
device I used in the end was the 
“late narrator” — the voice 
from today, looking back, and 
this became very important. 
It’s an idea I found in Salman 
Rushdie’s Midnight’s Children 
and it enabled me to go back 
and write a second draft, and so 
finish the novel.

AE: Do you feel that now  ̂
you’ve worked that period of 
your life out of your system?

LE: Yes, I really do. The gh
ostly voices that kept on at me 
from that time are quiet now. 
Those things wanted to be said. 
I had been planning a sequence 
of poems on the same period, 
but I don’t want to do it, for the 
present anyway. The ghosts 
have been exorcised.□

COLONIAL TEARS AND_______
SWEAT; The working_________
doss in nineteenth
cente ry NZ, Julin______________
M iilen, Reed 1984, $10.95

While much has been written 
about life in colonial 
nineteenth century New Zea
land, this writing has tended to 
concentrate on the “success
ful” few, rather than life as it 
was for the vast majority of 
people who settled in this land, 
hailed as “a glorious country 
for the working man”. Julia 
Millen’s book Colonial Tears 
and Sweat sheds new light on 
the day-to-day existence of im
migrants and their struggle to 
survive.

For those families who sur
vived the harrowing three to 
four month trip by ship, often 
the worst was just beginning. 
Many working people — mar
ried, single, labourers or ser
vants — had left the old coun
try with memories of strikes, 
lockouts, and closures. They 
were lured by assisted passage 
and the hope of a new and bet
ter life. The early part of this 
book covers life on board ship 
and the initial reaction of 
people to their new world. 
While this part is full of infor
mation, wage rates, terms of 
employment, distribution of 
workforce, and working condi
tions generally, it is in the latter 
part of the book where people 
and situations become real that 
one becomes involved with the 
characters that are revealed — 
often through entries in their 
diaries. A large proportion of 
the single women had come on 
their own as part of the assisted 
immigration scheme, mainly 
providing cheap labour as 
domestics. Many women 
ended up marrying the “mas
ter” if something happened to 
his wife — why pay when she 
will work for free!!!

The emergence of the suf
fragette movement is covered 
in the chapter entitled “When a. 
Young Woman Immigrates”. 
At the forefront of this move
ment is Mary Player, a found
ing member of the Women’s 
Social and Political League. As 
an activist Mary was mainly 
concerned with improving the 
lot of working women and 
girls. As a nurse she was well 
aware of the damage done to 
women’s health through lack of 
proper care. Her campaign for 
rest rooms and public toilets 
for women resulted in Wel
lington providing the first pub
lic facilities for women.

Colonial Tears and Sweat 
explores a wide range of sub
jects, from deserted wives, 
prostitution, exploitation of 
Maori women by traders and 
whalers, to the disquiet over 
the role of the church in educa
tion. The book is well indexed, 
has a full bibliography, and the 
prints and photographs are of a 
very high quality. Julia Millen’s 
work will be welcomed by 
those with an interest in early 
colonial history.□
Catherine Frey

Brenda Kendal as The Fat Bal
lerina whose thighs love each other 
so much they caress each other all 
the time. Brenda's act made us all 
laugh so much we were nearly sick. 
She was one of the performers at 
Broadsheet’s Benefit Gala held in 
the Maidment Theatre in Auck
land on 23 November. Andrea Kei- 
land made us laugh too with her 
piece on the horrors of contracep
tion. Bridget Armstrong gave a 
more accurate piece on Robin 
Hyde than we'd just seen on tele; 
Elisabeth McRae read Rachel 
McAlpine's wonderful Sheila 
poems. Wendy Preston did a very 
lithe and sinuous dance with a long 
red silk scarf. The Transisters are a 
very talented group of women with 
tons of energy and cheek. Espe
cially loved The Perfect Woman 
barbie doll who fought back and 
the giant tampon. On the musical 
side it was a special treat to hear 
Mereana Pitman with her lovely 
haunting voice sing strong songs 
with Irihapeti. Jess Hawk 
Oakenstar made a riveting stage 
presence and sang a song she'd 
written especially for the night. 
Siren — a group of three — sang re
ggae and blues and Mahina 
Tocker’s voice wandered through 
melodies she’d written herself as if 
it had a will of its own. For her final 
song, The Music Box, Mahina sat 
with her guitar across her knees

and plucked the strings like a lute.
It was a lovely night out and a 

chance for women like me who 
don't get out much at night to hear 
and see a whole lot of very talented 
women. Sandi Hall did a great job 
of organising a totally engrossing 
evening's entertainment. I, for 
one, will be pushing for Broad
sheet to do it again.

Our finances benefitted by 
$1,200 — all the performers and 
behind the scenes women gave 
their time free. A great big thank 
you to you all!
Sandra Coney

HAEATA HERSTORY DIARY
1985, _____
New Women'» Pre«a, $9 .95

Haeata — the first shaft of light 
which appears as the night 
folds away and the new day 
dawns.

Kia ora koutou Wahine ma e 
nga kuia haere heare haere.

You come from Whaka- 
raupo. Otakau, Waiapu, 
Rotorua, Rakuira, Whare- 
kauri, Temuka, Ara-hura, 
Raukawa, Wairoa, Tiki-tiki 
Kaikoura, Tokomaru Bay, 
Waikanae, Te Puia Springs, 
Otaki, Rangiawhia, Parapara. 
Tauhiwi, Aro-whenua, and
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WHAT’S NEW

MEETINGS: Wellington
Women against Pornography
now have an office at 28 Han
son St, Newton. Call in or 
phone 893038. Write to PO 
Box 475, Wellington. Meetings 
every 2nd Wednesday at 
7.30pm. Auckland Women 
against Pornography meet 
every 2nd Monday at 
Womenspace, Auckland Uni
versity at 7.30pm. For more in
formation phone Janelle 
797979. All women welcome.
COURSES: WEA 1985 Prog
ramme — The 1985 First term 
programme will be available 
from the office or send SAE to 
21 Princes St from February 
onwards: full details of
Women’s Studies courses and 
general programme. For 
further details phone 732030 in 
February.
YWCA Career/Life Planning 
Course is primarily for women 
who have spent some years car
ing for a family and would like 
the opportunity to explore 
other areas in which to invest 
their time and skills. The 
course will run for four con
secutive Tuesdays, 9.30am- 
12.30pm beginning 5 March at 
the YWCA, 10 Carlton Gore 
Road, Grafton, Auckland. Ph 
Anna Mieke for more informa
tion 775909. YWCA Work
shops for Women, Summer 
programme, 2 February — 27 
April 1985, includes photo
graphy, car mechanics, furni
ture renovation, lawn mower 
repairs, women’s health, self 
assertion, the share market, 
poster making, Christian 
feminist theology and others. 
Ph YWCA (Akj for more in
formation. YWCA (Wel
lington) Term 1 includes Do it 
Yourself repairs, about cars, 
haircuts for kids, relaxed liv
ing, intro to assertiveness, as
sertiveness training for 
women, media for women, ra
cism workshop for white 
women, Maori sovereignty, 
women's studies, massage and 
relaxation techniques, re
flexology, cultural perspec
tives, craft workshops, the law 
and you, women and manage
ment workshop, self defence. 
Do it yourself repairs and

maintenance jobs about the 
house starts 17 & 24 February, 
3 March. Haircuts for kids, 4 
sessions at $5 each session, 
starting 5 February 3.30-5pm. 
Introduction to assertiveness 
Saturday 23 February, 9.30am- 
3.30pm, $12. Women’s studies 
7, 14, 21, 28 February, 7, 14 
March, $25 creche available. 
Massage and relaxation 
techniques, Saturday 9 Feb
ruary 10am-4pm, $12. Sue 
Lytollis self defence, 19, 26 
February, 5, 12 March, $18. 
All courses at 3 Moncrieff St, 
Mt Victoria, PO Box 9563, 
Wellington, Ph 850505. For 
more details write to the Y for a 
programme.

Women’s Appointment File —
Vacancies which appear to be 
coming up. If you know of any 
qualified or suitable women 
please drop a note to WAF, 
Box 10351, Wellington.

January: Broadcasting Cor
poration (2), Central Advisory 
Committee on Education (2), 
Integration Standing Commit
tee (11), NZ Trades Certifica
tion Bd, Pacific Island Polyne
sian Education Foundation, 
Indecent Publications Tri
bunal, Vocational Training 
Council (5), Police Pomotion 
Board.

February: Liquid Fuels
Trust Board (2), Building Per
formance Guarantee Corpora
tion, Housing Corporation, In
dustrial Conciliation Services, 
Walkways Commission (5), 
Rural Bank, Tourism Council 
(5), Industrial Development 
Commission.

March: Petrocorp Exlora- 
tion (2), Guardians of Lakes 
Matapouri & Te Anau (5), 
Guardians of Lake Wanaka 
(5). Overseas Investment 
Commission, State Forest Park 
Advisory Committees [Catlins 
(8), Hanmer (10), Pureora (9), 
Ruahine (9), Victoria (10)], 
Council of Post Graduate Edu
cation (Health), Housing 
Commission (2), National Art 
Gallery, Museum & War 
Memorial Board of Trustees, 
Evidence Law Reform Com
mittee, Licensing Control 
Committee, Board of Maori 
Affairs, Animal Remedies 
Board, Meat Producers Board, 
Potato Board, Film Commis
sion (4), Arts Council (4),

Lower Hutt, Dunedin, Hamil
ton & Palmerston Nth Small 
Claims Tribunals.
Supportline needs more volun
teers and money. A training 
session will be held early in the 
New Year. If you are able 
to contribute in any way 
please phone 30312 Auckland, 
or write to PO Box 6450, 
Wellesley St, Auckland 1.
Womyn’s Summer Camp for
lesbians or potential lesbians 
only. To be held near Christ- 
.church 12-17 January 1985. 
Come and celebrate living and 
growing as a lesbian with the 
rest of the tribe. A chance to 
make new friends, renew old 
acquaintances, learn a lot, 
relax and enjoy yourself. Fees, 
a sliding scale of $35-$50 un
waged to waged. Ring Christ
church 559-375 or write for a 
registration form to PO Box 
13538, Christchurch.
EXHIBITIONS: Auckland
City Art Gallery — Some Re
cent Arrivals. An exhibition of 
gifts, loans and purchases for 
the permanent collection. 
Tapa: A selection from the Au
ckland Institute and Museum 
Collection closing 28 January 
1985.
Te Tangi O Te Whenua: A 
series of large paintings reflect
ing the Maori response to con
temporary life, by Emily 
Karaka and Norman Te 
Whata. '

Emily Karaka's Tangata Kore on 
show at Auckland's City Art 
Gallery until 28 January.

Feminist Art Networkers —
Set of 8 Feminist Postcards in 
full colour by artists: Carole 
Shepheard, Juliet Batten, Liz 
Eastmond, Claudia Pond 
Eyley. $3.50 per package — 
Available through Broadsheet 
Bookshop.
A card has been produced by 
Clair P. Guy, with artist Ann 
Craig and the financial backing 
of the Gisborne Women’s 
Centre, to help provide funds 
for the Women of Greenham 
Common. At $4 plus p&pfora 
pack of 10 the cards are availa
ble from the Gisborne 
Women's Centre, PO Box 
1398, Gisborne.
Women’s Community Video 
Library — Objectives: to set up 
a video library containing tapes 
of interest to women; to distri
bute a catalogue describing the 
tapes held in the library; to 
make these tapes available to 
women’s groups, community 
groups and educational institu
tions; to organise showings of 
the tapes; to stimulate the local 
production of videos concern
ing women’s issues.
This library is being set up to 
serve your needs. For informa
tion, feedback, suggestions, 
ideas, questions or involve
ment contact Mary During, 21 
Princes St. Auckland.
AWARDS AND COMPETI
TIONS: The closing date for 
the New Outlook short story
award has been extended to 7 
January 1985. For details see 
last month’s Broadsheet, 
Pacific Poetry Series competi
tion is open to any writer who 
has not previously published a 
volume of poetry. Winning 
manuscripts are published by 
the University of Hawaii Press 
and authors receive the usual 
royalties. Manuscripts bet
ween 64 and 96 pages in length 
will be received during March; 
the entry fee is $5. For com
plete contest rules, send SAE 
to Pacific Poetry Series, Uni
versity of Hawaii Press, 2840 
Kolowalu St, Honolulu, HI 
96822.
Women in Secondary Educa
tion Conference: Easter 5 — 8 
April 1985, Waikato Univer
sity, Hamilton, sponsored by 
PPTA, enrolments close 8 
March. Box 4415 Hamilton E.
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many other places you have 
graced on the way.

You speak to me of Te 
Kohanga Reo, Te Ropu 
Wahine Toko I Te Ora, of 
struggles to preserve kai 
nioana, to retain te whenua. 
You express concern for the fu
ture of your mokopuna and 
warn of the dangers of 
materialism.

Some of you tell me that you 
were deprived, as I was, of part 
of your heritage; others speak 
of growing up enfolded sec
urely in your Maoritanga. You 
show your delight in the life of 
the marae and the pleasure this 
experience has brought you.

Many of you have spent your 
time forwarding the aims of Te 
Ropo Wahine Toko I Te Ora, 
while others have organised 
sports teams, nurtured the arts 
of weaving and medicine, fos
tered te reo. Most of you have 
done all these things. At the 
same time you have mothered 
children, fed and clothed them, 
passed on your knowledge and 
skills.

You have become auth
orities on taha Maori in your 
area and stimulated the resto
ration of meeting houses. You 
have shown your daughters 
how to make bread and found 
time to take a strong stand on 
South Africa's apartheid.

You have caught and cooked 
mutton birds, smoked fish, 
waited patiently for the 
whitebait. You have cooked 
for shearers, been involved in 
fundraising, running raffles, 
cabarets, dances, and catering

for functions. Your hospitality 
has nourished many.

You have won golfing com
petitions, attended Maori Ar
tists and Writers conferences, 
struggled against takeovers of 
your arts and culture. You 
have survivied epidemics and 
cared for those who didn't.

You are talented weavers of 
kete and whariki and great har
vesters of kumara. You have 
spent long hours making 
tukutuku panels and sang while 
you worked.

You have discovered many 
values in common with other 
peoples of the Pacific, reading 
the stars, fishing calendars, 
signs and symbols, as well as 
shared in their struggles.

You have dreams. Some of 
them have come true.

You have spent your lives 
enriching the lives of those 
around you. Now you come to 
me, in this, the Haeata Her- 
storv Collective’s diary, and 
you enrich my life, and the 
lives of all who read your 
stories.
Renee.

DEALING WITH 
DEPRESSION 
Kathy Naim» and 
Gerrttyn Smith, The 
Women's Press Handbook 
Series 1984, $13.95.

This is undoubtedly the best 
book I have seen on this topic. 
Written by two feminist mental 
health workers, the book is 
aimed especially at women 
who experience depression.

(Left) Hineteiwaiwa, the 
personification of the moon, from 
page 15 of Haeata Herstory. A 
detail of artwork by Robyn 
Kahukiwa. (Right) Beaver sang 
the blues at a Summer Jazz 
Concert in Auckland's City Art 
Gallery, 2 December 1984. 
Photograph by Gil Hanly.

The book is written from a 
feminist perspective and com
bines “expert” information 
with personal accounts and 
ideas. The authors are upfront 
about the areas they feel un
able to cover well. However, 
there is little that is left out of 
this book.

The beginning of the book 
tries to face what depression is, 
what it feels like, what its com
ponents are. Here there is an 
excellent political analysis 
showing the real effects of 
women's roles on their mental 
health. There is also a useful 
overview of the main theories 
of depression.

The authors take readers 
back to the early causes of de
pression in family relationships 
and structures. They then look 
at the images of women found 
in our society. The chapter 
Process and Points deals with 
the wider crises that assail 
women — sexual abuse, rape, 
domestic violence, death and 
change, children and disability. 
The last two chapters in this 
section look at the issues of 
conflict and control, power and 
powerlessness. They argue that 
some women find rewards in 
being depressed, rewards that 
are denied them in society.

The next section deals with 
getting help and helping your
self. I thought this was an ex
cellent section. It looks realisti
cally at what help you can give 
yourself, at what depression 
feels like and how this might af
fect recovery. It emphasises 
being in touch with your own 
emotion and using your re
sources. They deal well with 
the advantages and problems 
of medical and orthodox treat
ment systems. It is unfortunate 
that the material is generated 
in the UK where things are a 
little different. Finally there is 
an excellent reference section 
and some good material on 
drugs.

If you have been depressed, 
work with women, or have chil
dren of your own, this book 
will make excellent readings 
Sarah Calvert

THE ANORBUC 
EXPERIENCE 
Marilyn Lawrence, The 
The Womens Press Hand
book Series 1984, $12.50

The eating disorders have be
come popular — “experts” 
write books and therapists see 
themselves as experts in the 
arena. Unfortunately most of 
them are men, full of 
psychological theories but 
lacking in any real analysis of 
women's lives.

This book is different. Al
though Marilyn Lawrence is an 
“expert” — she is a social 
worker who has worked with
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women with eating disorders 
— this is not the crucial thing 
about the book. This is a book 
written from the experience of 
working with women and hav
ing a feminist perspective. I felt 
it was unique.

Anorexia affects many 
women. Problems with food 
and the range of eating disor
ders affect many more. This 
book starts by asking why 
women, what is happening to 
them. The book has a clear un
derstanding of the basis of 
anorexia, in the structure of the 
female experience. This re
lationship between food and 
women’s lives is written about 
clearly and well.

More than this, Marilyn 
Lawrence has looked at west

ern society, its political struc
ture and its affluence. This she 
feels is a crucial part of the con
flicts for women that lead to 
eating problems.

Mothers are often blamed 
for the problems their 
daughters have. This book has 
a chapter on families, that pro
vided a new and thoughtful 
analysis of the role of mothers 
in their daughter’s lives.

The book provided useful in
formation about treatment and 
cure. It does not minimise the 
real problems of helping your
self if you are anorexic. There 
is a useful discussion of types of 
therapy.

All of the good books about 
the eating disorders have been 
written by women and this is

the most wide ranging and use
ful. It is a pleasure to read 
books that use a feminist 
analysis in the body of the 
book.D 
Sarah Calvert

THE HEART OF THE STAG
Sexual violence has run like a 
dark stain through most recent 
New Zealand movies. Male 
filmmakers have been so ambi
valent in their depiction of this 
violence that audiences haven’t 
recognised it for what it is. One 
reviewer of Smash Palace 
wrote that the scene where A1 
contemptuously rapes his wife 
from behind gave a glimpse of 
how good and tender their 
lovemaking had been. Trespas
ses, which contained a rape and

. . . it  touches everything untouched.
STARRING

BRUNO LAWRENCE TERENCE COOPER MARY REGAN
“ A Bold and Riveting P ic tu re . . . ” “ Electrifyingly G ood. . . ” “A Quality Drama”

N E W  Y O R K  P O S T  L O S  A N G E L E S  T I M E S  V A R I E T Y
Directed by Michael Firth

Commencing at Amalgamated Theatres from January 30.

Cathy (Mary O’Regan) with 
Robert (Terence Cooper) in The 
Heart of the Stag.

hinted nastily that the father’s 
obsessive mania for his daugh
ter was also sexual, was adver
tised as “It should have been a 
love story.”

Due to be released this 
month is a New Zealand film 
which makes the dark stain its 
subject matter. The Heart of 
the Stag is a film about incest.

This film doesn’t sidle up to 
its subject. There is no ambigu
ously titillating voyeurism 
here. We know about the in
cest from the first frames.

It is night time, we are in a 
bedroom. The camera uneasily 
takes in the pretty things, the 
girlish things, on dressing table 
and bureau top.

There are sounds in this 
room that don’t fit. Grunts, 
explosions of breath. The cam
era finds the thick naked back 
and buttocks of a man, hump
ing. Barely visible beneath him 
is a young woman, buffeted by 
the blows from above, her face 
blank, blocked, her clenched 
hands held back against her, 
avoiding contact with his skin. 
This is incest, better named by 
feminists father-rape, and it’s 
not a pretty sight.

The father is Robert 
Jackson, a King Country 
farmer with a prosperous prop
erty of thousands of acres. 
Jackson, played convincingly 
by Terence Cooper, is the old- 
style man’s man. Tough, pow
erful and shrewd, he is not 
someone to tangle with. In my 
father’s generation, he would 
have been admiringly de
scribed as a “hard bugger”, the 
epitome of kiwi virility. But 
Jackson, like so many of his 
kind, is privately a bully boy. 
He gets his kicks from shooting 
stags and raping his daughter.

Mary Regan as Cathy, 
Jackson’s daughter, makes 
your heart ache. Tenderly she 
cares for her mother, paralysed 
and mute from a stroke and the 
reason Cathy endures this sex
ual slavery. When Daley 
(Bruno Lawrence), the new 
hired hand, arrives and shows 
an interest in her, we see glimp
ses of the playful and adventur
ous girl she had been before 
her father damaged her. Fear, 
pain and anger spill out when
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Daley is not deterred by her 
brusque behaviour towards 
him. Isolated on the hilly back 
block farm, Cathy has had no- 
one to turn to. Eventually, in a 
harrowing scene, an anguished 
Cathy tells Daley the truth and 
he persuades her to escape with 
him. Inevitably, Jackson, 
armed with his gun, hunts the 
pair down and the film builds to 
its somewhat stagey climax. 
Heart o f the Stag is distin
guished by the acting of its 
three principal actors, who by 
their sheer emotional power, 
overcome the difficulties of a 
sometimes inadequate script. 
Towards the end, the film 
seemed to thoroughly lose its 
way, as if the director didn’t 
quite know how to finish it off. 
Loose ends are briskly ampu
tated. Cathy’s mother is un
ceremoniously bumped off so 
that Cathy can with clear con
science run away. And Daley, 
for all the cleverness he has 
previously shown, makes an in
explicably stupid decision to 
head for the backblocks rather 
than for the town. High noon in 
the hills clearly appealed more 
to writer/director Michael 
Firth than high noon in 
Taumaranui.

I must admit to having had 
trouble with Daley. Bruno 
Lawrence has so often been re
cycled as the macho cowboy, it 
was difficult believing in him as 
the tender, sensitive hero. Not 
a problem for overseas audi
ences.

I had a little difficulty too 
with Daley’s character. Clearly 
the hard-case father model a la 
Jackson has been exposed for 
the thug he really was, and 
hooray for that. He was always 
deadly for women.

But I wonder if the Daley 
character isn’t being touted as 
the replacement model. Male 
kiwi stereotype Mark 2 — the 
man with enough brawn and 
bravado to get by in the public 
bar, but enough finesse to ap
peal to the young urban tren
dies. A sort of down-under 
Renaisanceman A soccer, 
not a rugby man.

Daley is your classic, on-the- 
road loner of no fixed abode. 
He can fix cars, muster sheep, 
drive a tractor, and ride horses. 
But he chases deer with a cam
era, not a gun. He doesn’t take 
part in the shearing shed hoolie

and he knows fine wine. He 
talks to women and stays to 
help Cathy with the dishes 
when Jackson retires to his 
study for a post-prandial port. 
We never saw whether Daley 
passed the acid test — putting 
down the lavatory seat after 
peeing.

Full marks though to the 
male triumverate — director/ 
producer/writer Michael Firth, 
producer Don Reynolds (also 
of Trial Run) and screenplay 
writer Neil Illingworth — 
which made Heart o f the Stag 
for a sensitive and realistic por
trayal of incest. Their Cathy is 
never depicted as sexually al
luring or provocative. She is al
ways dressed in working 
clothes: jeans, checked shirt 
and sweater. She doesn’t wear 
make-up. Her nightdress is 
wincyette. She frequently,

touchingly, hugs against her
self a bag or knapsack as a kind 
of futile shield. Her response to 
Daley is tentative and slow.

Daley never makes a sexual 
approach to her, they are not 
shown touching romantically 
or kissing. He holds her when 
in a frenzy of distress she blurts 
out her secret. When they run 
away, she falls asleep in his 
arms, he tucks her up and 
watches over her (this guy, I 
tell you, is almost too good to 
be true).

The film avoids the sugges
tion that Jackson’s wife’s sex
ual incapacity has driven him to 
turn to his daughter, by show
ing in flashbacks his sexual in
terest in her when a girl and her 
mother able-bodied. And it av
oids reinforcing the myth that 
incest is a working class preoc
cupation, the result of crowded

LESBIAN SOCIAL GROUP 
Coffee evenings and outings 

Write to LSG, Box 19139, 
Avondale, Auckland.

housing and loose morals, by 
showing incest where it is just 
as likely to occur — among the 
monied middle classes.

One complaint — in real life 
the rescuer is bound to be 
women. If Cathy can’t trust her 
father, she can’t trust any man, 
especially one she knows. The 
male as rescuer is older than 
Sleeping Beauty and Cin
derella, but like them, it’s just a 
fairy story.□
Sandra Coney
Written and directed by Michael Firth, 
produced by Firth and Don Reynolds, 
screenplay by Neil Illingworth. Princi
pal actors Terence Cooper, Mary 
Regan, Bruno Lawrence.



ASTROLOGICAL

1985

Follow the movements of the 
moon's phases and sign changes 
W atch its influence on planting, 
weather and emotional states.

O F W 0 M E N / W  LAND
Colville women's  writing co-op

SHIATSU M A SSA G E

TREATING YO UR BODY 
T O A T U N E U P  

One hour massage $20 
Instructor trained in USA. 
Ph 763-918, Auckland.

THE W OMEN’S PLACE
(Feminist Bookshop)

289 Cuba Street, PO Box 19086 
Wellington. Ph 851-802

Hours: 10.30am -  5.30pm 
(late night Fridays),

10.30am -1 ,30pm Saturday

RECORDS, BOOKS, POSTERS 
CARDS, MAGAZINES, BADGES 

T-SHIRTS, STAINED GLASS, 
JEWELLERY

Weekdays 10 am - 5.30 pm 
Friday 9 pm Ph 790-784

Feminist, lesbian-teminist — 
theory, novels, health, poetry...

BOOKS. MAGAZINES, POSTERS. 
RECORDS. CARDS, JEWELLERY...

Non-smoking, creative feminist in 30s 
wants to share house orflat with 1 or 2 
others. Please ring 585-528 Auck.

"SALUTATIONS"

A  tape of woman's music by 
"M am ata" (ex "Local Gossip") 

available from Broadsheet 
Bookshop or Mail O rder 

(enclose $7.50) from Mamata, 
c/o 1244 N ew  North Road, 

Auckland.

V A C A N C Y  - TECH NICAL EDITO R  
B R O A D SH E E T  M A G A Z IN E
This is a challenging and creative 
position. It is satisfying but hard work 
involving reponsibility for the 
production of the magazine - design 
and paste up, working with typesetters 
and printers.
The person in this position must be 
able to work to deadlines and work 
with volunteers. Some experience in 
magazine or newspaper production is 
necessary. Training in graphic design 
would be an advantage. This is a paid 
position with hours to be negotiated. 
The person will join the Broadsheet 
collective, will be a feminist and 
preferably have some experience 
working in feminist groups.
Please apply in writing by 20 January 
1985 sending relevant details and 
samples of your work to Broadsheet. 
PO box 5799 Wellesley Street. Auck 1.
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